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The Victims’ Voices:  
A Routine Activity Approach to Jail and Prison Victimization 
by 
Victor J. St. John 
Advisor: Dr. Gohar Petrossian 
The study explores the occurrence of victimization while incarcerated in American jails 
and prisons. Consistent with the Routine Activity Approach – which explains that victimization 
occurs due to the convergence of a suitable target and a motivated offender in time and space, 
and the absence of a capable guardian, handler, and place manager –, this study investigates the 
applicability of the approach within the correctional setting, namely the influence of place 
management, access to informal guardians, and the victims’ perception of correctional officers’ 
capability on preventing victimization (the formal guardian). A mixed methods design was 
employed, analyzing 87 semi-structured interviews with formerly incarcerated persons regarding 
their experiences of confinement. Findings yield that: (1) within the correctional setting, actors in 
the crime event can shift roles (e.g., go from guardian to offender) depending on the relationships 
that exist among incarcerated persons and correctional officers; and (2) place management is not 
associated with victimization but influences the underlying relationships among incarcerated 
persons and correctional officers. The influence of, and association between additional concepts 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
The original foci in the field of criminology and criminal justice were to understand why 
persons commit crime, under what conditions crime occurs, and how society should ameliorate 
these issues. In many instances, nationwide decreases in crime over time are accredited to 
changes in the criminal justice system and changes in social norms, further perpetuating the need 
for researchers and policy makers to continue investigating the ever-changing social processes 
that contribute to crime and the criminal justice responses that elicit the most effective and 
ethical reductions in crime. This research aims to contribute to that general discussion through 
studying the incarcerated individuals’ perception of guardianship, access to guardians, and the 
role of place management on victimization.   
Prisons and jails are a place where individuals are confined together in close quarters 
(Finney et al., 2013), a place where the likelihood of being victimized is high (Hogan et al., 
2017), and an environment where crime control is a necessity for the wellbeing of all occupants 
(Castle & Martin, 2006). In the United States, people are incarcerated awaiting adjudication or 
due to being convicted of a crime. On the global level, imprisonment is the most common form 
of punishment, and the United States holds the highest incarceration rate (Felson, 2010). For 
instance, the incarceration rate in the United States is 738 per 100,000 persons-four times greater 
than the world’s average of 166 (Hartney, 2006). 
Incarcerated individuals (Mansoor et al., 2015; Ross & Richards, 2003; Rotter et al., 
2005), correctional staff (Griffin et al., 2010; Venters, 2019), and researchers provide 
descriptions of conditions inside prisons and jails. These narratives describe such conditions as 
strict regimentation (Craig, 2004; Osgood et al., 1985; Wright et al., 1997), inmate-on-inmate 
violence (Lahm, 2008; Lahm, 2017; Steiner, 2009), inmate-and-officer violence (Kauffman, 
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1986; Konda et al., 2013), inmate abuse (Arnold, Liebling, & Tait, 2007), dehumanization 
(McCorkle et al., 1995; Sykes, 1958; Vick & McRay, 2018) overcrowding (Bartos & Kubrin, 
2018; van Ginneken et al., 2017), uncleanliness or poor environmental upkeep (Sloan, 2012; St. 
John et al., 2019), lack of social support while imprisoned (Arriola et al., 2015; Goffman, 1961; 
Jiang & Winfree Jr.,2006; Yang & Perkins, 2018), and employee stress (Byrd et al., 2000; Cullen 
et al., 1985; Lambert & Hogan, 2018). Due to these prevailing conditions, jails and prisons have 
preventative policies in place to mitigate attributes of the carceral environment, including the 
Prison Rape Elimination Act, which mandated access to mental health and medical services, 
visitation rights, restrictive housing regulations, and other minimum standard provisions (Deitch 
2012; Jacobson, 2017). However, even with regulatory policies in place, victimization and safety 
remain an issue for both staff and inmates (Blitz et al., 2008; Kubiak et al., 2018).  
For instance, the United States Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) provides insight into the 
prevalence of sexual victimization within jails and prisons nation-wide. BJS highlights that 
across prisons, jails, and other adult correctional facilities, an estimated 24,661 allegations of 
sexual victimization were filed in 2015. Of these allegations, investigations concluded that 6% 
were substantiated–854 instances were perpetrated by incarcerated people, and 619 instances 
perpetrated by staff members (Rantala, 2018). More broadly, BJS reports 67,168 allegations of 
sexual victimization between the years 2012 and 2015, with 61,316 fully investigated and 8% 
(5,187) substantiated (Rantala,2018). Although national aggregate statistics on general violence 
across U.S. jails and prisons are sparse, some descriptions are available. The United States 
Federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) reports that in the first calendar quarter of 2019, a rate of 13 
serious assaults and 273 less serious assaults on an inmate occurred for every 5,000 inmates in a 
federal facility (BOP, 2019). Furthermore, a 2006 BJS survey highlights that 83,000 persons held 
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in local jails across the United States report being injured after admission into a given jail, and 
7% (5,810) confide that it was due to a physical fight (Maruschak, 2006). Ultimately, the 
victimization of people held in jail and prison is a phenomenon that many incarcerated people 
experience or witness when one considers that: (a) tens-of-thousands of sexual assault allegations 
are made and thousands of sexual assault allegations are substantiated in jails, prisons, and adult 
correctional facilities nation-wide; (b) there is a prevalence of thousands of documented assaults 
in federal prisons across the U.S.; and (c) there are thousands of reported injuries that occur due 
to physical fights in local jails.  
The occurrence of victimization during incarceration has an impact on an individual that 
continues post-release. For example, the direct experience of violent victimization while 
incarcerated increases the likelihood that a victim will engage in violent criminal behavior and 
substance use post-release (Zweig et al., 2015); increases the difficulty for a person to reenter 
society (Listwan, Hanley, & Colvin. 2012); and increases aggression, emotional distress and 
antisocial behavior post-release (Boxer, Middlemass, & Delorenzo, 2009). In fact, simply 
witnessing the victimization of another person while incarcerated increases the witnesses’ odds 
of being arrested post-release or violating the conditions of parole (Daquin, Daigle, & Listwan, 
2016) and being both a witness and victim of violence while incarcerated are associated with the 
highest odds of committing violence in the community post-release (Zweig et al., 2015). When 
coupled with additional barriers to reentry (e.g., housing, employment, education, social support 
and health care), the formerly incarcerated person who was victimized or witnessed victimization 
faces additional hurdles to reentry that may compromise the safety of others in the community 
(Boxer, Middlemass, & Delorenzo, 2009; Daquin, Daigle, & Listwan, 2016) and the released 
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person themselves (Engstrom, Wimberly, & Franke, 2017; Listwan, Hanley, & Colvin. 2012; 
Zweig et al., 2015). 
Problem Statement 
Victimization and safety remain an issue for both correctional staff and incarcerated 
persons. All active prisons or jails in the United States emphasize the importance of achieving 
and maintaining facility safety as per legislation that promulgates this responsibility (American 
Bar Association, 2017; Mellow & Greifinger, 2007; Peirce, 2018). Generally, victimization in 
jails and prisons arises because of inmate, officer, or administrative actions, or lack thereof 
(Huebner. 2003). To facilitate safety, these institutions often implement core components of the 
Routine Activity Approach, such as assigning correctional officers to supervise and prevent the 
victimization of victims and targets, or by altering the routines of persons under correctional 
control in order to reduce the likelihood that motivated offenders and suitable targets cross paths. 
Moreover, the management of time and space through the housing placement and moving of 
inmates, reduces the convergence of inmates that are at risk of victimization. An example of this 
is the use of protective custody units where vulnerable targets of institutional victimization are 
placed to reside (Alarid, 2000; Labrecque, 2018). In another instance, the classification of 
persons who are mentally ill, disabled, geriatric, violent, non-violent, newly admitted, 
transgender or have a gang affiliation, are additional factors considered in housing placements in 
order to limit exposure to victimization (Mays, Winfree Jr., & Winfree, 2004). More extreme 
measures to limit the convergence of potential offenders and targets in time and space are the 
uses of restrictive housing, such as solitary confinement (Cochran et al., 2018; Haney, 2018).  
The occurrence of victimization in correctional facilities contribute to an inmate’s fear 
while incarcerated (Lane et al., 2018), while violence escalates the frequency of correctional 
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officer use of force to stop the crime event (Martin, 2018; Martin, 2018b). This brings forth the 
question: how does one mediate victimization within prisons and jails. This study posits that an 
examination of the social context that allows these events to happen in the first place and the 
circumstances that mitigate victimization in the facilities are likely to answer that question. 
Additionally, the study explores this through the lens of the Routine Activity Approach and 
argues that the management of convergence in time and space is but one part of the reduction in 
correctional victimization. Additional elements of the Routine Activity Approach are explored in 
the explanation and reduction of victimization. Specifically, this research aims to answer the 
following questions: (1) How does place management influence the likelihood of victimization 
of inmates in jails and prisons?; (2) How does access to informal guardianship influence the 
likelihood of victimization in jails and prisons?; and (3) How do the perceptions about the 
capability of formal guardians influence the likelihood of victimization in jails and prisons?  
This paper is outlined as follows: Section I provides an overview of the literature that 
examines the factors associated with violent victimization in institutional corrections. Section II 
surveys the theoretical background of the Routine Activity Approach. Section III outlines the 
empirical literature that used the Routine Activity Approach in the context of institutional 
victimization and identifies gaps in the literature that this study aims to fill. Section IV 
introduces the research design and methodology. Lastly, section V details the expected results, 





CHAPTER 2: VICTIMIZATION IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS  
The U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics (2019) defines a victim as the recipient of a criminal 
act. The Bureau of Justice Statistics further outlines all forms of assault (e.g., sexual assault or 
simple assault) as violent victimization (Oudekerk & Truman, 2017), like measures used in 
recent victimization research (Ellison, 2017). In this paper, victimization is measured broadly by 
the prevalence of four criminal acts reported by sample respondents, including physical assault 
(I.e., physically hit), sexual assault (I.e., unwanted sexual contact), harassment (I.e., aggressive 
press or intimidation), verbal assault (I.e., threat of physical harm), and poly-victimization (I,e., 
the experience of multiple forms of victimization). Section IV provides a detailed breakdown of 
the measures outlined here. 
The occurrence of victimization within correctional facilities is more often a byproduct of 
individual- and facility-level factors and does not occur by random chance (National Institute of 
Justice, 2016). Therefore, the use of evidence-based practices in the identification and prevention 
of violence and victimization is of salience to correctional reform in the United States 
(Hutchinson, Keller & Reid, 2009). However, research on victimization in institutional 
corrections is few and far between. While the research on victimization in jails and prisons is 
scant, the former has received the short end of the empirical investigations (Ellison, 2017). 
Jail and Prison 
The limited research within jail compared to prison becomes a point of discussion when 
one considers the distinct nature of both penal institutions. Generally, jails house individuals 
awaiting a court’s decision or persons who have received a sentence under a year, whereas 
prisons house individuals convicted of a crime who are sentenced for over a year (Harlow, 
1998). Regarding population size, estimates of the U.S. show up to 9 million unique persons 
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housed within a jail on an annual basis (Sawyer & Wagner, 2019), a 504% increase compared to 
annual U.S. prison estimates of 1,489,363 (Bronson & Carson, 2017). Moreover, because prisons 
are built for longer term stays compared to jail, the resources prisons are equipped with for 
managing the prison population are typically better than jail, including resources for vocational, 
educational, mental health, health, legal, and recreation services. Aside from being environs 
under researched for victimization, jails are more populated, contain both sentenced and 
unsentenced persons, and have less resources when compared to prisons. In examining 
correctional facilities, this study will utilize data from both types of settings to explore 
victimization within institutional corrections, capturing representation from both jail and prison.  
Risk Factors 
Research on the crime event within correctional facilities often ranges from the analysis 
of official data on correctional agencies (Beck, Berzofsky, & Caspar, 2013; Beck et al., 2014; 
Sung, 2010), to self-reported surveys of incarcerated persons (O'Donnell & Edgar; Ricciardelli & 
Sit, 2016) regarding collective violence, such as riots, and individual violence, such as inmate-
on-inmate violence (Lee, 2016). Literature outlines various predictors of victimization in jail and 
prison. Some individual-level risk factors include: an individual’s education; history of previous 
incarceration; the current offense the person is charged with; the individual’s age, race, and 
family ties; length of stay; previous victimization while incarcerated; history of violently 
victimizing others while incarcerated; mental health status; income; and physical weight. 
Facility-level factors associated with violence include such factors as the facility population size; 
placement within solitary confinement; and facility staffing.   




Age. Criminological and neurological science research suggests that there are 
developmental differences among persons under the age of 25 (Moffitt, 2017; Scott & Steinberg, 
2008). Increases in an individual’s age are also associated with decreases in violence among 
incarcerated persons (Worrall & Morris, 2012). In the correctional setting, persons of younger 
age are disproportionately victimized (Cooley, 1993; Listen et al., 2014; O’Donnell & Edgar, 
1998; Toman, 2017b; Wolff et al., 2009; Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013) and more likely to 
victimize others (Kerbs, 2007; Lahm, 2009). Neurological development and psychosocial 
maturity among youth and adults differ (Arredondo, 2003; Fareri et al., 2008; Tottenham & 
Galvan, 2016)–lending a hand in the explanation of age as a predictor of victimization. These 
differences create a significant chasm in the cognitive ability and emotional regulation between 
the two groups. At the age of 25, most human beings will acquire full maturation of their 
prefrontal cortex–the anatomical source of the neurological and psychosocial distinctions 
(Cauffman et al., 2018). Persons who have experienced or are experiencing trauma can have a 
delay in this development, exceeding the age of 25 for brain development. Associated outcomes 
with these developmental differences include poor reasoning skills, instant gratification, 
impulsiveness (Steinberg, 2007; Steinberg et al., 2008), sensation seeking behavior (Steinberg et 
al., 2008), disregard for long-term consequences (Steinberg et al., 2009), and risk-taking 
propensities (Albert et al., 2013; Fareri 2008; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Steinberg, 2008). 
Sex. Men have higher odds than women of being physically assaulted while incarcerated 
(Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013). However, compared to men, women have significantly greater 
odds of being sexually victimized while incarcerated–odds that are four times greater than that of 
men (Wolff, Blitz, Shi, Bachman, & Siegel, 2006). To intensify the concern, female offenders 
already report experiencing physical or sexual abuse pre-incarceration (Gilmore, Walsh, Badour, 
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Ruggiero, Kilpatrick, & Resnick, 2018). Furthermore, while incarcerated, women report higher 
rates of sexual victimization compared to men. In their study, for example, Beck, Berzofsky, 
Caspar, & Kerbs (2013) found that women with serious psychological distress and non-
heterosexual orientations are among the highest sub-groups who report sexual victimization 
behind bars-an overlap of sex, sexuality, and mental health concerns. Additionally, White 
women and women with two or more races report higher rates of sexual victimization than Black 
women, and college-educated women report higher rates of sexual victimization than those who 
have less than a High School degree–highlighting the salience of race and education in sexual 
victimization. Central to the victimization variations between incarcerated men and women are 
mental health issues (Swavala, Riley, & Subramanian, 2016). Incarcerated women have 
disproportionately more severe mental health histories than men (Bronson, Zimmer, & 
Berzofsky, 2017), a finding that is also impacted by the inclination of incarcerated women to 
speak about their mental health issues compared to incarcerated men (James & Glaze, 2006).  
Race. Race plays a vital role in the likelihood of a person entering jail or prison, with 
persons often detained because of the disproportionate minority contact with the police 
(Blumstein, 1993). Additionally, African Americans are five times more likely to be incarcerated 
compared to their White counterparts (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2018). Variations in race are also 
consistently associated with victimization and violence while incarcerated (Worrall & Morris, 
2012). Black individuals are less likely to be intentionally injured compared to White individuals 
while incarcerated (Toman, 2017b) or report that they were injured during a violent interaction 
that ended in injury (Worrall & Morris, 2012). Mumola’s (2005) study of a representative sample 
of persons incarcerated in the United States show that White individuals have higher averages of 
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death by homicide than African Americans in prison, and an equal rate of death by homicide in 
jail when compared to African Americans.    
Education. Research shows that incarcerated persons with higher education levels have 
lower odds of participating in institutional violence (Worrall & Morris, 2012), but the more 
education a person has prior to imprisonment the higher the odds are that they will experience 
violence, property, sexual, and verbal victimization (Lahm, 2015). Beck, Berzofsky, Caspar, & 
Krebs (2013) found that incarcerated men and women who had college degree were at higher 
odds of sexual victimization compared to persons who did not complete high school. 
Wooldredge & Seiner (2013) also found that the incidence of assaults on incarcerated individuals 
was highest for persons with high school degrees or more in comparison with individuals who 
did not have education at a high school level or higher.    
Gang Membership. Gang affiliation plays a vital role in the likelihood of victimization 
behind bars and is often perceived as a means of protection from violence (Reid & Listwan, 
2018). Studies show that while gang membership increases the odds of violent encounters 
(Lindegaard & Gear, 2014; Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013; Worrall & Morris, 2012), gang 
members also become victims themselves at higher rates than non-gang members (Fox, Lane, & 
Akers, 2013; Fox, Rufino, & Kercher, 2012). A key component of gang membership is that 
persons are exposed to delinquent peers, which, in turn, is a significant predictor of a person 
becoming victimized (Schreck & Fisher, 2004; Turanovic, 2019). Gang affiliation and the odds 
of being victimized may be further nuanced when overlapped with other individual-level factors. 
For instance, Worrall & Morris (2012) find that among gang members, their age, prior 
incarceration, and sentence lengths moderate the odds of engaging in inmate-on-inmate violence 
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that ends in injury. Therefore, a combination of predictors of being a victim and gang affiliation 
may also increase the odds of becoming a victim–a point that will be tested later in the study. 
Perceptions. Listwan et al., (2014) demonstrates the salience of an incarcerated person’s 
perception of their carceral experience and the poly victimization that a person experiences while 
incarcerated. The researchers found that an incarcerated persons’ perception of a prison 
environment and of how correctional officers treat them were significant predictors that the 
incarcerated person experienced multiple forms of victimization. Specifically, perceptions that a 
prison environment was hostile, and that correctional officers mistreat incarcerated persons were 
associated with the increased odds that an individual reported experiencing multiple forms of 
victimization (i.e., theft, fighting, verbal harassment, and sexual assault) during their 
imprisonment. Contradictory to this result, Ellison (2017) found that positive perceptions of 
correctional officers were significant predictors that an individual was victimized (threatened or 
physically hit) in jail by another inmate. Given the scarce research on the relationship between 
the perceptions of correctional officers and the prevalence of victimization, this is a primary gap 
in the literature that this study will address. 
Criminal History and Length of Incarceration. First, previous incarcerations can 
predict the likelihood of future inmate-on-inmate assaults and inmate-on-staff assaults 
(Caravaca-Sanchez, 2018), and infractions for sexual violence (Hilinski-Rosick, 2018). 
Furthermore, previous incarcerations also increase the likelihood that someone will become a 
victim behind bars (Steiner et al., 2017; Teasdale et al., 2016). Secondly, the time an individual 
spends within a correctional setting is positively associated with the odds of the person’s 
involvement in violence while incarcerated (Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013; Worrall & Morris, 
2012) and persons incarcerated for longer periods of time are more likely they are to become 
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victims as well (Steiner et al., 2017; Toman, 2017b). Lastly, the type of crime am individual is 
charged for influences victimization outcomes. For example, persons incarcerated on a violent 
charge or conviction have higher odds of engaging in violence while in a correctional facility 
(Caravaca-Sanchez, 2018; Hilinski-Rosick, 2018; Lahm, 2016; Worrall & Morris, 2012), as well 
as increased odds of becoming victims while incarcerated compared to persons with a non-
violent charge (Toman, 2017b). 
Social Capital. Incarcerated persons who have fewer visits are at higher risks to use 
violence to prevent their own victimization-a maladaptive coping strategy (Reid & Listwan, 
2018). This may be due to the need of social support during traumatic experiences, such as 
incarceration. Lack of social support is a further contributor, with studies yielding that 
incarcerated persons who are unmarried have higher odds of receiving an infraction for sexual 
violence while incarcerated compared to a person who is single (Hilinski-Rosick, 2018); 
unmarried persons are more likely to display violent behavior while incarcerated; while 
individuals with children are less likely to display violent behavior (Toman 2017b). Inversely, 
individuals without children are more likely to become victims (Toman, 2017b). 
Other Individual-level Risk Factors. Traumatic childhood experiences, income, mental 
health status and body weight have also been found to be risk factors for violent victimization. 
For instance, Walsh et al. (2012) found that childhood sexual abuse, emotional abuse, and 
physical neglect are associated with an individual becoming a victim of forceful and coercive 
sexual contact in prison. Furthermore, while socioeconomic status influences the chances of 
confinement in jail and prison (Pettit & Western, 2004), income also plays a role in institutional 
violence. Persons who reported higher levels of income prior to incarceration are at higher odds 
to display violent behavior (I.e., assaults, weapons, or attempted escapes) while incarcerated 
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(Toman, 2017b; Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013), and increased the odds of becoming victimized 
(Toman, 2017b). This is similar to the finding that persons formerly employed also have higher 
odds of becoming victimized while incarcerated (Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013). Additionally, 
while few studies show that incarcerated women with a mental health issue have been found to 
be perpetrators as opposed to victims (Lahm, 2016), other studies have found that both men and 
women with mental health issues are more likely to be physically victimized (Blitz, Wolf, & Shi, 
2008; Toman, 2017b) and experience multiple types of victimizations (Listwan et al., 2014). 
Research also suggests that persons who are victimized are more likely to physically weigh 
fewer pounds than the inmate that assaulted them–a 10lb average in weight difference (Lahm, 
2016).  
Facility-level Risk Factors  
 
Physical Setting. Historically, larger facilities are found to experience higher rates of 
inmate-on-inmate assaults, inmate-on-staff assaults, and riots (McCorkle, 1947). Current 
research confirms these historical trends, showing higher inmate-on-inmate, inmate-on-staff 
assaults in larger facilities (Caravaca-Sanchez, 2018; McCorkle et al., 1995). Studies also show 
that the size of the correctional edifices is predictive of inmate behaviors (Scott et al., 2018). 
Glazener & Nakamura (2018) add additional insight to the understanding of facility size and the 
likelihood of inmate victimization, finding that the number of persons incarcerated is a 
marginally significant predictor of violent misconduct (e.g., instances of fights or assaults) 
within prison. While correctional facilities represent the apex of state control and deprivation of 
freedom (St. John & Blount-Hill, 2018), the use of further physically restrictive settings within a 
facility also influences victimization. For instance, persons who spend twenty-three hours in a 
cell are more likely to become victims while incarcerated (Toman, 2017b). Specifically, 
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Toman’s (2017b) analysis of a nationally representative sample of 13,981 state prisoners in the 
U.S. found that spending 23 hours inside a cell significantly predicted the likelihood of 
victimization (I.e., being intentionally injured while in prison). Additionally, the security level of 
a facility (Steiner & Wooldredge, 2009), the sex, race, and the offense charge (violent or 
nonviolent) composition influence the odds of victimization within a correctional facility 
(Teasdale et al., 2016).  
As policy makers continue to investigate ways to curb the victimization of persons within 
the correctional setting, it is important for researchers to continue to verify the individual and 
facility level predictors associated with victimization that have been found in other research 
studies, as well as explore understudied and emerging factors that may be of salience. Lastly, it is 
not only the identification of risk factors that are necessary to combat victimization, but the 
nesting of research and findings into a theoretical framework that in turn allows for a final 
discussion on a theory of change. This study begins to explore the predictors of victimization 












CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Proximate Literature: Central Tenets of The Routine Activity Approach  
 
“Rather than emphasizing the characteristics of offenders, with this approach we 
concentrate upon the circumstances in which they carry out predatory criminal act. Most 
criminal acts require convergence in space and time of likely offenders, suitable target, 
and the absence of capable guardians against crime.” (Cohen and Felson, 1979, p.1) 
In 1979, Lawrence Cohen and Marcus Felson published their Routine Activity Approach 
in the American Sociological Review, explaining the U.S. crime rates of 1947-1974 through their 
framework. In it, they posited that a likely offender, suitable target, and capable guardian are 
three components necessary for the crime event. Moreover, they repeatedly reinforced the 
position that temporal organization as outlined in Hawley (1950) and space; the actual place 
where persons overlap, are the ecological components to direct contact predatory crime. 
Moreover, changes in a person’s routine activities within and outside of the household contribute 
to the likelihood of the convergence between the motivated offender and suitable target. Felson 
later explains that the latter includes both a convergence in physical space and cyberspace 
(Felson, 2010).  
The first element of the crime event defined by Cohen and Felson is the likely offender, 
or the person with the criminal inclination and the means to carry out such inclination. The 
offender is understood as an ever-present actor or a constant across all crime events. While there 
is no explicit statement of a rational thinking offender, further understanding of all three 
elements of the crime event provides support for the presence of the classical school 
epistemology. In the correctional setting, an example of the likely offender would be an 
incarcerated person or correctional staff member.  
The second element for the crime event is the suitable target, which is described as an 
object or person that the offender perceives as suitable. Suitability is outlined by Cohen and 
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Felson (1979) in the terms of value, visibility, accessibility and inertia. These sub concepts are 
further operationalized through the perspective of the motivated offender, with value being the 
symbolic or material desirability of an object or person; visibility being the physical presence of 
an object or person; accessibility being used in the original text to describe the ability of an 
offender to enter the place or location of the target; and inertia referring to the “inertia of a target 
against illegal treatment by offenders”. The latter is inclusive of an object or person’s weight, 
size, ability to resist attack. In the correctional setting, an example of the suitable target could be 
an incarcerated person, correctional staff members, or property belonging to someone else. 
The final element of the crime event is the capable guardian, or the protective agents 
against criminality. Cohen and Felson (1979) acknowledge that their definition of guardianship 
is vague: 
“The analytical distinction between target and guardian is not important in those cases 
where a personal target engages in self-protection from direct-contact predatory 
violations. We leave open for the present the question of whether a guardian is effective 
or ineffective in all situations. We also allow that various guardians may primarily 
supervise offenders, targets or both. These are questions for future examination.” (p. 4) 
While their original explanation of a guardian is vague, they acknowledge that a guardian and 
target may be interchangeable. This leads to the logical inference that guardians can be both 
objects and persons who stop crime from occurring. In the correctional setting, the guardian may 
be an incarcerated person, correctional staff member, or safety nets of support or persons that are 
external to the institution.  
Cohen and Felson (1979) further support the approach through a macro level examination 
of national crime trends, finding that activities near the home and with relatives yield lower rates 
of victimization due to the concentration of guardians. Furthermore, a person is more likely to be 
victimized when alone compared to when in a group with others. Similarly, motor vehicle thefts 
were related to whether a vehicle was located close or far from one’s place of residence. In 
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addition, motor vehicle theft and the stealing of electronic appliances resulted in the highest rate 
of illegal removals versus theft of furniture or non-electronic household items due to the value 
and inertia of the property. The authors further highlighted that crime rates were correlated with 
the increase in activities outside of the household-such as the number of women in the labor 
force, or the number of persons enrolled in higher education. 
Proximate Literature: A Second Tier of Actors 
The Routine Activity Approach expanded overtime, explaining that there are additional 
actors that influence the crime event. The original approach was synthesized with Hirschi’s 
Social Control Theory, redefining the role of the likely offender. In it, the characteristics of the 
likely offender now matter. Felson (1986) argues that the attachment a likely offender has toward 
someone can reduce the chances of them engaging in criminal activity. Specifically, a “handler” 
or person who intimately knows the offender-the person being handled- can reduce the chances 
of the crime event occurring. Furthermore, organizing the community in a way where everyone 
is familiar with the people who live there, including the likely offender, also increases the chance 
of someone “handling” or informally preventing said person from criminal activity (Felson, 
1995).  Additional studies also find that more youth who socialize without the presence of an 
authority figure engage in delinquency (Osgood & Anderson, 2004) and substance use (Osgood 
et al., 1988). Thus, the understanding of the crime event expands to encompass both a formal 
presence who protects the suitable target-the capable guardian- and an informal presence who 
controls the offender-the handler. Inside a correctional facility, the handler may be another 
incarcerated person, a correctional staff member, or a person external to the facility who has 
developed a level of attachment with the motivated offender.  
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Remaining undisputed is the argument that convergence of space and time is a necessary 
condition for social interaction between people to take place (Felson, 1981). Felson goes on to 
argue that urbanization and globalization facilitate changes in social interactions, such as the 
presence of restaurants, apartments, malls, or the placement of streets. Often such places displace 
the order of routines within a given area, causing an increase in the convergence of likely 
offenders and targets. It becomes problematic when the owners of a specific place and property 
cannot guarantee safety over the areas outside of their businesses where a significant amount of 
people crossing paths occur (Felson, 1987). Eck (1994) later expands the understanding of 
ownership by arguing that there is another piece to the crime triangle-the place manager. The 
place manager surveils the place at which persons converge. It is at this place that the owner or 
owner’s representative ensure a smooth operation of the place, a tenet that promotes the logic 
that a well surveilled place should have less occurrences of crime compared to places without 
surveillance. In the correctional setting, examples of a place manger could be correctional 
maintenance contractors, incarcerated persons, or other correctional staff members.  
Subsidiary Literature: Additional Aspects of the Routine Activity Approach 
Rationality Revisited  
Returning to the earlier position of offender rationality, the underlying classical 
criminology framework of the time can be observed in Cohen and Felson’s original approach. 
For instance, there is an acceptance of the rational thinking offender in the theorists’ argument 
that a suitable target is one that is visible, accessible, of value, and has inertia. If man were not a 
calculating actor in the crime event, then a target’s value and inertia would not matter in the 
crime event. That is, the crime event would be attempted upon convergence of offender and 
victim, regardless of the symbolic value, monetary value, weight or size of a target. Here, Cohen 
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and Felson implicitly speak to the rational dimension of the motivated offender. The motivated 
offender is one who decides who or what to target based on what the offender perceives to be 
suitable. Thus, the house burglar faced with the opportunity to burglarize several homes in a 
neighborhood, will target the homes based on their perceptions of risk and reward–suitability.  
In subsequent studies, Felson (1987), further discussed the thought process of the likely 
offender. Specifically, he explained that offenders commit crimes based on the principles of 
Least Effort and Most Obvious. The former relates to criminals naturally exerting the least 
amount of effort to accomplish a task, usually breaking the law near places they frequent. The 
latter explains that criminals target objects that are overtly worth money, or people who they 
perceive to be targets of value. Individual characteristics and actions of victims further explain 
their victimization. For instance, Fisher, Daigle, and Cullen (2009) find that the lifestyles of 
sexually victimized women are predictors of their initial and recurrent victimization, but more 
predictive of recurrent victimization is whether they took self-protective actions during the first 
encounter. Individual victim characteristics also matter. TenEyck & Barnes (2018) complement 
the research on the individuality of the victim, showing that persons with higher risk factors 
(e.g., delinquent peers), and less protective factors (e.g., attachment with mother), are more 
likely to go from being a victim to offender, and the same relationship exists inversely.  
As for the presence of a capable guardian, the presumption of offender rationality is not 
quite clear due to the burden of interference belonging to the guardian. That is, a guardian can 
intervene to stop a criminal event regardless if an offender is presumed thinking rationally or not. 
There is no support in the original framework to show that the presence of a guardian affects an 
offender’s rationality, contrary to the presence of a suitable target. What can be argued from 
Cohen and Felson’s (1979) guardian is that both the guardian and the victim are mere actors 
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within a rationally developed approach of understanding the crime event. Specifically, given that 
(a) the guardian or crime control agent is portrayed as an object or person that supervises either 
the victim or the target, and (b) the roles of guardian and target are interchangeable, and (c) a 
change in the routines of the target or the guardian dictates the fluctuations of crime, the 
approach supports that crime can be controlled through a logical manipulation of the spaces that 
guardians and targets frequent. 
The Individual and the Social. Individuality of the offender has since evolved into 
understanding the individual-social relationship on crime propensity. This interaction is best 
conceptualized under Wortley’s (1998, 2001, or 2008) Situational Precipitators, and Cornish and 
Clarke’s (2003) response. 
“Situations can present cues that prompt an individual to perform criminal behavior; 
they can exert social pressure on an individual to offend; they can weaken moral 
prohibitions and so permit potential offenders to commit illegal acts; and they can 
produce emotional arousal that provokes a criminal response.” (Wortley, 2001, p.65) 
Wortley (2001) argues that without certain antecedents, the likely offender would be at lower 
odds to enter the decision-making process behind committing a crime. Essentially, the criminal 
event is two-folded, where the opportunity to commit a crime follows the situational 
precipitation of crime. Wortley (2001) outlines several types of precipitators that precede crime 
and provides strategies to reduce them: prompts, pressures, permissions, and provocations. 
Jacobs & Wright (1999) also address the individual-social dynamic of motivated offenders. 
Through their interviews of 86 active robbers, the researchers found that risk factors associated 
with criminal propensity were mediated by the conduct norms of street culture. Influential to the 
understanding of the Routine Activity Approach is the relationship found between social context 
and the decision-making process of the offender. Utilizing an ethnographic approach, Jacobs et 
al. (2003) conducted a study of carjackers, finding variations in their decision to engage in crime, 
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which depended on not only the opportunity, but also the needs and wants, as well as it being 
normalized within the community. In the correctional setting, situational precipitators that may 
increase the chance of engaging in crime for an incarcerated person could be them learning that 
their request to visit a sick family member was denied, the property in their cell has been stolen, 
their visitations for the week canceled, and that their commissary account is under extortion. 
 Cornish and Clarke (2003) take it further and argue for the inclusion of situational factors 
in the decision-making process to offend. Both scholars argue that the decision-making research 
in the social sciences, economics, and various fields, should be brought together to inform 
criminal justice policy and research, on offender decision making models. Essentially, they argue 
that within the context of the crime event, researchers must specifically target crimes through 
specific models, and not through broad theoretical strokes. Additionally, they propose that the 
motivated offender is understood at four distinct stages: the crime onset, the criminal event, the 
continuance of criminal behavior, and the desistance from crime.   
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Super Controllers. Germane to the expansion of the Routine Activity Approach is 
Sampson et al.’s (2010) concept of super controllers, better defined as social elements that 
provide incentives for controllers-handlers, managers, and guardians- to perform their respective 
duties. The underlying logic of the super controller develops the Routine Activity Approach into 
a three-tiered system, where the first tier consists of the offender and victim; the second tier 
consists of the guardian, handler, and place manager; and the third consists of the social elements 
or super controllers. In the correctional setting, a super controller may be the chief commissioner 
of the department of correction, or bodies of government that control the salaries of correctional 
staff.  
Originally, the Routine Activity Approach was a framework that initially explained 
predatory criminal behavior as a result of persons physically crossing paths at the same time and 
at the same location (i.e., space). Cohan and Felson (1979) emphasized that the convergence of a 
likely offender-whose individual characteristics did not matter-, and a suitable target, as well as 
the absence of a capable guardian to be the fundamental explanation for crime. Several iterations 
later, the approach has further expanded to include: 
(1) a breakdown of how non-predatory crimes can be approached through this framework; 
(2)  characteristics of the likely offender, the presence of and attachment to a handler; 
(3) the individual characteristics of the suitable target and the presence of a capable guardian; 
(4) the place of convergence and the manager of said place;  
(5) the situational prompts, pressures, permissions, and provocations of the criminal event 











CHAPTER 4: THE APPLICATION OF THE ROUTINE ACTIVITY APPROACH TO 
INSTITUTIONAL VICTIMIZATION 
 
Research on victimization within institutional corrections has primary relied on the 
deprivation and importation theoretical models (Lahm, 2016; Listwan, Daigle, Hartman, & 
Guastaferro, 2014; McKendy & Ricciardelli, 2019; Toman, 2017). Supporters of the former 
argue that victimization occurs as a result of incarcerated persons having restrictions placed on 
their freedoms–deprivation, and proponents of the latter endorse the argument that incarcerated 
persons bring in characteristics that contribute to the culture of victimization–importation 
(Hochstetler & DeLisi, 2005; Lahm, 2016; Toman, 2017). The theoretical applications used to 
explain carceral victimization also vary and include the use of Control Theory (Kerley et al., 
2009; Steiner & Wooldredge, 2009), Grounded Theory and Administrative Control Theory 
(Ricciardelli, 2016), Social Disorganization Theory (Fox et al., 2012), to Conflict Theory 
(Worrall & Morris, 2012).     
The Routine Activity Approach has been rarely tested to explain carceral victimization, 
although researchers continue to urge for further applications of the framework (Ellison, 2017; 
Listwan et al., 2014; O'Donnell & Edgar; Steiner, Ellison, Butler, & Cain, 2017; Teasdale, 2016; 
Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013; Wooldredge, 1994). Teasdale et al. (2016) used a representative 
sample of 17,640 inmates incarcerated in 326 state and federal prisons. The survey data used in 
Teasdale’s study was originally collected by the U.S. Department of Justice in 2004. The 
researchers sought to understand whether individual risk factors for victimization vary by 
gender, and whether contextual variables predict victimization when holding individual risk 
factors constant. The findings from their study outlined what characteristics made a person a 
suitable target in prison. First, the researchers found that, contextual variables mattered: the sex 




conviction; and major infractions predicted victimization occurrences within a facility. 
Furthermore, individual-level risk factors that predicted victimization included a person’s body 
mass index, race, marital status, offense type, alcohol and drug use, having a work assignment 
while incarcerated, incarceration history, program participation, and mental health disorders. 
Teasdale and colleagues further examined the individual-level risk factors for gendered 
differences and showed that drug use, prior military experience infraction history, and having a 
personality disorder varied in significance and magnitude for predicting victimization among 
males and females.  
In Teasdale et al. (2016), the Routine Activity Approach is referenced in the review of 
literature and conclusions by the scholars. The authors cited the Routine Activity Approach as a 
theoretical justification for the associated outcomes, with their policy implications being to 
identify suitable targets and the reduction of interactions between suitable targets with other 
groups. However, the Routine Activity Approach’s concepts are absent in their analytical 
models–constructed as a volley of predictors that are more clearly explained as routine activities 
elements post-hoc analysis, and the researchers do not examine any additional actors in the crime 
event (e.g., capable guardians, handlers, or motivated offenders). This study will use the Routine 
Activity Approach as its theoretical framework and as its foundation in the choice of variables to 
be used in the models. 
Steiner et al., (2017) also examine the routine activities of incarcerated persons in their 
systematic review of violent victimization studies between 1980 to 2014. The researchers’ 
review set an inclusion criterion that captured studies that measured an incarcerated individual’s 
routine. The systematic review generated eleven measurements for individual routines that 




involved in educational or vocational programs, (4) involved in recreation activities, (5) received 
visits, (6) history of prison misconduct, (7) perceived safety of prison, (8) favorable attitude 
towards staff, (9) perceptions of prison programs, and (10) time served. Their review yielded 
positive relationships between all the aforementioned variables and the likelihood of violent 
victimization, apart from variables on whether a person is housed in general population, involved 
in education or vocational program, and perceived safety of prison.  
Listwan et al. (2014) analyze risk of poly-victimization among a sample of 1642 adult 
men released from prison in Ohio. The authors regressed the odds of experiencing multiple types 
of victimization in prisons against environmental factors, target vulnerability/importation, and 
protective/lifestyle factors. Their research yielded evidence showing that individuals who 
attended religious services and individuals with negative perception of the prison environment (a 
five-item scale on feeling afraid, unsafe, threatened, becoming someone’s property, or beaten up) 
had increased odds of poly-victimization. On the other hand, being older in age, White, and 
having a perception that correctional officers do not mistreat inmates significantly lowered the 
odds of experiencing poly-victimization   
Wooldredge & Steiner (2013) randomly sample 5,640 people incarcerated from all state 
prisons in Ohio and Kentucky. The primary goal of the researchers was to identify the routine 
activities that predicted victimization. Specifically, the researchers created metrics to measure 
the concepts of “target vulnerability” and “inmate activities”. Their analysis found a mixed 
relationship between an inmate’s activities in prison and prevalence of victimization. The 
number of hours an individual spent engaging in recreational activities decreased the prevalence 
of victimization, while the number of weekly job hours increased the prevalence of assault. 




number of months served in the facility, whether a person engaged in theft in the previous 6 
months, whether a person engaged in violent misconduct in the last 6 months, their security 
level, and whether they were employed at their arrest. Target factors that significantly reduced 
the likelihood of being assaulted included the age of the individual, whether they were 
incarcerated for a violent crime, whether they were a general population inmate, and whether 
they perceived correctional officers as being fair.  
The researchers then examined the incidence of assaultive behavior among the same 
population. Their analysis yielded results that showed a mixed relationship between an inmate’s 
activities and incidence of being victimized. The number of hours an individual spent in 
recreational activities decreased their odds of being assaulted, while the number of hours spent 
working a job increased the odds of being assaulted. Predictors of the incidence of assault 
victimization included being a male, having a high school degree or higher, security level, 
engagement in violence in the last 6 months, and engagement in theft in the last 6 months. 
Additionally, predictors that lowered the likelihood for incidences of assault victimization were 
comprised of age, being incarcerated on a violent charge, and perceiving correctional officers as 
fair.  
Drawing a sample of 743 incarcerated persons and 205 correctional officers in a large 
Midwestern jail, Ellison (2017) found that the number of times a person was threatened and odds 
of being assaulted were predicted by a victim’s routine, target suitability, and guardianship. In 
summary, vulnerabilities and antagonistic behavior were more predictive of victimization for 
incarcerated persons. For correctional officers, their routine (e.g., having a night shift or the 
number of inmates talked with per shift) and perceptions of guardianship (e.g. family support) 




included their number of days served, being victimized prior to incarceration, participation in 
violence while incarcerated, and officer legitimacy. Additionally, having a high school diploma 
or greater, and a person’s body mass index were predictors that an incarcerated person was less 
likely to be assaulted behinds bars. For the correctional officer sample, predictors of being 
assaulted included being assigned to a housing unit, assignment to admissions/booking, and 
officers who perceived that they had an unreasonable amount of work per shift. 
All in all, the suitability of the target, and in some cases the role of guardianship are the 
primary Routine Activity elements examined in research related to victimization in correctional 
facilities. However, the Routine Activity Approach introduces several other actors that play a 
role in the crime event–the handler, the place manager, and the motivated offender. This study 
assists in strengthening the growing body of literature on routine activities by studying the role 
of the victim, the guardian, and place manager in correctional victimization.  
Gaps in the Literature 
 
While past research used the Routine Activity Approach to examine the carceral setting, 
certain gaps remain, and the current study aims to fill these gaps. More specifically, this study 
adds to the literature by: (a) using both jail and prison samples to explore routine activities and 
victimization; (b) juxtaposing the Routine Activity Approach, poly victimization and distinct 
victimization types in the jail setting; (c) incorporating qualitative analyses when exploring 
routine activities and victimization in jails and prisons; and (d) examining various untested 
Routine Activity concepts in jail and prison settings.  
Routine Activities, Victimization and Jail Samples 
This research will fill the first gap in the literature by testing the Routine Activity 




Activity Approach and correctional victimization utilized samples that are representative of 
prisons. This presents a particularly limited understanding of victimization because jails have 
higher rates of people admitted, compared to prisons. Although prisons report higher proportions 
of victimization for certain forms of victimization–e.g., 4% of state and federal inmates report 
sexual victimization within the first 12 months of admission compared to 3.2% of jail inmates 
(Beck et al., 2014), jails are particularly crucial to study due to the yearly population turnover of 
individuals. More than ten million people are admitted to jails each year, an estimated nine 
million of which are individuals jailed for the first time that year (Sawyer & Wagner, 2019). Ten 
million also represents nearly 19 times the number of admissions to prisons (Subramanian et al., 
2015). Additionally, jails are comprised of a large proportion of the incarcerated population, with 
over 740,000 persons under jail confinement in the U.S. (Kaeble & Cowhig, 2018). This also 
represents major growth since the 1980s, when the average daily population of US jails was 
approximately 200,000 (Beck, 1991). There is also an increased likelihood of people having 
spent time in jail as opposed to prison in the U.S. Thus, while the rates of victimization within 
the first 12 months of prison may be higher, the number of unique individuals who are held in 
jail yearly exposes more persons to the risk of victimization. Therefore, the empirical 
investigation of jail conditions is crucial to the wellbeing of millions of people who cycle in and 
out of jail, and this study utilizes a sample representative of jail victimization.  
Distinct Forms of Victimization and Poly Victimization  
Ellison (2017) measures the concept of victimization as an aggregation of both threats of 
assault and actual assaults (i.e., being hit), providing a need for researchers to: (a) strictly 
examine instances of assaults without grouping it with threats; and (b) explore the various types 




probe into victimization in correctional facilities, an understanding of the distinct forms of 
victimization–ungrouped from others–allows for a niched examination and the creation of 
tailored approaches to preventative victimization interventions. Furthermore, because of the 
researchers’ use of one measurement for victimization, Ellison (2017) did not investigate poly 
victimization or being a victim of multiple forms of victimization, as in Listwan et al (2014). 
Although understanding risk factors associated with distinct victimization assists with tailored 
preventative strategies, persons are often vulnerable to various forms of victimization (Listwan et 
al, 2014). This paper highlights the need to remove the aggregation of different victimizations to 
create form fitting policies for specific occurrences of victimization. The grouping of various 
forms of victimization into one or combining it with threats of victimization clouds the ability to 
individually gauge the various victimizations. Therefore, this study examines both the distinct 
forms of victimization, as well as the risk factors associated with becoming vulnerable to various 
forms of victimization while incarcerated–filling a gap in the routine activities and jail 
victimization literature.  
Absence of Qualitative Explorations  
Thirdly, this research builds upon previous studies by using mixed methods. None of the 
past studies on the matter of victimization and the Routine Activity Approach delve into a 
qualitative analysis. That is, a qualitative approach will give a more in-depth understanding of 
why and how victimization occurs by applying the lens of the Routine Activity Approach. This 
study intends to fill that void through an exploratory design taxonomy development model, 
where the primary model utilizes qualitative techniques. Section IV outlines the research design 





Several concepts of the Routine Activity Approach will be tested, including place 
management and guardianship. Past research does not provide information on the empirically 
tested relationship between the perceptions of place management and victimization in jails, nor 
does it explore access to informal guardianship and victimization in jail. Moreover, Ellison 
(2017) presents the only testing of the Routine Activity Approach’ concept of guardianship and 
victimization in the jail setting, however Ellison focused on the perceptions about guardianship 
as opposed to access to guardianship. The perception measure gauges feelings and attitudes 
towards correctional officers in jail, while access to guardianship will be measured through 
examining the actual channels of communication available to persons incarcerated–an untested 
measurement that provides insight on the ability of a victim to communicate with possible 
guardians. Additionally, this study examines both jail and prison settings, and accounts for the 
perceptions about guardians–specifically gauging perceptions about the capability of the formal 
guardianship.  
The Presence of the Routine Activity Approach in Corrections 
Guardian 
The effective guardian plays an important role in preventing victimization when the 
offender and suitable target converge in physical space. However, both the presence of the 
guardian and the capability of the guardian are necessary elements. If a guard dog is stationed in 
a home but is asleep, unwilling, or, for some reason, incapable of intervening successfully, crime 
will still occur despite their presence. In fact, they themselves may also become victims in the 
process. Thus, the capability of the guardian is necessary to reduce institutional victimization 




through their super controller (Sampson, Eck, & Dunham, 2010) concept, a component yet to 
build an empirical foundation. 
The role of the guardian then becomes an important role in the carceral context and in 
serving as the protectors of the suitable target are the correctional officers. They are the primary 
point of contact with incarcerated persons, and they are responsible for the safety, security, 
custody, and care of persons within the institution: arguably and empirically one of the toughest 
jobs in terms of physical safety. In addition to the correctional officer serving as a guardian, 
family members and social connections from outside of the correctional facility serve as 
guardians of vulnerable populations. Open communication with persons from outside of the 
carceral setting provides incarcerated persons who have been victimized or may be victimized 
with an additional source of protection or person who can intervene. For instance, New York 
City provides inmates with free phone calls to report victimization to any outside oversight 
agency. Ultimately, the ability to communicate with persons outside of a facility allows for an 
additional layer of guardianship.  
Place Manager 
One cannot speak on institutional violence without taking into account the physical space 
in which the act takes place. The salience of place is explicitly mentioned in routine activities 
theories as a necessity further to curtail crime. Time and space converge to create the “place” or 
the point where the criminal event occurs. Under the Routine Activity Approach, the place is 
also crucial to the prevention of the crime event. In jail and prison, these places are the micro-
areas within the correctional facility that lack guardians. One can argue that the correctional 
officer also holds the role of the place manager within the correctional facility given that the 




the facility. However, managers also encompass the actual maintenance worker, architect, 
correctional administrators-usually with less interaction with the incarcerated population-, and 
other personnel who have the power to physically monitor and improve the place. For instance, if 
the cameras in a restrictive housing unit go out, the officer may place a ticket or request for 
repairs to a maintenance worker. In another example, if the facility requires the installment of 
windows, the correctional administration will facilitate this.  
The Routine Activity Approach highlights the salience behind the place of convergence. 
Particularly, the physical space requires managers or the owners who maintain the smooth 
functioning of the place and who surveil the facility (Sampson et al., 2010). While the topic of 
crime in terms of place management is historically supported (Newman, 1972), a primary point 
agreed upon is that the surveillance and the design of physical place matter in crime prevention. 
This is evident in the criminal justice intervention tactic called Crime Prevention Through 
Environmental Design (CPTED), where the primary focus is on the built and social environment 
for crime reduction (Cozens et al.,2005). Emphasis on the role of the built structure is also found 
in literature on the physical design of correctional institutions. For instance, the layout of 
Bentham’s (1791) panopticon prison was designed to manipulate the behavior of incarcerated 
persons by detecting and deterring rule breaking behavior. At the center of Bentham’s prison was 
a guard post that had a view of all inmate cells and constructed in a fashion where inmates 
cannot see if someone is at this post. The design’s purpose was to instill fear into an inmate if 
getting caught breaking the rules. Essentially, the panoptic design is created on a premise that an 
inmate’s behavior could be manipulated and at the very least is dependent on the built structure 




The association of functioning physical space and human behavior finds further support 
in the correctional literature (e.g., Sykes (1958); Houston et al., (1988); Johnston (2000); Lahm 
(2008); Hancock & Jewkes (2011); Morris & Worrall (2014); and Scott et al., (2018)), with St. 
John et al., (2019) providing a conceptual framework–Space, Layout, & Setting (SLS), 
surrounding criminal outcomes at correctional places. In St. John, et al., (2019), the authors 
conducted a qualitative analysis of service providers (i.e., correctional officers, professors, and 
mental health professionals), demonstrating that the (SLS) of jails and prisons are associated 
with the quality of rehabilitative services and safety for incarcerated persons. Specifically, the 
spatial capacity, location, blueprint, upkeep, and sensory conditions of a facility are linked to 
mental health, medical health, and violence among correctional officers and incarcerated 
persons. In part of the present study, perceptions of the physical upkeep of a facility are explored 
in the explanation of victimization. 
Handlers and Guardians  
The condensed confinement of persons alleged or convicted of drug, property, and 
violent crimes occurs in prisons and jails. The day-to-day routines within these facilities is 
degrading and strictly regimented for the incarcerated persons, with physical isolation from 
society being a part of the carceral deprivation. Likely offenders have limited-to-no connection 
with the outside world, limiting their ability to interact with potential “handlers”. The motivated 
offender’s attachment to positive social support systems deteriorate in confinement, as well as 
the likelihood that the motivated offender can communicate with someone who would dissuade 
them from the commission of the crime. Moreover, new acquaintances and socialization with 





 Although suitable targets gain correctional officers as guardians, and higher proportion 
of correctional officers is associated with safer facilities (Glazener & Nakamura, 2018), suitable 
targets also lose access to guardians on the outside. The ability to inform family members or 
friends about a potential instance of victimization is dependent on this access.  
Offenders in prisons and jails are likely to become victims as well, and this, in turn, speaks to the 
interchangeable nature of victim and offender. This is particularly heightened in the context of 
jails and prisons, because everyone in correctional custody is either an alleged offender or 
convicted offender. Moreover, the labels of handler and guardian are interchangeable as well, 
since these labels are dependent on the role of the inmate during a crime event. For example, a 
parent may be a handler if their child is a motivated offender in the crime event or a guardian if 
the child is the victim in the crime event. Essentially, this creates a context where an individual 
can be an offender one week or a victim another week, a fluid role and a role that challenges the 
conventional understanding that the actors in the crime event are static in their roles. Therefore 
access to communicate with people from the outside is representative of access to both handler 
and guardians. Both the motivated offender and suitable target become at risk to enter a crime 
event because of this lack of access to family, friends, and other social support systems outside 
the facility. 
Fluidity in the Correctional Crime Event  
The crime event within the correctional setting may vary given the fluidity of roles. The 
actor labeled “handler” can prevent the victimization of targets and dissuade likely offenders 
from committing crime, and that same actor who was the handler may serve as a guardian, 
depending on what role in the crime event an incarcerated person is fulfilling (i.e., victim or 




also may serve as a place manager or liaison to place managers in the correctional setting. For 
instance, for the facility to be upkept, the correctional officer can input service tickets to the 
maintenance team. Moreover, guardians may range from correctional officers in one scenario, to 
an incarcerated person, or an outside family member in another. Similarly, suitable targets may 
be an incarcerated person in one instance but a correctional officer in another. Figure II depicts 
this fluidity.  
 






CHAPTER 5: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Original Study 
The New York City Center for Court Innovation (CCI) set out to conduct a cross 
sectional survey of persons involved with the criminal justice system in Newark, New Jersey, 
and Cleveland, Ohio. Both locations were chosen based on the agency’s access. During 2016, 
Newark had a reported population of 281,764 residents, with 48% of people identified as African 
American, 11% as White, 36% as Latin, and 5% as Other. The median household income was 
$33,025 and 29% of the population lived below the poverty line. Cleveland had a reported 
population of 385,809 residents, with 53% identified as African American, 33% as White, 10% 
as Latin, and 4% as other (Swaner et al., 2018). 
 The purpose of the study was to gather perceptions of procedural justice within three 
parts of the criminal justice system-the moment of arrest, the court process, and their experience 
within correctional facilities. During the months of March 2016 through August 2016, CCI 
researchers sought out to sample 400 persons from both Newark and Cleveland; a goal of 800 
respondents. They additionally sought out another sample of 200 persons; 100 from Newark and 
100 from Cleveland for intensive interviews specific to the procedural justice. From this, a 
subsample of participants who were incarcerated provided information on victimization within 
jails and prisons.  
Sample and Sampling  
CCI researchers utilized a mixture of convenience and purposive sampling for the 
gathering of survey and interview data. That is, researchers recruited participants based on 
accessibility, and approached persons from various racial and age demographics. Researchers 




centers. The inclusion criteria for the study were that persons should have had prior criminal 
involvement that led to processing within Newark or Cleveland's criminal courts or have been 
released from a jail or prison in the past two years. Persons who agreed to take the survey were 
provided a $5 Dunkin’ Donuts gift card and persons who participated in the intensive interviews 
received $25 in cash. In total, CCI was able to collect a sample of 807 persons for the survey, 
and an additional 102 persons for intensive interviews. Appendix A provides the full interview 
protocol; specifically questions 44 through 80 captured experiences in jail and prison. 
Data Collection  
Researchers conducted surveys and intensive interviews at various locations, with most in-depth 
interviews being done at local churches one-on-one, and most of the surveys conducted outside 
of criminal justice edifices. The surveys were comprised of a semi-structured questionnaire that 
captured 109 questions related to demographics, views on police community - relations, views 
on neighborhood safety, perceptions on gangs, court experiences, jail experiences, and prison 
experiences. The in-depth interviews consisted of 90 questions that delved deeper into the 
various topics. Physical copies of the interviews and surveys were stored on encrypted shared 
drives at CCI's headquarters in NYC. The interviews were transcribed verbatim by an external 
contractor.  
Present Research Design 
 This study uses a mixed method design, the data transformation model, a variant of the 
triangulation research design (Cresswell, 2004), to analyze qualitative data for all elements 
related to the present study and to identify the important variables that will be used in a 
quantitative data analysis. This design allows for a researcher to collect both quantitative and 




separately and compared against one another to assess where findings converge, diverge, and 
interpret these findings together. A primary component of the design is the transformation of 
qualitative data into quantitative data. This study leverages qualitative interviews to produce both 
a quantitative dataset and a qualitative dataset.  Figure III provides a general illustration of the 
data transformation model. A preliminary review of the available data for all narratives related to 
the Routine Activities Theory and violent victimization was conducted, with several variables 
emerging that will influence the variables modeled in the quantitative analysis. The Qualitative 
Analysis section that follows reflect the identified variables more in-depth.  
 
Figure III: Cresswell (2004) Mixed Methods Design Types 
 
Research Questions  
The 102 respondents who completed the interviews provide in-depth narratives regarding the 
victimization experiences of a person while jailed or imprisoned, and the information from the 
interviews will help address several inquiries. This study seeks to answer the following 




how does access to informal guardianship influence victimization within jails and prisons; and 
(c) how do the perceptions about the capability of formal guardians influence victimization 
within jails and prisons?  
Qualitative and Quantitative Analyses 
 Researchers have acknowledged the importance of incorporating multiple analytical 
techniques to understand the relationship between variables and the context behind these 
relationships. Thus, in this paper, both qualitative and quantitative analyses will be conducted to 
examine the research questions at hand. This section will first provide a qualitative analytical 
plan and the key variables identified in the preliminary review of the narratives, and then 
introduce the quantitative analytical plan that specifies the descriptive and inferential analyses to 
be conducted.  
Qualitative Analysis  
The qualitative analysis begins with a content analysis. A content analyses is a technique 
for making inferences by systematically and objectively identifying special characteristics of 
messages (Holsti, 1968). This includes a conceptual analysis (one type of a content analyses), 
which uses the occurrence of specific terms to examine the presence of a given construct. In line 
with plans to transform qualitative data to quantifiable information, a conceptual analysis is 
conducted specifically to quantify text (Columbia Public Health, 2021). Before identifying the 
occurrence of a term, a preset of constructs of interests were developed from the review of 
literature and used to organize the text – this technique is also understood as deductive coding 
(Fereday & Muir-Cochrane, 2006). The level of analyses used when coding was at the sentence 




prompted by the interviewer or not) were manually coded into Micorsoft Excel within the 
corresponding category. 
In total, transcripts ranging from 17 to 71 pages each across 87 individuals were reviewed 
and manually coded, serving as the primary source of data for all analyses. First, the concepts of 
interest from the Routine Activity Approach (e.g., Place Management or Guardianship) and 
associated constructs (e.g., Access to Healthcare and Perceptions of Physical Space) served as 
the bases for categorizing all narratives, allowing for the deductive coding. In turn, this 
established how individuals experience jail and prison through the lens of the Routine Activity 
Approach. Second, the key outcomes of interest from the victimization literature (e.g., 
witnessing sexual assault or experiencing physical assault) were then coded to reflect the 
verbatim descriptions of the crime event or act of victimization, generating descriptions that 
varied in length (coding one sentence versus six sentences) based on how well a respondent 
recollected the event or was comfortable providing details.  
A review of the coded victimization events also helped identify any narratives specific to 
the Routine Activity Approach that were present in the description of the crime event (e.g., 
recollections of formal guardians in jail and prison physically assaulting people in custody). The 
juxtaposition of the theory-based codes and victimization codes allowed for the addition of new 
emergent subthemes identified. Essentially, in the process of coding the narratives, emerging 
categories that were not originally thought of also became present so inductive coding (or the 
creation of categories that emerge from the text) was also used to improve the organization of the 
narratives that emerged during the conceptual analyses.  
The content analyses for this study were also inclusive of a relational analysis which is 




of concepts of interest in each narrative. Specifically, this is understood as a proximity analysis 
or an evaluation of the co-occurrence of explicit concepts in the text. In these analyses, a concept 
matrix, or a group of interrelated co-occurring concepts help yield an overall meaning from the 
narratives (Columbia Public Health, 2021). That is, the narratives related to Routine Activities 
Theory (e.g., guardianship) and the study outcome (i.e., victimization) that emerge consistently 
throughout the interviews were coded in accordance with the theory and analyzed. Narratives 
under the identified categories were collectively analyzed to demonstrate the prevalence of 
themes across interviews, the way such experiences aligned with whether an individual was 
victimized or witnessed victimization in jail or prison, and how the emerging relationships 
aligned or diverged from the current literature.   
Quantitative Analysis 
  The quantitative analyses are comprised of two sections. First, the descriptive analyses 
provided an understanding of various sample characteristics. Secondly, the inferential analyses 
conducted were dependent on: (1) pre-analytical diagnostics that determined the viability of 
inferential statistical analyses; and (2) the consistent emerging themes that arose from the full 
qualitative analyses in accordance with the transformation model. To be clear, the quantitative 
analyses in this transformation model research design was developed through the coding of the 
qualitative data , and inferential statistical analyses served the purpose of providing insight into 




 Other Variable of Interest. A review of the literature also helped with the identification 
of several factors associated with victimization while incarcerated. These factors included a 
respondent’s age, sex, race/ethnicity, most serious criminal charge, education, employment, gang 
affiliation, history of mental health and substance misuse. Table I outlines other variables of 
interest that are later illustrated in the descriptive findings. Subsequently, due to low numbers of 
observations, these variables of interest were not explored beyond through inferential analyses.       
Table I: Variables of Interest 
Variables Measurement Values/Attributes 
Age Respondent’s Age at time of incarceration 
Years 
Counts in intervals 
Sex Respondent’s Sex Male / Female 




Respondent’s most serious charge type Violent Crime / Non-Violent 
Crime 
Education Level Respondent’s highest education level 
completed 
Less than HS through 
Bachelors Degree 
Employment Is respondent employed Yes / No 
History of Mental 
Health 
Does respondent disclose history of 
mental health concerns 
Yes / No 
History of 
Substance Misuse 
Does respondent disclose history of 
substance misuse 
Yes / No 





Independent and Dependent Variables. Using the Routine Activity Approach, this 
study identified several theoretical concepts to be tested in this exploration of victimization 
behind bars. The concepts of place management, perception about formal guardians, and access 
to informal guardianship were used to develop associated independent variables (IVs) that 
include the following proxy measures: (a) perception of physical space management; (b) health 
care management; (c) degree of outside communication; (d) time spent in solitary confinement; 
(e) source of safety while incarcerated; and (f) whether respondent felt safe incarcerated. The 
dependent variables (DVs) for the concept of victimization included witnessing and experiencing 
sexual, physical, and verbal victimization, harassment, and poly victimization. Table II outlines 
the IV, DV, and their associated measures. 
The independent variables that represent each theoretical concept are grounded by prior 
research and the theoretical underpinnings of the Routine Activity Approach. First, “Place 
Management” refers to the surveillance of the actual space in which persons converge (Eck, 
1994; Sampson et al., 2010). Borrowing from the underlying theoretical logic that a surveilled 
space is one in which order is upheld (e.g., crime is stopped), a clean facility is representative of 
a space that is upkept and under the gaze of a facilities’ management. In this study, the 
cleanliness of a facility, as well as health care management will serve as a measure for 
perceptions on how well a place is managed–a logic applied in past correctional studies (Sloan, 
2012; McDonnell, Brookes, & Lurigio, 2014; St. John et al., 2019).  
The second concept “Perception of Formal Guardian” refers to whether the lawful 
authority of an institution (e.g., correctional officers) can protect the suitable target (e.g. 
incarcerated persons) from being victimized. Following Cohen & Felson’s (1979) theory that the 




guardianship in this study is measured by whether the suitable targets felt safe while incarcerated 
or viewed the correction officers as a source of safety– a similar measure used in a prior Routine 
Activities study about guardianship (Ellison, 2017). 
 The final concept of “Access to Informal Guardianship” refers to a suitable target’s 
ability to communicate with a guardian who has limited or no lawful authority within an 
institution (e.g., a family member or a friend). Again, this assumption follows Cohen & Felson’s 
(1979) argument that the presence of a guardian prevents crime. Under this assumption, 
incarcerated persons with routines that allow them access to their parents or loved ones should 
become victims less often because they can communicate foreseeable acts of victimization via 
visits or phone calls. Fostering these interactions are easier for persons who are held in housing 
areas that do not restrict an individual’s ability to communicate with others outside of the 
facility, such as solitary confinement (see Cochran et al., 2018; Haney, 2018 solitary 
confinement restrictions). Therefore, “Access to Informal Guardianship” is measured by the 
various modes of communication utilized by an incarcerated person and whether an incarcerated 




Table II: Concepts, Independent and  Dependent Variables, Measurements, and Values 
Concept Independent 
Variables 






Did the respondent find the cleanliness of the 
physical space satisfactory? 
Yes / No 
 
 Health Services 
Management 





Time in Solitary 
Confinement 
Did the respondent spend time in solitary 
confinement while incarcerated? 
Yes / No 
 Degree of Outside 
Communication 
Did the respondent have outside 
communication while incarcerated? 
Yes / No 
Perception of 
the capability 
of the formal 
Guardian 
 
Feeling of Safety 
 
Did the respondent feel safe while 
incarcerated? 
 
Yes / No 
Correction Officer 
as Source of Safety 
Did respondent identify Correction Officer as 
source of safety? 
Yes / No 
Incarcerated Person 
as Source of Safety 
Did respondent identify incarcerated person as 
source of safety? 
Yes / No 
Self as Source of 
Safety 
Did respondent identify themselves as source 
of safety? 
Yes / No 
Others as Source of 
Safety 
Did respondent identify other persons as 
source of safety? 
Yes / No 
Concept Dependent 
Variables 




Respondent Witnessed/Experienced Sexual 
Victimization 
Yes / No 
Physically 
Victimized 
Respondent Witnessed/Experienced Physical 
Victimization 
Yes / No 
Verbally 
Victimized 
Respondent Witnessed/Experienced Verbal 
Victimization 
Yes / No 
Harassment Respondent Witnessed/Experienced 
Harassment 
Yes / No 
Poly Victimization Respondent Witnessed/Experienced Multiple 








Prior to the start of analyses, two potential analytical limitations were identified and 
solutions created to address each limitation. First, the combination of using retrospective 
interviews and cross-sectional data removes the ability to accurately conclude the temporal order 
in the relationship between certain variables. For example, the victimization of a person and a 
person’s perception that the facility is well managed may be related, but the order of this 
relationship is unclear. At best, this tested relationship will allow for the conclusion that a 
relationship simply exists (as “a’ changes “b” changes and as “b” changes “a” changes). This 
methodological limitation may exist for potential themes identified given the nature of the study, 
and such findings from these relationships will be cautiously interpreted and the researcher will 
explicitly provide context of the temporal order limitation.  
A second limitation to this study is that the data collected focuses on the experiences of 
the victim. Measurements for the motivated offender and handler are currently beyond the scope 
of this study because interview respondents provided descriptions of self-reported victimization 
less than experiences of them victimizing others. Nonetheless, as a detailed examination of the 
narratives collected unfolded, emerging measures that are indicative of the motivated offender 








CHAPTER 6: QUALITATIVE STUDY RESULTS 
This study sought to explore three research questions through the lens of the Routine 
Activity Approach: (a) how does place management influence victimization within jails and 
prisons; (b) how does access to informal guardianship influence victimization within jails and 
prisons; and (c) how do the perceptions about the capability of formal guardians influence 
victimization within jails and prisons? The results of a content analysis of 87 intensive interviews 
held with formerly incarcerated men and women in the city of Newark, New Jersey and 
Cleveland, Ohio are delineated through this section. This section begins with a sample 
description followed by a contextualization of the narratives within the main tenets of the 
Routine Activity Approach and concludes with emerging themes related to the study’s three 
broad research questions. Each part is titled with a direct quote from respondents from the study, 
and at times, starts with a quote from a current external narrative, couching the voices embedded 
in these findings with the present-day experiences in jails and prisons documented more broadly. 
All quotes used to support findings rely on naturalism, leaving in grammatical inaccuracies, as 
well as capturing pauses, stutters, and interjections (Oliver, Serovich, & Mason, 2005).  
Sample Description 
 
A final sample of 87 respondents was used to produce the results for this study, with a 
total of 14 cases from the original sample excluded for respondents not having spent time in a 
jail or prison setting, respondents cutting the interview short, and a few interviewers not reaching 
the corrections section of the protocol in the allotted time for the interviews. Of the sample, 54% 
were from Newark and 46% were from Cleveland. A total of 68% of persons interviewed 
identified themselves as Black, 11% as White, and 3% two or more races. Additionally, 6% 
reported an ethnicity of Hispanic or Latinx. Of this sample, 78% were male and 18% female. A 




or HS Diploma, 18% reported some college, and 7% reported having an associate’s or bachelor's 
degree. About 33% of the respondents also stated that they were employed and 50% were 
unemployed. Additionally, 15% of individuals were between the ages of 18 and 25, 14% 
between 26 and 33, 10% between 34 and 41, 17% between 42 and 49, 18% between 50 and 57, 
and 8% between 58 and 65.  
Moreover, in their narratives, 20% disclosed a history substance misuse, 28% - a history 
of mental health issues, 17% disclosed being gang affiliated, and 47% reported being arrested for 
a violent crime. The most serious offenses reported included violent crimes (e.g., aggravated 
assault, aggravated robbery, murder, domestic battery, and gun possession) and nonviolent 
crimes (e.g., child pornography possession, petty theft, drug possession, burglary, conspiracy, 
drug trafficking, public urination, menacing, and trespassing). The average number of times 
individuals reported going to a jail was four (4), with a minimum of zero (0) times and maximum 
of 52 times. The average number of times an individual reported going to prison was one (1), 
with a minimum of zero (0 times and maximum of 10 times. Focusing on the outcome in 
question, persons reported witnessing on average at least one type of victimization and 
experiencing one type of victimization while incarcerated in jail and prison. Tables III, IV, and V 
provide a breakdown of the sample statistics, including additional metrics on exposure to 
victimization.  
Table III: Sample Description 
   
Background Information Frequency 
Percent (%) of 
Sample 
Location   
Newark 47 54 
Cleveland 40 46 
Race   
Black 59 68 
White 10 12 




Missing 15 17 
Ethnicity   
Hispanic or Latinx 5 6 
Non-Hispanic or Latinx 70 80 
Missing 12 14 
Sex   
Male 68 78 
Female 16 18 
Missing 3 4 
Age   
18 - 25 13 15 
26 - 33 12 14 
34 - 41 9 10 
42 - 49 15 17 
50 - 57 16 19 
58 - 65 7 8 
Missing 15 17 
Education Level   
Less than HS 16 18 
GED 11 13 
HS Diploma 21 24 
Some College 16 18 
Associate Degree 2 2 
Bachelors Degree 4 5 
Missing 17 20 
Employment   
Yes 29 33 
No 43 50 
Missing 15 17 
History of Substance Misuse   
Yes 17 20 
No 70 80 
History of Mental Health Issues   
Yes 24 28 
No 63 72 
Gang Affiliated   
Yes  15 17 
No 72 82 
Most Serious Charge   
Violent Crime 41 47 
Non-Violent Crime 40 46 
Missing 6 1> 
Note. History of substance misuse, mental health issues, gang affiliation, and most serious charge were not directly 
asked by interviewers but revealed at some point throughout the interview. Therefore, the number represented is a 





Table IV: Victimization Description 
    
Jail and Prison Experience Average Min Max 
Number of Times in Jail 4.32 0 52 
Number of Times in Prison 1.29 0 10 
Number of Distinct Forms of Victimization in Jail    
      Witnessed .91 0 4 
      Experienced .76 0 3 
      Witnessed and Experienced  1.67 0 7 
Number of Distinct Forms of Victimization in Prison    
      Witnessed .97 0 3 
      Experienced .71 0 3 
      Witnessed and Experienced  1.66 0 4 
Note. There are four types of victimization that an individual may have witnessed or experienced in jail 
and prison, allowing for 16 distinct opportunities of exposure to victimization. For example, witnessing 
physical assault in jail and in prison count as two distinct forms of victimization witnessed in jail and 
prison. N=87.  
 
Table V: Participants Exposure to Victimization 





Experience Verbal Assault 25 8 33 
Experience Physical Assault 19 10 29 
Experience Sexual Assault 0 1 1 
Experience Harassment 14 4 18 
Witness Verbal Assault 23 7 30 
Witness Physical Assault 36 20 56 
Witness Sexual Assault 5 3 8 
Witness Harassment 9 5 14 
Total 131 58 189 
 
Part 1. “Here to Do Your Time”: Routine Activities in Jail and Prison 
 
Growing food was the job I put them to work, but I think that any task that I would have given that allowed 
[people in custody] to take ownership, responsibility, and pride would have had the same effect. - St. John 
et al., 2019.  
 
A core element of the Routine Activity Approach is the argument that daily routines of 
individuals suppress or increase the odds of the crime event occurring. Specifically, the 
convergence of persons and/or objects in time and space within the correctional setting should 
influence the chances of victimization (Cohen & Felson, 1979). In Part 5, respondent narratives 




begin with a description of the main activities that generally occurred for persons once 
incarcerated in jail and prison. When respondents were asked to describe their day-to-day routine 
activities, people chronicled a variety of structured and unstructured activities. People recounted 
days filled with unstructured activities, such as working out or watching television. Others 
expressed taking part in a variety of structured activities, like educational classes or parenting 
courses. See appendix B.1A for more examples. 
 
1CMW:  I would wake up, eat food, go back to sleep. That was like at 7:00. Go back to sleep, wait until 
like 9:00, people would knock on our cell door for him, to see if he wanted to wake up and go play 
basketball, and either he would leave or I would leave and go play ball for an hour, I think it was. Come 
back, depending on how tired I was I'd go back to sleep or stay asleep until lunchtime, like 11:00. Then you 
get up and you start your day because you can't sleep forever. Play chess, beatbox, watch some TV, read a 
book, I mean it was pretty civil. The women are in one small section. If you came up the stairs and into the 
door leading to the women's area to your left you have a windowed-off area. There's four cells that's 
isolation, be that medical or disciplinary, that's where you go. They have their own shower, toilet and sink 
there. Then you walk through another door and into a large day room where the matron sits and the 
workout equipment that never gets used is. When we're over full they will take what we call, "Boats," 
which are big plastic things that you put on the floor and put a mat in there. The excess girls go there. Then 
you have four pods. One to the left and three directly in front of you. Each one holds 12 girls, 12 girls share 
one toilet, one shower, one sink. There's a TV in each pod. Three stainless steel tables with three stainless 
steel little seats. All my experiences up until this last little bit I did in there, we stayed in that pod all day, 
every day. You don't come out of there. You don't come out for rec in the day room, you don't go outside. 
You don't go anywhere. You stay in this small space with these 12 people for months on end. 
 
 
Literature on the activities within the jail and prison settings often describe experiences 
that fall on a spectrum of structured and unstructured activity (Osgood et al., 1996:2005; 
Stevenssom & Oberwittler, 2010), however, although such experiences are evident in the 
responses of respondents from the current study, there exists a group that falls outside of the 
traditional spectrum. That is, a set of people described being completely disengaged from all 
activities, spending the days sleeping and staying in their assigned cell or dorm. As one person 
concluded “There's nothing to fill your day at all.” In some instances, respondents expressed 





Additional complexities were observed in the activities described by respondents. First, 
the respondents’ perceptions of the day-to-day activities added nuance to how activities are 
categorized. For instance, what researchers may traditionally categorize as a structured activity – 
such as being assigned a work detail while incarcerated – is not interpreted as a structured 
routine by respondents. This becomes particularly problematic if one were to respond to a need 
for structured activities by implementing activities that researchers categorize as structured, but 
persons in custody interpret as “nothing”. Secondly, a focus on the mere presence of activities as 
seen in quantitative studies, ignore the quality of such activities. Respondents recalled having the 
option to engage in activities, but at times would also express discontent with the quality of such 
activities. See appendix B.1B for examples. 
On the other hand, prison is an experience that is described differently in terms of the 
activities that are offered, with descriptions of structured activities being front and center, so 
much so that the notion that there is “nothing” to do in jail becomes more vivid when discussing 
the activities in jail compared to activities within the confines of prison. Furthermore, despite the 
level of engagement in activities or lack thereof people described of the jail experience, the 
majority agreed that the prison environment allowed for a substantial amount of activities, and 
more freedom to move around the facility with less supervision from custodial staff. Appendix 
B.1C provides more examples.   
1NM?:  The county and prison is different, because the county you're going to be in your room all day. 
You ain't going to be ever to learn nothing. You can't take no classes, nothing. You probably come out of 
your room for an hour or two, and you're right back in that room. If you go to prison, you can take classes, 
college classes. You could take up trades, you could do all types of stuff. I've seen people get degrees in 
prison.  
 
Respondents also weighed in on their being a need for more activities within the jail 
setting, and specifically requested activities that would facilitate meaningful outcomes in their 




quality of the services that are being offered to them, and that the abundance or absence of 
activities offered within the correctional setting do not get at one of the most salient aspects of 
activities – activities that are meaningful and relevant to the lives of persons in custody. A 
similar understanding is found in the reentry research that shows mere employment doesn’t 
better the lives of persons who were formerly incarcerated, but that the quality of employment 
will (Uggen,1999).      
1NM?:  Have more things for people to do in jail, to better their lives. Have more classes, not just in 
prisons, have more classes for people to learn. If I'm in here for a gun charge, have me in here doing 
something positive. Have me helping people, you feel me, instead of just having me in the cell all day. If 
you have a person in a cell, they go crazy.  
 
Ultimately, this section sought out to provide a description of the day to day to activities 
that individuals incarcerated in jail and prisons experience. Generally, it appears individuals 
partially self-select into the activities within jail or prison. The chosen activities are dependent on 
what activities are allowed within the institutional setting, as well as to what extent these 
programs are perceived as quality to people. When compared to jail, prison appeared to be the 
institutional environment better equipped with options for persons to form their own daily 
routine, including unstructured activities and structured activities of quality.  
Part 2. “Sleeping on The Floor”: Place Management in Jail and Prison  
 
Jail staffers ignored obvious signs of Barlow Austin’s worsening health, left her in a dirty cell littered with 
trash and denied her pleas for water during her final hours in detention. When Barlow Austin was finally 
taken to the emergency room on the night of June 10, 2019, she was immediately given an IV and a feeding 
tube…She was beyond saving by the time they took her to the hospital - Bellware, K., 2020.  
 
A well-managed place (or the presence of a Place Manager) is another element of the 
Routine Activity Approach that is expected to influence the occurrence of victimization, with the 
underlying logic being that crime will occur less in well managed places. The extent to which 
jails and prison victimization are linked to the surveillance of the place and responsiveness of 




prisons are managed, primarily focusing on their access to health services and the sensory 
conditions of the facilities.  
2A. “Worst Place to Get Sick”: Healthcare in Jail and Prison 
 
When asked to describe the health services in jail, respondents often said that they did 
receive services while incarcerated albeit a few who said “no”. In instances where respondents 
detailed the service provision received, individuals had a mixture of experiences, with access to 
healthcare services being partially dependent on an individual’s financial stability or ability to 
pay for services. Notably, some individuals stated that the responsiveness by healthcare 
providers was also influenced by the severity of their ailments. However, respondents also 
outlined moments where severe ailments were overlooked by staff, or staff being unequipped to 
respond to their needs, particularly with the correctional officer who would serve as a liaison 
between healthcare staff and incarcerated persons in some instances.   
One respondent in particular gives a detailed account of neglect during her cancer 
recovery while incarcerated in jail, echoing sentiments of neglect and lackadaisical responses to 
healthcare needs at the hands of health care providers, but also correctional officers not bringing 
people in custody to healthcare staff in a timely fashion when needed.  
1CFW:  They're [correctional officers] a little crooked themselves. They do illegal, you could say drugs. If 
I went under cover I could definitely bust them for sure. They don't do their jobs to where if they're 
supposed to be doing their rounds every so often, they don't do them. They don't attend to maybe because 
you're prisoners [respondent uses term “prisoners” while recalling jail] so they look at you in a certain way 
or don't feel you need to respect or respond right away so if they're supposed to get something for an inmate 
or do something for an inmate, they take their time, they wait, they don't do it when they're supposed to. 
Say if you need assistance with anything or to go see the doctor or anything else, you don't go down right 
away. Your needs, your medical needs and everything are not attended to like it should be. If you feel sick 
or there's something and you're in pain and there's something hurting you, sometimes you're waiting two, 
three days to go down and see the nurse which I'm sorry something could happen by that time. There  has 
been people that died in there because of something not attended to right away. 
Interviewer: Did you personally experience that in jail? 
1CFW:  I had breast cancer. I had breast cancer, I'm a breast cancer survivor. 
Interviewer: While you were in jail? 
1CFW:  No but I'm a breast cancer survivor and everything and I had an appointment go to see the doctor 
right before I went in because I have a very high chance of my cancer coming back because I was in the 




seven surgeries in 12 months. I have a very high chance of my cancer coming back. When I was in there, I 
did not receive my cancer medicine because I had to take Tamoxifen every day for ten years but it's an 
expensive medication. I did not receive it in there [jail]. I was supposed to take it every day for ten years 
without a break and of course I had a big break being in there. They did not give me my Tamoxifen. It's 
expensive. It's a form of chemo pill. Of course it's going to be expensive. Anything like that and expensive, 
they're not going to give to you because the county has to pay for it. Yeah, I did not receive my medications 
I needed to in there. My medical things were not, and also right before I went in there, I had an 
appointment because I had spots on my liver to get them biopsied because it could be a chance of them 
coming back. The thing is, I had to go see the doctor and for them to biopsy them, if the spots were the 
same size or bigger, they had to biopsy them because it could be a growth. They wanted me to wait two 
months to get them biopsied because they wanted to see how they grew. If they got smaller, then it's not 
cancerous. I don't know. They said it's something else. Two months before that, the reason I went into the 
doctor because they don't still know why it happened but my organs start to shut down so it could be a huge 
medical problem. I told them this and they were aware of this right when I first went in there and I was 
asking to please see a doctor, please I need to go get that tested or something. I did not get it tested the 
whole time I was in there. Mentioned it every day because I went down, the first three to four weeks, 
actually four weeks that I was in that place, I went down to medical every morning to change the bandage 
because I had an abscess. 
 
She continued, explaining how poor health care services within the context of correctional 
officers as liaison are one of the main barriers, comparing her experience accessing health care to 
other forms of dehumanization by the actions or inactions of correctional officers.  
1CFW:  I had to go get a bandage changed so every day that I was down in that medical, I told them every 
single day, "Look, I need to see a doctor. I need to see a doctor. I need to see it." You have it scheduled. We 
can't tell you when but it's scheduled. Never seen the doctor. Ever. It's like they tell you one thing and 
they're supposed to do something. They don't do it. Where's your proof? It doesn't matter. It's like you have 
no voice in there. You're an inmate. You have of course no control but even certain things like your 
medical and certain things like that. Even if you do what they say they could still send you to the hole just 
because how they feel. You were disrespecting. You go to the hole. You're in punishment, you're locked up 
the rest of the day because you gave me attitude and you could give no attitude. Just the CO just doesn't 
like you. They treat you below being a human period. 
  
The complexities and variation of perspectives on the provision of health care services 
within jail also vary by the type of health attention a person requires. Aligned with narratives that 
argue healthcare providers are responsive depending on the health issues, it appeared that 
pregnancy also fell into the category of serious health concerns that receive responsive treatment. 
Although narratives around health care services in prison were also mixed, they were much more 
vivid than the descriptions of jail. Described experiences were rarely neutral, or a simple “yes” 
and “no” responses but associated with more detailed experiences around contentment with the 




because there were better staffing ratios, and responsiveness to health concerns. Appendix B.2A 
provide examples. In conjunction with there being more vivid experiences recalled with prison 
health services, there were also narratives that painted a picture of what may go wrong when 
medication is not distributed. Individuals outlined the psychological screening as a simple 
process of being directly asked whether a person was going to hurt themselves or not. One 
individual recalled a suicide related event.    
Interviewer: Okay so now you did mention that woman hung herself ... 
1NFB:  The thing, but they [correctional officers] wouldn't let us out. They kept us locked down. I don't 
know who she was, but hung herself because of something that she ... Somebody took something from her, 
but she was a little off anyway. They didn't give her her medicine, you know how some people that go 
crazy, when they supposed to have they medicine.  
Interviewer: Yes.  
1NFB:  To calm them down, they wouldn't give it to her. The next day ...  
Interviewer: Did you see it? Did you like ... 
1NFB:  No, they ... Well, the people was telling us how she had a noose and she hung herself with it.  
Interviewer: Did she actually, did she die? 
1NFB:  Yeah, she did.  
Interviewer: Oh wow.  
1NFB:  She hung herself, she was hanging. Yeah.  
Interviewer: Wow, I'm sorry. I'm so sorry you had to be around that.  
1NFB:  Yeah, she was hanging, she was swinging. Yeah, I couldn't believe it, but ...  
 
Lastly, one of the challenges associated with the provision of medication within prison seemed to 
be drug misuse. While important and responsive to the needs of persons with medical or mental 
health concerns, access to medication could also be abused. 
1NMB:  Yeah, a few people trying to take the coward way out and hang themselves or cut their wrists 
because they can't, they not man enough to do the time, so they take the coward way out trying to kill 
themselves.  
Interviewer: Did you see them get any medical attention then? 
1NMB:  Absolutely. 
Interviewer: Cool. 
1NMB:  Psych ward. 
Interviewer: Did you ever have to go see medical nurses or doctors? 
1NMB:  Yeah, they try to, they try to give me psych meds.  
Interviewer: Oh really. 
1NMB:  You should try psych meds, and I told them I was good. I don't need it. They started laughing. 
Interviewer: Do you know why? Who laughed at you? 
1NMB:  Because you know a lot of people, excuse me, a lot of people take psych meds to escape reality 





Overall, respondents report receiving healthcare services while in jail, yet have mixed 
feelings on the quality of services. Many respondents point out that: (a) having money; (b) 
officer communication with healthcare staff on behalf of a sick person; and (c) the perceptions 
about a person in custody’s ailments will influence responsiveness from healthcare staff. At the 
same time, there were respondents who did not agree with the majority perspective that 
healthcare services are offered, with one respondent outlining how she was denied medication 
for her breast cancer recovery and another woman stating that healthcare providers were 
attentive to her health needs while incarcerated in jail. Moreover, prison experiences also 
contrast in opinions of quality, but elicited more rich descriptions to support the polarizing 
experiences. This includes experiences of individuals waiting years to receive CAT scans and 
attention to their bullet wound ailments, individuals getting their teeth replaced, and an 
individual being denied medication and committing suicide. Furthermore, respondents also shed 
light on the lack of quality in the mental health service screenings, summing up the process as 
being simply asked “you going to hurt yourself”. Arguably, the simplicity of the screening 
process also creates potential for drug misuse – a risk factor of victimization especially when 
paired with mental health issues (Sells et al., 2003; Vaughn et al., 2010) – to permeate the prison 
setting. As one respondent explained, the drugs are used by some persons to “escape reality”.  
2B. “Oh, Man, It Smell Awful”: Sensory Conditions in Jail 
 
Building on the understanding that the correctional environment can be interpreted and 
understood through the sensory descriptions of occupants. Here, the narratives provided by 
respondents on how they perceived the jail and prison setting were also examined through their 
sensory systems. It is also documented that the setting of jails and prisons are experienced 




John et al., 2019). In gathering the sensory conditions of the surrounding setting, one can gauge 
how the place is being managed or mismanaged. This section collates the results of all identified 
narratives germane to the senses of sound, sight, taste, touch, and smell, categorizing what 
individuals experienced by each sense. To begin, respondents' auditory and olfactory sensory 
systems were the least used to process the environment of jail. Individuals provided not only few 
descriptions of the place through these senses, but also provided the scantest descriptions of all 
the sensory systems, with jails described as environments with “a bunch of noise” and that 
“stink” or “smell awful”. 
2B1. “It Was Freezing”: Somatosensory and Visual Experiences in Jail 
 
The somatosensory system or “touch” and the visual system were used most to interpret 
the place, and the descriptions of what individuals saw or felt were more than often unpleasant 
experiences. Although there were instances of victimization that are related to these senses (e.g., 
seeing victimization or being assaulted), these two senses remain the most prevalent and rich in 
detail when omitting such instances. The accounts provided by respondents capture experiences 
of poor bedding, moldy showers, sleeping on hard floors, cold temperatures, skin outbreaks, lack 
of light, observing fecal matter and urine on floors or walls, and more. Appendix B.2B provides 
additional depictions.  
To some degree, the experience of poor somatosensory experiences were internalized by 
persons as being punitive, with one person alluding to an expectation that such sensory 
punishments (e.g., sleeping without proper bedding)  are to be delivered to persons who are 
guilty as opposed to persons who are not guilty, and sentiments that overall correctional facilities 




expressed that they saw or felt in the place, there were outliers who contend that the place was 
“not as bad as everybody says”.  
2NMB:  I mean ... Me I try to keep it clean. We clean our rooms. They not dirty or nothing. The floors 
probably dirty and we got slippers.  
Interviewer: This is at Essex county right? 
2NMB:  Mm-hmm (affirmative)  
Interviewer: It was reasonable in terms of like conditions [crosstalk] it was clean enough- 
2NMB:  It was jail. I heard stories about it. But for me to actually go in there and see it. I was like well this 
is how it is I'm gonna deal with it. Cause I heard many of stories. Oh you gonna be in jail oh one day you 
gonna see how it is. I said no I'm not, they judge me wrong. When I ended up going I'm like damn, I see the 
place I hear all theses stories and I'm like, it's not as bad as everybody say it is. You know? People act like 
it's a horror movie you know? It's not that bad.  
Interviewer: Okay.  
 
Moreover, narratives related to sight and vision naturally captured descriptions of crowding and 
issues with capacity within a facility. 
Interviewer: What was the physical space like? 
2NFB:  It's very small, it's like a 4 by 8 room. 
Interviewer: It's a room? They're cells?  
2NFB:  They're cells but it's small. It's a metal bed and they give you, basically, it's like an air mattress 
with cotton in it. 2 people to a room, sometimes they're so overpopulated in the County jail, I'm telling you 
the County jail could get over populated, they have boats. Literally, it looked like a boat and they give you 
a mat and you sleep on that and you have to sleep outside in the day room.  
 
Taken together, the sensory conditions of the jail experience are generally accompanied 
by deplorable descriptions. Respondents interpret such conditions as a reflection of how they are 
viewed by the correction administration and personnel, with some respondents internalizing that 
poor conditions are normal and that jail is not meant to be “comfortable”. The understanding that 
this is the norm or expected is further nuanced by persons who gauge their experience in relation 
to what they imagined jail to be prior to experiencing incarceration, internalizing what would 
appear to be poor sensory conditions as “not that bad”. 
2B2. “Meat Is Not Meat”: Gustatorial Experiences in Jail 
 
Contextualized within the Routines Activities Approach, taste remains one avenue in 
assessing a sensory interpretation of how well the place is managed. The gustatory system or the 




recounted an experience in jail related to their senses. Respondents’ gustatorial experiences were 
overwhelmingly unpleasant descriptions about the quality of food within a facility. See appendix 
B.2C for more examples.  
3NFB:  They gave us a bologna sandwich, and fruits. Then, the next morning we had 2 funny looking 
sausages with some grits. I don't know how you make grits nasty when they're the easiest thing to make. 
Grits was horrible, the bread was horrible. Everything was just horrible. They gave us a hot dog that had 2 
different colors to it. Rice that was like it was sitting out for days, they just threw it in there. Some type of 
Salisbury steak patty that was 2 different colors. I couldn't eat anything, I didn't eat while I was there. It's 
why I was sick, because I wasn't eating there. I lost 5 pounds in a day. It was just horrible. I just don't want 
to go back. 
 
The unpleasantry of the food is more pronounced when individuals began to cite it as a reason 
for which they would seek transfer to another jail. At times, respondents would even sum their 
entire jail experience up by the food alone. Additionally, individuals provided accounts of 
unfavorable portions of food being given. Respondents also assigned meaning by interpreting the 
quality or portion of food given to them as a sign of how correctional staff perceived incarcerated 
persons, evoking common descriptions of being treated like “shit”, “dogs”, or in a few cases 
being treated well.  
1CFB:  I had a couple. Ms. Jasmine and Ms., I forgot how to say her, Ms. [Dih-ney]. 
Interviewer: Two COs? 
1CFB:  That was my favorite. Then we had Ms. Howard. Then when they had to switch [inaudible] we cry. 
We all cried. 
Interviewer: There were three COs that you really spent time with and got to know? 
1CFB:  Yup. 
Interviewer: Okay. What was it that they did that made you like them? 
1CFB:  They cared. 
Interviewer: Yeah? 
1CFB:  They cared, and they showed they cared. 
Interviewer: Okay.  
1CFB:  They gave me extra food. Took care of me. 
 
Respondent also brought forth perceptions of infantilization. Portions of food meant for children 
communicated to some persons that the facility was run as if the persons being fed were youth, 
or as one respondent put it, as if they were “six” years old.  
4NFB:  Well, when I was in this jail down here, it was horrible, like I told you. It's horrible. The food they 
give you, first of all, they don't give you enough, or nothing. You're not six, okay? People need to eat, and 




they, "Are you going to eat that?" Come on, y'all, you don't eat off of nobody damn tray like that, you know 
what I mean? They don't give you enough. 
Interviewer: How many times have you gone to the county jail here in Newark? 
4NFB:  I think I've been to county three times. 
Interviewer: It's been three times, and have the conditions changed? 
4NFB:  No. 
Interviewer: It's been the same all three times? 
4NFB:  To me, they got worse. 
Interviewer: They got worse? 
4NFB:  Yes. To me, they got worse. They got mice in there. People eating all kinds of shit. 
 
While the sensory experiences within a place was symbolic of place management, it also 
extends to understanding an officers relationship with people in custody, a similar finding to 
studies that focus mainly on the senses (see Brisman, 2008 on food in penal institutions and 
power dynamics). Themes surrounding the relationships between incarcerated persons and 
correctional officers are specifically detailed in Part 4. Place management as examined through 
the five senses provides a unique account of how well a facility is managed. However, 
individuals appeared to recollect the place through more than one sense rather than any singular 
sense. When sensory descriptions included more than one sensory account, the narratives of 
poorly managed facilities that were smelly, dirty, or noisy became emphasized in greater detail.  
1NM2:  In county, it’s dirty as fuck. They have bedbugs. It smells like shit. There’s blood everywhere in 
the place, dried-up blood on the walls and shit. It is real fucking dirty, like I’ve just got to say it again, it is 
very dirty. It’s real dirty. I came home, and my legs looked like a fucking hosiery, with the pantyhose, 
because my legs got all bit up by bedbugs, I had a fucking infection on my skin, it was a big-ass rash 
breaking out on my back. It was just looking nasty. I know a couple people, and they got, what’s that shit 
that eats up your arm, MRSA, I think? 
Interviewer: Oh, what? 
1NM2:  Yeah, there’s people in there with MRSA, there’s people in there with HIV, and they have 
everybody all together, there’s fucking people bleeding and shit. 
 
The internalization that poor place management is reserved for the guilty or most serious 
offenders also surfaced again.  
2CMW:  That jail was like the worst thing. You shouldn't treat a person like that unless they've murdered 
or raped somebody.   
Interviewer: Do you mean because of the facility, or the people, or both?  
2CMW:  Both. Yeah.   
Interviewer: Say more about the facility first.   
2CMW:  It's dirty, they got one man cells with two people sleeping in them. You get, what they call, red 




locked down for like seven days straight with no shower. The food is ... If you don't have people sending 
you money, you will starve. I was there for like 45 days and I lost 30 pounds.   
Interviewer: Wow.   
2CMW:  Yeah, you starve.  
 
Finally, in discussions on ways to improve jail institutions, respondents echoed 
sentiments related to the deplorable place management. Out of all the potential solutions to 
suggest in improving jail conditions, some individuals felt strongly about the sanitation of the 
place, food provided in the place, where they slept, and more. See appendix B.2D for more 
combined narratives on the sensory conditions.  
Collectively, discussions about the sensory conditions in jail elicited very emotive 
responses of dissatisfaction. For example, narratives of the quality of food arose when discussing 
more general topics such as describing one’s overall jail experience. At the core of the gustatorial 
narratives, food communicated a powerful message to respondents of how they were perceived 
by correction administrators, evoking perceptions that incarcerated persons are infantilized, 
lower life forms (e.g. “dogs”), or non-somatic items (e.g. “shit”). One respondent requested a 
transfer as a result. This messaging held true for all sensory experiences, with some respondents 
also expressing that such conditions are reserved for persons who are guilty or incarcerated for 
more serious charges. Notably, when asked on ways to improve the conditions of jail, 
respondents often brought forth the sensory conditions and a need to improve them. Following 
the logic that poor place management messages that persons in custody are less than human (e.g. 
dogs), the request for a properly managed facility is essentially an ask to be treated humanely.  
2B3. “Prison Was A Paradise”: Sensory Conditions in Prison 
 
The place management of prisons as described through the sensory conditions of people 
who were in prison produced themes similar to the jail, however, in some instances the 




differences in prison narratives compared to jail. First, there were overall less recollections about 
the sensory conditions of prison, particularly fewer interpretations of the place through the 
auditory and olfactory systems.  
Second, the visual and somatosensory experiences were mainly present when describing 
solitary confinement,1 an experience that will be explored in the themes surrounding informal 
guardianship in Part 4. In one case, a respondent described what they saw that made the place 
“nasty” and how using the toilet became a source of conversation between him and his cellmate 
while in solitary.2 Furthermore, the nasty toilet that the individual sat on or hovered over was 
also a symbol of power dynamics and relationship building, citing the correctional officer who 
provided cleaning materials for the toilet as “cool” and himself as being lucky to receive such 
care. Again, here we observed the sensory conditions – the study’s proxy for place management 
– to be a source of messaging between persons in custody and the correctional administration.  
Interviewer: When you got handed a punishment, did you ever get sent to solitary? 
1CMB: Yeah. I got sent there before. 
Interviewer: For how long? 
1CMB: It was about a week or so. 
Interviewer: What was that like? 
1CMB:  Grody. It was very uncomfortable. They weren't very accommodating. The facility was nasty, and 
it didn't look very clean. The shower had rust in it, and the toilet didn't have a seat. I was trying to figure 
out how was I supposed to use it, and I've never used a toilet without a seat before, so I was like was I 
supposed to just hover. I didn't know what to do. I was like I'm not about to sit on that. Everything falls on 
that. Me and my bunkie were playing a game of hold it, who can hold it the longest. 
Interviewer: For your sake, I hope you won. 
1CMB:  We lucked up and finally got a cool corrections officer to give us some cleaning products. 
Interviewer: You were able to clean it a little bit? 
1CMB:  Yeah, at least I knew I had cleaned it before we attempted any type of anything. But it was weird 
using the toilet bowl with no top. I had never had that before. 
Interviewer: Yeah, I think that would be as much a right as getting to eat dinner. 
1CMB:  No. 
Interviewer: Apparently not. 




 Visual and somatosensory experiences remain the most used senses to describe the correctional place, but while 
only focusing on the place and excluding descriptions of people they were not used to illustrate the jail setting.  
2
 The placement of more than one person within the same cell during solitary confinement is a potential, but rare 




Third, while happenings related to the gustatorial system were less prevalent in prison 
compared to jail, they provided more vibrant remembrance of experiences. The narratives also 
highlighted in increased detail how food symbolized power dynamics within the prison, such as 
individuals who were serving life in prison being left alone by correctional officers as they 
cooked using non-approved methods, or individuals using food as a form of currency. 
Nonetheless, the quality of the food remained debatable, but most would agree that the prison 
food served was better than jail. See appendix B.2E in the appendix for examples.  
Similar to the findings on conditions within jail, the sensory descriptions of prison 
naturally involved more than one sense, providing a richer description that only exacerbated the 
previously identified themes. Also, following the narratives around respondents’ sentiments on 
how to improve jails, responses on improving prison naturally triggered discussions related to the 
sensory conditions of the place. While prison was described as a better managed setting in 
relation to the sensory experience, most narratives fell within the categorization of a poorly 
managed setting. In fact, 75% of respondents described poor sensory jail conditions (i.e., 45 out 
of 60 respondents).   
Interviewer: Would you do anything different for changes in the prison system? 
3NMB:  Make the food a whole lot better.  
Interviewer: What kind of food did you get?  
3NMB:  (sighs) I can't even explain this food that's given to us. But if you ain't getting no type of money, 
you wasn't really eating because the food's waste. Because they feed you bullshit. They got... There's some 
shit called turkey gravy, turkey sausage and gravy, it look just like ALPO. 
Interviewer: Like what? 
3NMB:  ALPO.  
Interviewer: Dog food? 
3NMB:  Dog food. Yeah. It look like a great ALPO, no bullshit. And then they got, like, we used to make 
these scallion potatoes right? With imitation cheese sauce.  
Interviewer: Imitation cheese sauce?  
3NMB:  Imitation cheese sauce. Like, it come in a big bag like this big that say, imitation cheese sauce. It's 
a thick ass liquid and it's like this orange. Then they gave us this taco meat that wasn't even taco meat, it 
was like tofu with, with some type of seasoning on it. They fried that like- 
Interviewer: Sounds horrible. So you would improve the prison food? 
3NMB:  Yeah. They pay all this money for this dumbass, for this process they should... Look this is what 
we gonna do. I'm going to hire some old ladies from the hood and I'm going to give them $300,000 and go 





One respondent explained that if the quality of food were better that individuals may be 
more willing to return to prison, a sentiment that few respondents’ held, but bolsters the notion 
that penal institutions should not be environments that are “comfortable” and that the sensory 
conditions of the place should be a deterrent. As another respondent argued, the sensory 
conditions of the place come secondary to other experiences within prison, particularly having 
better educated and trained correctional officers (see Part 4 on formal guardians).  
Overall, findings on the place management of penal institutions were explored through 
the provision of healthcare services within a facility, as well as the sensory conditions used to 
describe each place. The prison environment garnered support showing that it was better 
managed in terms of providing health and mental health services compared to jail, but the 
ramifications for mishandling of healthcare services also carried more serious consequences, 
such as drug misuse and self-harm. Moreover, while the sensory conditions within the jail and 
prison environments were often deplorable, capturing narratives of moldy showers, inadequate 
access to light, hard bedding, and so forth, relative to jail, prison yielded descriptions of the place 
that were more positive, with some respondents explicitly stating that the conditions were better 
(e.g., the food tasted better). Findings on the sensory conditions of the place also yielded that the 
compounded sensory experiences provide greater detail on place management and typically 
echoed findings from the more singular sensory descriptions, demonstrating that the management 
of the place can arguably be understood through one of the five senses. If one were to categorize 
the order of prevalence in which sensory systems were used to interpret the physical setting, the 
olfactory would be the least used system, followed by the auditory, gustatorial, somatosensory, 
and visual systems.3 Naturally, the sensory conditions of the place encompassed other elements 
 
3
 The sense of touch did not capture instances of physical harm, nor did the sense of sight include the witnessing of 




of the Routine Activity Approach, with narratives more often than not being intertwined with an 
individual's daily activities, as well as their interactions with and perceptions of correctional 
officers and/or other incarcerated persons. Lastly, that the sensory conditions of a facility 
communicate a message to persons in custody could not be overstated nor more evident in the 
narratives of persons held in jail and prison, so much so that respondents internalized inhumane 
treatment as part of the punishment and humane treatment as a reward rather than a basic right.  
Part 3. “I Went to The Hole”: Access to Informal Guardians on the Outside 
 
Walking down the long hallway to the solitary unit where he would die, Jason Echevarria passed two 
messages painted across the ceiling beams: “Maintain self-respect” and “Improve the movement.” Mr. 
Echevarria died several weeks later, and it was one of the longest and most painful deaths I have 
investigated in any jail. The initial act that set these events in motion reveals the terrible health 
consequences of solitary confinement…”- Homer Venters, Former Chief Medical Office of NYC Jails.  
 
Through the perspective of the Routine Activity Approach, the expectation of the capable 
guardian is to disrupt the crime event. The presence of a guardian is expected to intervene in the 
crime event through active or inactive methods, such as the presence of a correctional officer or 
cameras. However, the presence of a guardian is not limited to someone legally mandated to 
intervene in the crime event, but persons in general who have the ability, whether legally 
sanctioned or not, to intervene (e.g., another incarcerated person or a volunteer). This section 
collates findings related to access to informal guardianship while incarcerated, focusing on the 
degree of communication people in custody had with external informal guardians (e.g., an 
emergency call to a family member), as well as the barriers to such access, particularly solitary 
confinement restrictions.     
3A. “My Phone Stayed Loaded”: Degree of Outside Communication in Jail 
 
 
incorporated into the sections on victimization and guardianship. However, if such experiences were truncated into 
sight and touch, they would only further solidify these as the two senses used the most to recollect the management 




The descriptions given by the respondents illustrated a range of experiences related to the 
level of outside communication that they were afforded while confined in jail. Outside 
communication primarily included the use of phones, mail, and visits, with few individuals 
expressing the inability to use at least one of these modes. More than often, such communication 
was held with an individual’s family member (e.g., mother, father, or sibling). In addition, the 
understanding that financial resources are necessary for outside communication were woven 
throughout almost all narratives related to outside communication, and demonstrative of how 
money dictated whether one had access to informal guardianship outside of the jail setting. The 
logic that increased finances affords a person a greater degree of access to informal guardians 
does not align with similar research that supports a contrary argument that persons with higher 
income are more likely to be victimized (Toman, 2019). Interestingly, having the financial 
resources for outside contact, or a loaded phone as one participant stated, also sets the stage for 
altercations within the jail setting - a relationship that is further detailed in Part 5 on 
victimization. 
Interviewer: Could you call home?  
2CMW:  You could use the pay phones, but that was...There was only like a few pay phones in the whole 
pod. There's 50 people in the pod, so there's people like drug dealers and stuff, got money. Their people are 
throwing all kinds of money on their books, so they're sitting riding the phone all day.  
2CMW: So not really?  
Respondent:  There's fights over that. If you ain't got money, you ain't calling nobody.   
 
Respondents also outlined that in addition to the fiscal restraints surrounding outside 
communication, that temporal constraints on when or how many times an individual could use a 
phone was another barrier to access the outside world. Moreover, while payment and time served 
as barriers to communicating with persons outside of the jail, respondents’ descriptions also 
highlighted that individuals, at times simply chose not to utilize their options to communicate. 




opting out of contacting persons from the outside to avoid missing their families and to prevent 
their families from being involved in their experience. Though individuals expressed their 
choices not to leverage modes of communication, themes from the narratives provide an 
underlying need for communication with persons on the outside for efforts beyond the 
prevention of the crime event, like mental health. Individuals expressed the emotive and 
behavioral responses that may arise without access to informal guardians. This is particularly 
interesting when one considers that persons who are victims when incarcerated also have high 
rates of mental unwellness compared to individuals who are not mentally unwell (Wolff et al., 
2007). Familial support is also a core element associated with the the mental welness of persons 
who were incarcerated (Listwan et al., 2010). 
3NFB:  I was ... A little piece of me got broken off, like, "I'm here. What am I doing? This is not me." A 
part of me wanted to cry, but another part was saying, "Keep it together. Keep it together." I wanted to 
break down, I just was getting so frustrated when they just give me bad news, after bad news. I can't use the 
phone, I can't do this, I can't ... The worst thing to me is I have a hat. The only thing I could was really talk 
to God, and pray to get me out of there, and to further me while I get out to stay out. That was it. 
 
2NMB:  There was a case where somebody hung themselves. I just came to the jail, cause the jail was on 
lock down I was still in quarantine when that happened, but I think somebody hung themselves with a 
sheet. Some people can't take the pressure of that jail thing. That jail can be breaking people. Can't leave 
when you want to leave. It will break somebody. I don't know the person personally or how it happened. 
I'm guessing he probably stressed. That's the number one thing in jail is stress.  
Interviewer: Stress from being in the jail environment or do you think its a combination of that and- 
2NMB:  Its a combination of everything. From going home, the case, missing home, calling home. When 
you call home [inaudible] then you hang up like damn. Who are they with what are they doing, you 
thinking, you stress, you think too much you're going to stress yourself. Then you worry about what's going 
on with your case. You gonna leave here, then go home or leave here and go to prison. You know? You 
stressed out about that too. Stress is a major thing.  
 
At the same time, respondents provided reasons for the restrictions placed on access to various 
modes of communication, mainly arguing that the increased access to outside communication 
may be misused to facilitate rule breaking behaviors within the jail.  
Generally, findings support that access to external guardianship in jail is more than often 
reliant on having financial resources, institutional regulations around communication, and self-




would have increased access to persons on the outside, research on the matter of income and 
victimization should show that having more income decreases the chance of being victimized 
behind bars, but the research shows an inverse relationship. In fact, narratives from this study 
yield that having more money did influence access that persons had to utilize the phone, but that 
the phone was a source for potential arguments among incarcerated persons waiting to use the 
phone. This is nuanced when one considers that access to informal guardians may indirectly 
mitigate victimization by reducing the negative emotional responses of persons who do not have 
access, particularly for the mentally unwell who have better mental health outcomes when 
supported by family. However, a need to regulate access to the outside is justified by a need to 
reduce the facilitation of rule breaking behavior via phones, as well as the potential for 
alterations related to overuse of the phone. See appendix B.3A in the appendix for more 
examples on communication with informal guardians outside of jail.   
3A1. “I Never Had A Visit”: Degree of Outside Communication in Prison  
 
Communication with persons outside of prison were starkly different from the jail setting. 
Individuals reported a greater degree of access to persons, namely additional modes of 
communication (e.g., contact visits and e-mail) and less time constraints around visitation.  
 
2NM?: You're used to the county jail where you're not even touch your family, because you're through a 
window. Now you're in a prison, you get your visit, you hug your family, you hug your wife, your kids. 
 
One individual explained that the modes of communication are used as currency, building off the 
narratives that also supported food as a form of currency (see findings in Part 2 on the sensory 
experiences). Access to envelopes allowed for trade within prison where envelopes or “lopes” 
received from the outside were leveraged to barter for other goods within the facility.   
Interviewer: Why are envelopes money? 
2CMB: I don't know. 




2CMB: That's what everybody does. They're writing somebody. They're writing their guys at other prisons. 
They're writing their family. I don't really know. [crosstalk] 
Interviewer: How do you get them? Buy them? 
2CMB: I don't know. I had no money in prison. I had no money. I didn't order anything when I was in 
Admissions. I did bring my peanut butter pack. If anybody mailed me a few envelopes because you can get 
three envelopes per envelope of mail. I mean my mom could send five envelopes with three lopes in each 
one. The pre-stamped ones. That's like her sending me money. 
Interviewer: Did you find that more useful than having to add money to the commissary, the envelopes? 
2CMB:  She would not send me money. 
 
Compared to the jail setting, discussions about the barriers to outside communication primarily 
centered on self-selecting into using the modes of communication made available and formal 
guardians within the correctional setting being barriers to communicating with the outside world. 
Individuals expressed opting out of communicating with the outside world for similar reasons 
identified within jail; either not having someone on the outside to interact with or purposely 
reducing the amount of access that outside family members had to their prison experience. 
Finally, the location of prisons and the reasons for being placed in another prison were specified 
as barriers to communication. In one case, an individual expressed being sent to prison far from 
his family despite having three prisons that were closer, attributing this to overcrowded prisons 
and his prison case manager mismanaging his letters of request for a transfer.  
The degree of communication with the outside world while incarcerated is riddled with 
several key themes. First, the various modes of communication are more restricted in jail by time 
and access to financial resources when compared to prison. The quality of communication is 
observed to be more intimate, evident in family members and persons in custody being able to 
physically touch in prison more often than within the jail setting. Second, the modes of 
communication within the prison setting appear to also fuel a pseudo economy within the 
correctional setting, where envelopes can be used to barter for other items between persons in 
custody, like food. Third, a subset of persons expressed opting out of communicating with 




to involved with their correctional experience. See appendix B.3B for more examples on the 
degree of communication with informal guardians outside of prison. To what extent this level of 
access or lack thereof to informal guardians have on victimization within penal institutions will 
be explored in Part 5.   
3B. “Jail Within A Jail”: Solitary Confinement in Jail 
 
Solitary confinement within penal institutions typically restrict the access of outside 
communication for incarcerated persons (Haney, 2018), reducing the level of access to informal 
guardianship compared to being housed in the general population. Respondents’ narratives 
naturally captured emerging themes related to the influence of solitary confinement on the 
mental health of individuals, disruptions in routine activities, as well as poor place management. 
Notably, individuals use the terms jail and prison interchangeably when describing one type of 
institution (e.g., calling jail prison or prison jail despite the facility clearly being one of the two).     
Interviewer: Did you ever experience solitary confinement in prison? 
1C??:  Yeah. I was in the hole. 
Interviewer: How did that affect you? 
1C??:  It affected me a lot.  
Interviewer: Can you tell me more about that? 
1C??:  Being in solitary confinement? Nobody to talk to, nobody to see, you get the phone once a month. 
It's really, really cold back there. They trying to teach you a lesson. It's like a jail within a jail. That's 
exactly what solitary confinement is. I'm out here, I get a lot of leeway, watch TV, all that. It's some type of 
freedom. Now if I get the solitary confinement, it's like a prison within the prison. You locked all the way 
down, all that, so it's like, "When I get out of here, out the solitary confinement, I don't want to get in no 
more trouble." It's just like if you was to go to jail on the street.  
Interviewer: What kind of things would put somebody in solitary confinement? 
1C??:  Sexual towards the staff, fights, getting caught with weapons, things like that. 
 
Despite the disrupted communication and routines, as well as the changes in an individual’s 
mental state, some individuals believed that solitary confinement in jail served the purpose of 
keeping individuals who were held in solitary safe, as well as the general population.  
All in all, the narratives made clear that access to informal guardianship was heavily 




limited communication, the sensory conditions were frequently referenced as poor when 
respondents recalled their experience. The combination made it “hard to be in that space” for 
most persons, citing the want to speak with family, lack of stimulation or boredom, and being 
cramped or in boxed sleeping quarters. Contrary to the majority narrative, some persons felt as if 
solitary confinement was useful in keeping them from engaging in violence – essentially trading 
in their access to informal guardianship (e.g., no visits or limited calls) and accepting poor place 
management (e.g., cramped cells and limited food) to remain safe and out of trouble. Appendix 
B.3C provides more examples of experiences in solitary confinement while in jail.  
3C. “My Low Modes”: Solitary Confinement in Prison 
 
Comparably, the general sentiments about solitary confinement in prison were similar to 
jail. Individuals were placed within solitary for rule breaking behavior while in the facility for set 
periods of time, and while in solitary they described moments of poor place management, limited 
communication with persons outside of the cell, and acknowledged experiencing mental distress.  
Interviewer: Yeah. Did you ever have to spend time in solitary confinement? 
3CMB:  I went to the hole once. I went to the hole once for fighting. 
Interviewer: How long were you there? 
3CMB:  10 days. 
Interviewer: That's a long time. 
3CMB:  Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer: What was that like? 
3CMB:  A part of the hell. You know, they feed you three times a day but you can't come out to walk 
around, general exercise, anything like that. 
Interviewer: Yeah? Okay. What impact did being in prison have on your life? 
3CMB:  It just made things a little difficult. You know what I mean? Me being home as long as I have at 
this particular point in time, I have adjusted to a degree, but it has an impact. 
Interviewer: Still? 
3CMB:  Yeah, it has an impact on you and your family, how you reengage with your family. What kind of 
person came home after those, how much damage has been done to you? 
Interviewer: Has it changed whether or not you would commit a crime, like the idea of going back? Has 
that ever? 
3CMB:  I don't ever want to experience that again. 
 
One participant expressed getting into more trouble when he would enter what he called his “low 




within solitary and further rendering his access to informal guardianship subject to limitation. 
Other persons supported the notion that people repeatedly get in more trouble while in solitary, 
stating that individuals get used to doing their time isolated and engage in violence to continue 
serving time in solitary. Part 6 dives further into the circumstances that create a motivation to 
offend within penal institutions. Whilst the narratives in both jail and prison support the 
understanding that solitary confinement serves as a punitive mechanism for persons who commit 
a serious offense within a facility or persons who express doing such, an outlier case deviated 
like a narrative in the jail setting where a person was placed in solitary confinement in order to 
keep them safe from victimization. Part 5 provides more details on victimization within the 
penal institutions. Appendix B.3D provides further examples of solitary confinement while in 
prison.  
All things considered, solitary confinement within both jail and prison placed a level of 
isolation that limited or disallowed for communication with persons outside of the facility. 
Through the lens of the Routine Activity Approach, individuals within solitary confinement are 
arguably in a predicament that can work in their favor or against them. People are left with 
limited access to an informal guardian in a place that is not managed well. However, their 
routines are limited and the isolation limits potential convergence in time and space with a 
motivated offender. Nonetheless, considering the other supportive themes regarding the 
influence solitary confinement has on a person within jail and prison feelings of anxiousness 
(e.g., “nail biting”) after a few hours, experiencing “low modes”, and the rupturing of 
connections with informal guardians, the stage is set for an individual held in solitary to be 
victimized (see Part 5 on victimization) and may motivate some to offend while in custody (see 




Part 4. “Stay Low-Key”: Perceptions of Formal Guardians in Jail and Prison 
 
“A lot of cases can be avoided in the penitentiary. A lot of grievances can be avoided. But they’re not, 
simply because … A good officer, to me, when he see another officer doin’ wrong against the inmate–he 
going to call him on it. He’s not worried about his job ‘cause his integrity and his code of ethics mean more 
than that job.”- Vieraitis et al., 2018. 
 
The formal capable guardian or person(s) legally bound to interrupting and or preventing 
the crime event within a correctional facility is primarily a correctional officer. Theoretically, the 
formal guardian is capable of stopping or preventing victimization, and one way to gauge the 
capability of correctional officers is through their intervention in the crime event. Another is to 
assess who incarcerated persons perceived as sources of safety from victimization (e.g., capable 
guardians).  
4A. “People Know Me”: Perceptions and Sources of Safety in Jail 
 
Generally, individuals felt unsafe while confined in jail because they were exposed to 
other incarcerated people who they knew very little about, as one respondent stated who the fuck 
feels safe in there [jail]? I mean, for Gods' sake, you're sleeping with a man you don't fucking 
know.” Respondents often cited factors like the types of criminal offenses that led to their 
confinement, mental health of individuals, and race. Some respondents expressed feeling safe 
due to where they were housed, their readiness to defend themselves, and how they “carry” 
themselves. The capable guardian within jail was rarely observed to be the correctional officers 
from the perspective of persons who were incarcerated in jail.  
 
4NMB: You can't ... Even if you've got your homies in there you can't really feel safe in jail. That's the 
whole point. 
Interviewer: Why not? 
4NMB:  It's jail. [inaudible] pedophiles, killers. How are you going to feel safe with all something like 
that? You can't. 
Interviewer: How would you describe your overall experience in jail? What would you say was the 
hardest thing about it? 
4NMB:  The hardest thing about it was being around these different personalities. Some people were really 
mentally crazy. You had some who was just from streets. I had some gang people in my room.  
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 




Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
4NMB:  Just different personalities. 
Interviewer: How were they racist? 
4NMB:  I would hear the word "nigger" a lot. It was not toward me. One time I went to take a shower, 
there's like a door, and I saw it written up there. I said, "I don't know who did this, but let this time go by 
and I'm not coming back." 
Interviewer: Sure. Absolutely. How did you interact with so many different kinds of people? 
4NMB:  I respected their space, they respected mine. 
Interviewer: Sure. 
4NMB:  The bunks has where you can put your snacks. If somebody put their commissary, and everybody 
kept a lock on it. You stay over here, I stay over here. Most of the time I spent out of the room because they 
being just loud and I don't like a lot of noise like that. 
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
4NMB:  I used to go outside and I would shoot a little hoops. 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe while you were in jail? 
4NMB:  Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
Interviewer: Okay. Why was that? Because of how you took care of yourself? 
4NMB:  Yeah. The way I was rolling in there. Stayed to myself. 
 
Irrespective of whether individuals felt safe or not, many expressed a strategy of remaining safe 
by keeping away from everyone in jail. Sticking to one’s self was the dominant method cited as 
the source of safety. The narrative of keeping to one’s self or avoidance continued, and persons 
also emphasized a particular need to limit interactions with correctional officers. In other words, 
the formal guardian within the correctional setting is observed by some as a threat to their own 
personal safety.  
Interviewer: Who were the jail staff that you interacted with? You mentioned the COs. Is there anybody 
else? 
2CFB:  That was about. 
Interviewer: That was it. Okay. How did they generally treat you? 
2CFB:  It was just basically like they were there just to get their check and not really there for the inmate's 
health or things, or ... When there was a fight that broke out, they just let it. They took their slow time 
getting there. 
Interviewer: Why do you think that they didn't break up more fights? 
2CFB:  [inaudible] she's says, "[inaudible]," us or her, and then she's just like, "If I have to come in, I'm 
macing people and I'm shooting people. Either y'all are going to fight until they tire themself out, then I'll 
come in. If I'm coming in, almost everybody's going to get maced." 
Interviewer: That's how she explained herself. 
2CFB:  Yeah. 
 
To be clear, a smaller portion of formerly incarcerated persons reported that correctional officers 
were sources of safety during their time in jail. One of the reasons offered was that correctional 
officers would help place persons into work assignments or activities that would keep one busy 




In alignment with the broader research (Reid & Listwan, 2018), individuals also recalled 
an expectation that gang affiliations would keep them safe. Persons express that gang affiliations 
help facilitate safety, describing a dyadic dynamic of enforcement where both gang members and 
correctional officers enforce rules. Additionally, narratives on gang influence highlighted that 
unfamiliar individuals who speak with the “police” or correctional officers are actively surveilled 
by gang members. Both serve as potential reasons why individuals avoid interacting with formal 
guardians.   
Interviewer: They don't tell you these rules, you have to look at a book? 
3NM?:  No, [crosstalk]. If you've been in jail enough, you know exactly what you can and can't do. 
Interviewer: Let's say it's your first time too. 
3NM?:  If it's your first time. You will find out. 
Interviewer: I was going to say and you're illiterate and you can't read that. 
3NM?:  No, that don't matter to them. 
Interviewer: Don't make a difference? You're saying one way or the other- 
3NM?:  Go ahead and cross the line. 
Interviewer: You're going to find out, 
3NM?:  Then again if you're a gang member you'll find out. 
Interviewer: Then you find your guy. 
3NM?:  You ain't really got no rules for them. 
Interviewer: It's different for them inside too? 
3NM?:  Yeah, because the police lean on them and they lean on us. In jail, it's different. See on the streets 
we're free. In jail, they hold structure, they're in charge. The police here, gang members here, us. 
Interviewer: It's like a hierarchy too? 
3NM?:  Police say, "Go talk to this person." Three of them will come, "Bro, such and such and such, you 
can't do that." TVs forget about, books forget about them they don't have a library. They have a library but 
all the books that they get, gang members wind up with them, they give it to their friends. You're sitting 
there with absolutely nothing to do. 
Interviewer: One more thing, I just want to ask you about the COs. Just besides the COs- 
3NM?:  I just pretty much explained that part because COs have differed. Like the police, they're not from 
our communities. 
Interviewer: It's the same, that's what I wanted to get at. You said they were here, the gangs were here, 
you're there. You don't really have much interaction with them, the COs really? 
3NM?:  No, like I said, in jail. If you're coming in and they don't know you. Like you're in and out or 
you've been there for like six, seven months waiting to go to trial or whatever, two three years in there, 
you're not known. Your best bet is to stay away from the police. Because if you're in the police face too 
much the gang members want to know why. You may wind up with a problem. 
Interviewer: Even if you're trying to go out of your way to avoid them, are they quick to use force though? 
3NM?:  Yes, they will use force. Like I said, a lot of these COs are not from our communities and you try 
to act like you ... They will not have that. If you want to fight a CO, you will rule the day you ever had that 
opinion because when they lock down the jail, they come up to your cell and they're coming in and you're 
not going like the ending because it's not for you. 
Interviewer: That's them doing that. What about, let's say you were walking somewhere and you got 
attacked by a gang member, are they going to break up that fight? 
3NM?:  No. 
Interviewer: Okay, so just circling back quick to people who worked at the jail. Any people who were 




3NM?:  You had a lot of high ranking, like the warden and high ranking CO's were getting on the regular 
CO's for sneaking drugs in there to some of the guys because they were scared. They could be touched on 
the outside. You know, you got a lot of gang members man that intimidate officers in there. That's how 
drugs get brought in ninety percent of the time, by CO's. 
Interviewer: Because they're intimidated by ... 
3NM?:  They scared. 
 
Interviewer: The officers will open your cell. Okay. When that would happen, would folk get any help? 
Would they get the medical attention and that's about it? 
5NMB: After they find them.  
Interviewer: After they find them, yeah. Okay. A lot of the same problems too with the officers on inmate 
crime. What about inmates and inmates, would they also fight? You know you were mentioning gang 
members.  
5NMB:  Sure.  
Interviewer: Okay. How would they find each other, just because of all the lockup? How is it possible? 
5NMB:  Like I said, officers would open their cells.  
Interviewer: They would let other inmates in? 
5NMB:  They would let other inmates into your cell.  
 
In contrast with the previous narrative, other individuals expressed difficulty in remaining safe 
while in a gang, stating that some people purposely hide their affiliations and remain hidden to 
avoid conflict. These narratives are better aligned with the broader research that illustrates that 
gang affiliates who are incarcerated are more likely to become victimized while incarcerated 
(Fox et al., 2012). Furthermore, the narratives around gang affiliation appear paradoxical in 
nature initially, with individuals expressing how familiarity with gang members could lead to 
problems or safety while incarcerated. Simultaneously, sticking to one’s self may also lead to 
potential issues, such as extortion. Appendix B.4A illustrates examples of sources of safety while 
in jail.  
Becoming clear throughout the jail narratives is the emergence of what will now be called 
a duality of guardianship or safety, where individuals remain safe through a careful balance of 
engaging with both the formal guardian (i.e., correctional officer) and other persons held in 
custody, while making sure to keep to themselves. Familiarity with gang members is not 
essential, but building relationships with other incarcerated persons with healthy boundaries is 




informal guardianship within the jail setting. Therefore, the duality of safety is a careful balance 
of informal, formal, and self-guardianship that when unbalanced can influence becoming a 
victim. A misstep in this duality may compromise an individual’s safety. Individuals described 
how improper maintenance of this balance with correctional officers and other incarcerated 
persons may lead to unsafe conditions, such as becoming a victim. A full exploration of the 
various forms of victimization is examined in Part 5. Appendix B.4B provides more examples of 
the duality of guardianship within jail. 
Interviewer: How did the staff treat you while you were there? 
6NMB:  They treated me good because I wasn't a trouble maker.  
Interviewer: It depends on how they perceive you. 
6NMB:  I left them alone a lot and dealt with my self. I only asked questions when I really, really needed 
to or asked for something when I really, really needed it or whatever. I had to deal with things that people 
that were close to me, that I have to really be careful of because people was getting stabbed and all that 
type of stuff on the regular. A guy made bail and the brother said, "Yo man, come give me some love 
nigga, before you leave." When he went to hug him he stabbed him. He took some kind of plastic knife that 
he had and made a weapon out of it and stabbed a brother. I'm like, whoa. It's crazy man, unforgiving. 
Don't do anything unforgiving to be [crosstalk] ... 
 
Findings related to the formal guardian demonstrated that the correctional officer is not 
the primary source of safety for most individuals, and in instances where correctional officers are 
perceived as a source of safety (i.e., capable to guard), narratives surrounding an established 
relationship is present. That is, individuals with better relationships with correctional officers 
project feelings of safety. Secondly, the primary source of safety for individuals were themselves 
and other people in custody. Here the emergence of the incarcerated person as an informal 
guardian takes shape in the form of gang affiliations or simply knowing how to interact with 
other individuals who are incarcerated. However, whether an individual avoided or fully 
embraced interactions with other incarcerated persons (i.e., informal guardians) or correctional 
officers (i.e., formal guardians), narratives support the importance of a carefully curated balance 




formed with other people in custody or correctional officers may create unsafe conditions for an 
individual, or at the very least, yield less support from potential guardians within the jail. 
4A1. You A Silverback: Perceptions and Sources of Safety in Prison 
 
Relative to jail, individuals who were held in prison expressed more feelings of safety 
due to less idle time and higher stakes in terms of the consequences that occurred for breaking 
institutional rules in prison, citing fatality as a potential outcome - an outcome that is threaded 
throughout the respondents’ narratives as a fear. Part 5 delves deeper into the crime events. 
Individuals were fearful of being killed while in prison, but also expressed feelings of safety 
because of the more stable population of persons held within the prison. As one person explained 
about being in prison, I knew who was coming for me as opposed to jail where the daily 
population change adds a level of unpredictability around who is present in the facility on any 
given day.  
Irrespective of prison versus jail experiences, respondents continued to express feeling 
unsafe while in prison, particularly around them being exposed to potential victimization by 
other incarcerated persons or correctional officers. Individuals expressed concern around the 
capability of formal guardianship given the ratio that existed within a facility, alluding to a need 
for more officers and/or less incarcerated persons. Others expressed a need to stay away from 
correctional officers in the prison altogether. Given the appearance that consequences in prison 
are more severe in terms of fatality, the strategies employed to maintain safe become that more 
essential. Like jail, full avoidance of other incarcerated persons and correctional officers was the 
preferred strategy. Moreover, respondents described negative experiences with correctional 
officers, ranging from instances of racism, victimization, and the differential treatment of 




were by far more profound in the prison narratives. Furthermore, the formal guardian within the 
facility again is viewed here as the threat to safety, paradoxical to the classical Routine Activity 
Approach, but comprehensible when one considers the fluidity of the actors within the crime 
event. However, the fluidity of the actors in the crime event proposed earlier appears to require 
an update that captures fluidity between levels of actors within the crime event. That is, a 
correctional officer can shift from being a place manager to guardian to handler (i.e., the second 
tier of actors), but also from this tier to becoming a victim or motivated offender (i.e., the first 
tier of actors). Examples on sources of safety in prison can be found in appendix B.4C. 
At the same time, the ability of formal guardians to generally assist individuals is 
partially linked to the underlying relationship that an individual has with correctional officers as 
observed in the duality that existed in the jail setting. For example, a poor interaction with 
correctional officers may influence later mistreatment or lack of help. On the other hand, 
curating a well-balanced relationship with correctional officers may yield the opposite such as 
guidance on how to stay out of trouble while incarcerated and an incarcerated person's overall 
feeling of safety. However, this also meant that reporting correctional officers for misdeeds 
would often harm the formed relationships between correctional officers and people in custody. 
Similar to jail, some people in custody maintained safety by fully engaging with other people in 
custody, including those who were gang involved. Here the internal informal guardianship 
served as the source of safety once again.  
The curation of relationships within the prison setting is no different compared to the jail 
setting. A duality of managing both relationships with informal guardians within the facility (i.e., 
people in custody) and formal guardians (i.e., correctional officers) is essential to determining 




these relationships by investing too much or too little in either group may change the dynamic of 
an individual's relationship with a given group (e.g., what was a capable formal guardian is now 
less capable or worse, a motivated offender). Individuals often expressed some level of curating 
relationships, even when explicitly stating that they stay to themselves. Up to this point, the 
results delineated that some respondents opt into routine activities to maintain safe, particularly 
structured activities. A closer examination also yields that the decision to opt into activities in 
general is pivotal in managing this duality in relationships. That is, by playing cards or working a 
specific work detail one has an excuse to engage and disengage from correctional officers and 
other incarcerated persons, building relationships while also maintaining distance from both 
parties. 
 
Interviewer: Did you have any opportunities to do any activities or classes? Did you, yourself, take 
advantage of them? 
1CMB: Yeah, I did. I took as many of them as I could so I could stay away from the bad crowds and 
situations that happen in there. 'Cause you can get sucked into that- 
Interviewer: Probably really quickly too. 
1CMB: Culture. 
Interviewer: Did you take advantage of health or mental health services while you were there? 
1CMB: Unfortunately, I wasn't nutty enough to qualify. But I tried. I took advantage of the programming 
that I could. I did everything from typing to taking classes on money management and classes on how to 
change my thinking so I could make better decisions in the future, try to learn from my situation. 
Interviewer: Your overall experience being in prison, what were the hardest things? Did you feel safe or 
unsafe, or just kind of overall ... 
1CMB: You feel like you're in a nut house. I don't know. Your environment, you don't really have much 
control over your environment. You're there and you have to survive, so you have to ... Some stronger 
people are able to be more independent, like myself. I've seen what happens to lesser people that they don't 
know how to survive. You have to join groups that you wouldn't normally join on the streets. Some people 
become statistics, and they get taken advantage of in there, extorted, beaten, all types of stuff. 
 
Incidentally, formal guardians may simultaneously navigate these dual relationships, potentially 
explaining some of their actions and inactions. One person clearly explained that correctional 
officers are placed in a role where if they cannot maintain control of persons in custody through 




would mean that correctional officers are careful managing their relationships with people in 
custody. 
1NMW: Yeah, which was Annendale. I went there, and that wasn't too bad as far as police and the way 
they enforced rules. 
Interviewer: Oh, really? 
1NWM: No, it wasn't too much. We had some guys who were assholes. I'm talking about inmates, so like I 
said, the cops will match their energy, and ultimately, in terms of power, it's better to be feared than loved 
because fear, you can control. Love, you can't. When someone loves you, they can abuse that love or they 
can just throw that love back in your face, or they can get familiar with it and ungrateful, versus fear, they 
know that there's boundaries. Certain things can't happen or else they will receive consequences. 
Sometimes corrections officers feel as if they have to inflict that fear, and sometimes the corrections 
officers fear what the inmates will do to them, can do to them. There's been riots in prison and things of that 
nature. The corrections officers really didn't mistreat me too much. I may have got cursed at and yelled at 
here or there, but it was nothing person. It was just an 'in general' sort of thing. You're just one of the 
inmates, so talking to me this way because you didn't walk on the right side where you're supposed to, 
whatever. You get what I'm saying. 
 
Additionally, resistance to gang members controlling the correctional setting was present in the 
prison setting, a theme not found in jail. Here, cultivated relationships through religion bore the 
presence of informal guardianship among persons of the Muslim faith against gang members 
within prison.  
Interviewer: What made you feel safe or unsafe in prison, you personally not other people? 
7NMB: I feel safety in religion. The religion sheltered me. The brothers in there that was with religion 
made sure I stayed on the straight and narrow. If I wasn't in religion, I most definitely still be in there with 
street charges added to me. I probably be doing ten, fifteen, probably even be the twenty years I was 
supposed to have. I'd probably be doing that right about now. 
 
While the cooperation between gang members and correctional officers in rule enforcement 
within the prison setting was not very prominent, cooperation between correctional officers and 
people in custody were still present. One individual recalled the way in which incarcerated 
persons were empowered by correctional officers to regulate the tier, limiting interactions 
between many incarcerated persons and correctional officers. Through the cultivation of a 
culture of respect among incarcerated persons, a respondent recalled how this culture kept people 
safe on his tier through clear boundary setting.  
In sum, individuals who were incarcerated within jail and prison generally felt unsafe due 




characteristics, such as persons who were gang involved, racist, or had mental health issues. 
Although individuals often singularly cited themselves as the source of safety, correctional 
officers, or other incarcerated persons, often individuals relied on both correctional officers and 
incarcerated persons – a duality of safety. The capability of formal guardians, as well as informal 
guardians within a facility was dependent on the quality of a relationship that an individual was 
able to cultivate with each party.  
A proper balance of activities, time to oneself, and interactions with other persons were 
threaded throughout the narratives. Relationships that are not carefully curated may also ignite a 
change in an individual's role as guardian to one where they become a motivated offender – the 
fluidity of the actors in the crime event. Part 6 delivers detailed findings on the motivated 
offender. In furtherance, individuals outline ways in which incarcerated persons and correctional 
officers work alongside each other to maintain the safety of the facility. Correctional officers 
may also experience this dualism of relationships from their standpoint, managing their 
relationships with incarcerated persons through fear.  
Relative to jail, prison appeared to be the institution where: (a) themes around differential 
treatment by correctional officers because of an individual's race became present; and (b) the 
feelings of both safety and fear of fatal consequences were more prevalent. Lastly, narratives 
across both jail and prison collectively provide a glimpse into the level of intervention that the 
guardians play in the crime event, including correctional officers and incarcerated persons 
ignoring and not reporting on victimization, as well as being facilitators of the crime event. This 
partially explains the reasons why individuals choose to avoid or cautiously develop 




reported themes surrounding actual instances of victimization. Examples on the duality of 
guardianship within prison can be found in appendix B.4D. 
Part 5. “Poking Him Up”: Victimization in Jail and Prison 
 
It was a hell hole. There’s so much crap that goes on in that facility you could not believe. Um, they need to 
shut it down and re-do the whole thing because, there’s stuff that goes on that’s not reported. It’s like when 
you report the abuse, you are reporting the abuse to the same officer that did it to you because the other 
officer you report to is going to tell the officer that assaulted you in the first place. It was a no-win 
situation. - Surrell & Johnson, 2020. 
At this point, the application of the Routine Activity Approach within penal institutions 
has granted insight on the activities, place management, access to informal guardianship, and 
guardianship within the correctional setting. This section seeks to: (a) address the three research 
questions regarding the influence of place management, access to informal guardianship, and the 
capability of formal guardians on victimization within jail and prison; and (b) bring forth all 
additional emergent themes related to the Routine Activity Approach and victimization that are 
not captured in the three original inquiries. Altogether, the detailed accounts of witnessing and, 
or experiencing verbal, physical, and sexual assault, as well as harassment give rise to the 
complex nature of victimization across jail and prison. 
5A. He Had No Choice: Witnessing Victimization in Jail 
 
Findings from the interviews demonstrated that correctional officers tended to abandon 
the formal guardianship role to exert control through the use of physical force typically, creating 
a contentious role from the perspective of the Routine Activity Approach. Where one may expect 
the guardian to intervene in the crime event or maintain safety of some sort, the guardian at times 
leveraged aggression and victimization to address victimization, this will be called guardianship 
by way of victimization. 
Correctional officers would fight incarcerated persons to exert dominance, strengthening 




through fear to avoid becoming victims themselves. Guardianship by way of victimization is also 
present in the responses of correctional officers to incidents of victimization. That is, rule 
breakers are not simply apprehended by correctional officers, but instead these guardians will 
“beat up” rule breakers. Narratives remain consistent across gender, and violent responses by 
correctional officers towards persons in custody who break rules is present for nonviolent 
offenses as well when incarcerated. In fact, respondents were aware of specialized response 
teams within the correctional setting that would utilize force to deescalate issues.  
The notion that reporting victimization could lead to future victimization is also prevalent 
throughout the narratives surrounding the actions that occurred after witnessing the crime event. 
Individuals acknowledge that victimization can occur within the jail following any reporting or 
outside on the street once released later. Findings also show that the involvement of gang 
members in the victimization of other incarcerated persons in jail is prevalent. Research on 
persons who violently offend within the correctional setting support this finding, showing that 
gang members are more likely to engage in violent offending (Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013; 
Worrall & Morris, 2012).   
However, in some cases correctional officers and incarcerated persons worked in 
cohesion to orchestrate the victimization of an individual. Initially, this study observed a 
cooperation among incarcerated persons and correctional officers in managing other incarcerated 
persons, and here it is observed that these informal guardians (i.e., the incarcerated persons) at 
times, also utilize a guardianship by victimization approach as seen with the formal guardians. 
One respondent described the victimization of a person in custody who was allegedly racist, and 
through the non-adversarial dynamic that correctional officers and people in custody had (as seen 




Interviewer: Was that environment, did that have anything to do with the staff there at all? Were they just 
not responsive or just ineffective? 
6NMB: These are the things that go on in the prison/jail system. You never know what's going to happen. 
Interviewer: Specifically ... 
6NMB: They had one guy, one guy came in, he was Columbian {inaudible], "Fuck you nigger, you fucking 
nigger." I mean nigger, everything was nigger, nigger. 
Interviewer: This is one person being locked up. 
6NMB: Yeah. The CO put him in his, he kept saying, "Nigger, nigger, nigger." That's blood's tear, he's 
like, "Put me in CO, put me in man with that cat." He kept saying, "Nigger, nigger." They put his ass in 
there. I don't think he even made it out. They busted his eye, eye hanging out. This guys, his [inaudible]. I 
know he didn't make it. He didn't make it. Yeah, he didn't make it. Being up against stuff like that.  
 
Instance of sexual harassment and assault were more than often reported as being 
witnessed versus experienced and included people in custody and correctional officers as 
perpetrators, and incarcerated persons as victims. Collectively, the narratives below detailed the 
manner in which sexual behaviors (while illegal) may be used as a form of currency that allowed 
for the bartering of cigarettes and food. In many ways, the poor place management of a facility 
coupled with the heavy reliance on finances to purchase food or calls, as observed earlier, creates 
an opportunity for sexual harassment and victimization to occur to gain basic goods. Sexual 
coercion and abuse along this line is evident in research on sexual coercion in penal institutions 
(Alarid, 2000; Struckman-Johnson, et al., 1996; Struckman-Johnson & Struckman-Johnson, 
2000). Moreover, the narratives also illustrated that the inaction on the part of formal guardians 
often left persons susceptible to sexual assault during the nights by someone in close proximity 
to the victim, like a cellmate.  
When needed, correctional officers were not described as the most responsive to the 
victimization taking place. At the same time, the victimization of others appeared to be 
orchestrated outside of the line of sight of potential formal guardians, or deceptive strategies 
were used to provide time and space for the crime event to occur.   
Interviewer: That's good. Now what about the fights though? Are people still getting hurt though? 
8NMB: Heck yeah. I was seeing people get beat up in the showers every day going to the bathroom, cause 
it was all gang stuff. They wait until the counsel leave or they have somebody distract the officers or the 




they're scared of what the gangs going to do. So they not going to tell but most likely they see your face 
beat up, they going to get you some help regardless. 
Interviewer: If you have injuries especially on your face? 
8NMB: Yeah, cause saw one dude he had his whole face busted up. He was in the shower. They ran in. 
The other guys watched for the officers and then the other dude distract them. They put him in the shower 
and while he was in the shower, just beat his whole face, and he had gashes this big. 
Interviewer: Man. Did he go to the hospital? 
8NMB: Yeah, they immediately took him to the hospital. They shut everything down, took him 
immediately to the hospital. 
Interviewer: And that was in county or was it in... 
8NMB: That was in county. 
 
1NM2: They try to do what they can do, because a lot of times a nigger gets poked up in a blind spot. A lot 
of situations, they can’t see. 
Interviewer: The COs won’t do anything. 
1NM2: Because they can’t. 
Interviewer: They don’t have any evidence, or no one will talk to them? 
1NM2: Hell, no. Ain’t nobody talking to the niggers in there. The only conversation you’re going to get out 
of a nigger in there is, “What’s going on, man? How you feeling, bro?” “Taking it day by day,” shit like 
that or, “How your court case coming?” “Shit looking heavy, but hey man, I’m going down, so that’s what 
happens,” shit like that. You’re going to get some kind of conversations, but you’re not going to get no 
kind of conversation like, yeah, you’ve got the nigger that just wants to run his mouth and kiss ass, so 
you’re going to have those, but those are the niggers that get stabbed up. Those niggers get their ass 
whipped, because that’s enough. They’re the ones that are fucking up in politics, that’s why you don’t get 
involved in politics, unless they’re talking to the wrong mother fuckers. They’re doing the wrong shit, 
going up the wrong side, saying the wrong thing, and there’s people doing all types of shit, saying it wrong. 
When they’ve shot their shit, like when they basically get [inaudible], saying the wrong shit, they get 
stabbed up. They make it seem like it’s okay, you get your ass poked up, and there’s stuff like that going 
on, but they don’t know. It’s a bunch of bullshit going on in there, man. With this legal system, it’s nothing 
but bullshit. 
 
In fewer cases it was the incarcerated persons themselves intervening prior to the arrival 
of the “police” or correctional officers, quickly shifting from a level one actor in the crime event 
(victim or offender) in to a level two actor in the crime event (e.g., informal guardian) and 
breaking up a fight. Here, the fluidity of the actors in the crime event is clear, however, it also 
appears as if there are actors who shift from the level one actor and become a guardian with the 
sole purpose of avoiding being caught engaging in the crime event as a level one actor - a pseudo 
guardian. It is here that the underlying mechanism or reasons for the fluidity of actors in the 
crime event become important to help distinguish the various theoretical elements at work. The 
individuals in the subsequent cases did not become an informal guardian out of altruism, but to 
save themselves from getting into any trouble with the formal guardians, who would have more 




9NMB: Yeah, but we just step back and let them go on and do what they got to do. 
Interviewer: That was usually fighting? 
9NMB: Mm-hm (affirmative), right. 
Interviewer: Did anyone get any help? Did anyone try to take care of them?  
9NMB: Some fights people, other inmates broke it up.  
Interviewer: Oh, the inmates would try to break it up. 
9NMB: They do it before the, what we called the police.  
Interviewer: before the police.  
9NMB: Right before the COs come.  
Interviewer: COs are police in jail or prison. You didn't spend any time in lock up in jail. 
9NMB: No. 
 
Collectively, the victimization that individuals witnessed in the jail setting intersected 
with many components of the Routine Activity Approach and yielded further nuance in our 
understanding of the crime event in the correctional setting. First, support that place management 
as measured by sensory conditions and access to health services was intertwined with observed 
sexual assault. Specifically, health services did not influence victimization within the narratives, 
but the craving for food was mentioned as a reason for why an incarcerated person would engage 
in sexual activity with a correctional officer. Second, the formal capable guardians within the 
correctional setting more than often ineffectively intervened in the crime event. Officers would 
also assume an approach where they singularly or in collaboration with incarcerated persons 
victimize incarcerated persons to maintain safety - guardianship by way of victimization. Third, 
narratives surrounding the access to informal guardianship were present in cases where 
individuals expressed that after the crime event persons were placed in solitary. However, 
correctional officers often sanctioned all parties within the crime event, essentially removing 
access to informal guardianship for persons who may have been the target of verbal, physical, or 
sexual assault. Lastly, emerging alongside the themes related to the research questions, an 
additional nuance to the crime event was identified. At times, individuals will assume the role of 
guardian after being involved in the crime event as a means to avoid trouble - a pseudo guardian. 




5A1. “I Had Nightmares”: Experiencing Victimization in Jail 
 
Like individuals who witnessed victimization, persons who experienced victimization 
directly, recalled ineffective interventions by correctional officers. The similarities of what was 
witnessed in jail also included incarcerated persons taking efforts to avoid the detection of formal 
guardians and doing so successfully. The ineffective formal guardianship within the jail setting 
or within areas within the jail created a shared knowledge among incarcerated persons about the 
most suitable locations and times to victimize. Inherent to the Routine Activity Approach is a 
need to stop the convergence of offender and victim in time and space, yet the ineffective formal 
guardianship created an environment where the convergence in time and space, as well as the 
absence of the capable guardian can be effectively executed. 
Interviewer: When you were involved in the fight that you talked about, were there consequences for you 
or did you have staff that helped you out? 
10NMB: Oh, no, when you fight, you fight. You go to lock-up, you in lock-up sometimes, you don't even 
get in trouble. It's like we keep a secret. We go on the back and we do what we've got to do. Somebody 
look out, come back to double it. Live goes on.  
Interviewer: Right, consequences happen, if staff see it. Like if the CO sees it.  
10NMB: Yeah.  
 
Interviewer: Okay and the fighting, was the fighting verbal, physical while you were there? 
2NFB: I had a fight when I was in there with a girl and we knew each other from the street but we had a 
fight. You get a fight, you go to lock up.  
Interviewer: Then you go to lock up, which is solitary confinement. 
2NFB: Mm-hmm (affirmative) and you have to see a disciplinary.  
Interviewer: Hearing, yeah. With the fight, did they let it go on, the guards or did they come and break it 
up? 
2NFB: They come break it up if they can but sometimes, like what we did, we went in a room and they 
think nobody is fighting.  
Interviewer: They had no idea, right? 
2NFB: You've got to do things sneaking. You can get into a fight all but the dorms are so snug you're going 
to hurt yourself. You could kill somebody, like if you hit your head of that metal or it hits my head. A lot of 
fights that break out in the moment, yeah the guards, they come break it up. They don't let you just fight in 
there. 
 
Findings also show that the narrative of correctional officers using aggression and harm to 
maintain safety – guardianship by victimization – remained present in the narratives on 
victimization witnessed in the jail setting as much as it was in narratives on victimization 




reactive to the crime event for those who described direct involvement with the crime event as 
opposed to having witnessed. As observed in the witnessed accounts of victimization, parties 
involved were punished and access to informal guardianship removed.  
Interestingly, the duality of guardianships re-emerged in the narratives on direct 
victimization in prison. One individual specified how he engaged with correctional officers in 
“verbal violence” to pass time. Another individual carefully managed the relationships with 
incarcerated persons and correctional officers, articulating how his involvement with gangs led 
to physical victimization, as well as how negatively interacting with correctional officers lead to 
issues where a formal guardian will victimize an individual. Part 6 covers the motivations of the 
offender in detail. A careful balance in the relationships made within jail also limited 
individuals’ exposure to various forms of victimization or poly victimization. Together, the 
actual experiences of victimization within jail also lend support to the findings from the 
witnessed accounts, specifically narratives related to correctional officers maintaining safety 
through victimization. Additional examples of direct victimization in jail can be found in 
appendix B.5B. 
5B. “Fiberglass Broomstick”: Witnessing Victimization in Prison  
 
Narratives in the prison setting demonstrate continuous themes of incapable guardianship 
within the correctional setting, similar to the jail setting. In fact, this notion of guardianship by 
victimization is present during the transition from jail to prison, leaving essentially no break for 
persons in custody to carefully manage relationships with various people. One respondent 
provided an account of the victimization he witnessed while being transferred from jail to prison, 
describing the experience as purgatory.  
4NM?: The worst would be how do you call it, like CRAF, like before you go to prison, the ... 
Interviewer: Oh, pre-reception? 




Interviewer: Is that where they determine ... is that where they tell you where you're going to go? 
4NM?: Yeah. What prison you're going to go to according to your record, your behavior, whatever. 
Interviewer: That's like a purgatory like in between. 
4NM?: That's the worst, worst. 
Interviewer: Why is that the worst? 
4NM?: Oh my god. That's right there. I mean there was a guy. He didn't speak English. He was a Mexican 
dude. A little dude. When you walk in there, they'll tell you ... the guards are yelling at you, "Take off your 
clothes. Strip. Put them in the bag. Don't put them on the floor." This guy didn't speak English. The guy 
took off his clothes and put them ... and he started to walk away. The officer just came in and smacked him. 
I felt for the guy. That was uncalled for. 
Interviewer: It was just brutal? 
4NM?: That was uncalled for.  [crosstalk] 
Interviewer: It was just brutal for no reason? 
4NM?: For no reason. He just smacked the hell out of him and he was dizzy, or just because they made a ... 
whatever, they made a little noise. "You come here." They pick somebody out and I've seen them beat him 
down. That happens all the time. 
Interviewer: Any little thing. 
4NM?: Every time. Every time in CRAF. 
 
As observed in earlier findings that compare jail and prison, the narratives around 
victimization in prison appeared to be richer in detail. Additionally, the emergent theme of other 
incarcerated persons taking on the role of informal guardian appeared less often in prison than in 
the jail setting. In one example a gang member attacked an incarcerated person who was Muslim 
– a member of a religious group that was identified in the jail setting as a source of informal 
guardianship that protected members against gang victimization. In another narrative, a different 
gang member orchestrated the sexual assault and murder of another incarcerated person. The fear 
of being killed while in prison that was detailed previously and the narrative that gang members 
are responsible for large portions of violent offending is further supported by respondent 
accounts.  
Interviewer: Okay. Moving on, so we were talking about some of the things you see in prison. So you said 
you saw some of those real physical fights where the guy got stabbed-  
1NM?: And murdered.  
Interviewer: Murdered. 
1NM?: Rape.  
Interviewer: Does it happen all the ... Rape happens a lot there?  
1NM?: It don't necessarily happen a lot. It just happened with the people like that. You've got some people 
that just messed up in their head. This one guy, he was in there for I guess touching kids or something, and 
he got real messed up off the pills and stuff that they gave him.  
Interviewer: Yeah.  




Interviewer: Yeah.  
1NM?: When you've got these Mexicans, MS-13's, they in there and they just crazy. They know he in there 
for that, so they raped and killed him. 
Interviewer: Okay.  
1NM?: They slid him under the bed for like two days, three days. They didn't find him. So you mean to tell 
me, you've got a prison system that's ran this way, but you didn't find this man for three days.  
Interviewer: What about the count? Not even with the count or anything?  
1NM?: They didn't find him for count. He was missing three counts and they didn't find him. The third 
count they found him because-  
Interviewer: So what does that say?  
1NM?: They start searching and they found the guy under the guy who murdered him's bed. That's the only 
reason why.  
Interviewer: So it sounds like they were doing the count and just saying they had the numbers, and not 
even actually counting.  
1NM?: Exactly, exactly.  
Interviewer: Well, there you go, the system breaking down.  
1NM?: Listen, I ain't about to be here all day. I'm going to say my count right. So the next count is going to 
have to handle that.  
Interviewer: Wow. All right, same thing too, people physically harming and killing themselves because 
they can't deal with it. Does that happen too?  
1NM?: Yeah, some times, you got people that can't handle the time they get.  
Interviewer: Okay, you know what though, so basically I guess all these things are always going to 
happen, but the physical violence and the rape, it's not like constant though? Right?  
1NM?: No.  
Interviewer: But it happens?  
1NM?: It happens. 
 
Although the occurrence of victimization in prison was less frequent, the quality of the 
relationships built with incarcerated persons remained influential over whether harm occurred. 
Behaviors such as being a “rat” (telling on someone) or not being able to pay for drugs were 
factors that led to victimization. Importantly, poor place management in respect to access to 
healthcare services may inadvertently contribute to the crime event. Specifically, the prison was 
previously noted as an institution that offered drugs more frequently in comparison to jail, and 
respondents outlined an existing issue with drugs in the prison setting (see Part 2 on Place 
Management). This inability to pay for one’s drugs also becomes a motivation to offend (see 
Part 6 on the Motivated Offender).  
Building on the jail findings, avoidance of detection by formal guardians during acts of 
victimization remain present. However, narratives highlight that engagement in health services 




services being offered and the quality of services speak to place management, lack thereof 
engagement in health services may also be indicative of persons attempting not to bring attention 
to a recent victimization. Conversely, respondents routinely report that individuals go to medical 
after victimization. Naturally, the avoidance of correctional officers was also present and similar 
to the narratives in the jail setting. Given the unchecked use of force and this guardianship by 
way of victimization approach, the avoidance of officers in general remain a common practice in 
prison. Respondents offered additional experiences of violence and lack of effectiveness by 
formal guardians.  
Noted in an earlier finding, the prison setting brought forth issues related to race as a 
potential source of tension in the relationships between people in custody and correctional 
officers. The narratives on victimization in the prison setting also bring forth the only accounts of 
victimization taking place due to race. Prison was the primary setting where respondents brought 
forth narratives of tense race relations. Correctional officer engagement in victimization was also 
coupled with narratives on correctional officers not intervening in the crime event or setting the 
stage for the crime event.  
As in jail, both correctional officers and incarcerated persons engaged in acts of sexual 
harassment and assault. Despite the narratives of sex being consensual, sexual relationships 
between correctional officers and incarcerated persons are illegal and viewed as victimization. 
Although some respondents explicitly place the onus of the victimization on the victim not being 
able to defend themselves, the absence of protection appears to be the most appropriate 
interpretation of the underlying element that facilitates the victimization.  
The avoidance of correctional officers because they are viewed less like guardians and 




further influenced others' decision to avoid being around potential informal guardians. This 
theme of avoidance within the prison setting becomes more comprehendible given the dense 
narratives on gang members and correctional officers victimizing others within the jail and 
prison settings. One participant provided their account and the real fear of being victimized by 
gangs in prison.     
4CMB: I heard they were gangs like that. If I'm headed in that direction, I try to knock off and go in a 
different direction because I don't know who they're coming after. We really had no serious, I really had no 
serious confrontation with anybody, gangs or whatever, but they did go after certain people. Before I left 
there on a transfer, they started grouping up out there as in gangs, and we got what they called the GDs, 
Gangster Disciples, or whatever they were called, Latin Kings. Because a Mexican guy went to 
commissary, and he got stuff taken in his one dorm, which is the very worst of two dorms out of ten, he got 
his commissary taken, so he came and got his Mexican friends together who were gangs, and they went to 
go after the guy who they thought. The other guy was in a gang himself, and they started grouping up 
outside. I'm in a dorm right here, and almost directly across is the recreation where I worked at. I come out 
my door, and I see all these groups and stuff like that, and I'm coming through the gate, which they erected 
a gate around the rec over from the baseball field, and over to the other house that was bad, on the side. 
They call it four-house gutter because it's so slummy and you've got to be tough to be in there. They erected 
a fence illegally, which they were supposed to stop, but they finished it. After they got fined and stuff like 
that, and still paid the fine for completing it. I'm coming in the gate, and there's three guys coming out. I'm 
thinking "Oh, my God, are they coming after me?" As soon as I got through the gate, and am passing by, 
they came out the gate, went over to the left of me, and went to jump on a guy who they thought was 
involved in something, and they beat him right then and there. That's another. I'm still not traumatized from 
that. I didn't try to look like I'm scared or something like that, so they didn't really come after me. Still, I'm 
the average height person, so I guess they didn't see me as intimidated, and stuff like that. 
 
The prison setting carries similar narratives to the jail setting, with variations in the 
degree of themes observed. For instance, while prison was relatively safer and the place 
management better compared to jail, victimization witnessed appeared to be more severe, and at 
the very least were accompanied with richer detail. The concept of guardianship by way of 
victimization was less prevalent, in part, the victimization initiated by correctional officers were 
not necessarily rooted in efforts to keep persons safe, but to cause harm. Moreover, the capability 
of correctional officers as guardians yielded narratives of ineffectiveness where correctional 
officers avoided intervening in victimization and incarcerated persons avoided detection. See 




5B1. “Two Black Eyes”: Experiencing Victimization in Prison 
 
From the point of view of persons who were directly victimized while in prison, the 
crime event is saturated with narratives that support several themes observed in the results 
associated with witnessing victimization in jail, experiencing victimization in jail, and witnessing 
victimization within prisons. Both informal and formal guardians within the correctional setting 
generally are described as perpetrators of victimization within prison. Matching the experiences 
observed in the jail setting, few narratives detailed instances of officers being responsive to the 
crime event, but they were present. Take the case of a person who was in custody for a sex 
offense that was being threatened by another person in custody. Once the respondent reported the 
threat to the correctional officer, he was separated to reduce any potential physically 
convergence of the motivated offender and target. 
Interviewer: Well that's good. Okay. Thank you. Did you experience any of those other conflicts we 
mentioned in prison? 
5CMB: Yeah, in prison, like I said, in the county, in prison I had verbal assault, verbal conflicts. Like I 
said, I avoided physical fights because ... I experienced harassment. Sexual violence, I wasn't [inaudible]. 
Self-injury, I never did anything to self-injure myself. Oh, yeah, one time I wanted to get out work, you 
know what I'm saying, so I cut myself with glass, showed the CO, so I had to go to work. That wasn't for 
self-injury. It wasn't like, no suicide, I just wanted to get out of work. 
Interviewer: For the harassment and verbal conflicts, were those with ... Who was involved in those 
conflicts? 
5CMB: Well, it's like I said. At that time, it was with other inmates. Verbal conflict, they called me, "You 
down for rape or something," or they'll call me names, b-words and all that, suckers and all that. In the 
prison, one guy had come to ... He wanted to f me up, you know what I'm saying? I ain't even said nothing 
to the guy, so I had to walk away. Like I said, physical fights I avoided because I didn't want to cause no 
injuries, shed no more blood, but anyway, harassment. There's a guy that kept calling me, saying things, 
saying the same thing to me over and over again. Throwing my stuff down on my bed, tearing my bed up. 
Yes, I've been harassed. I had to tell the CO about it and they had to separate us. I experienced those things, 
but I handled them in a mature way. 
 
Earlier results showed that persons in custody would interpret poor place management as 
an experience that is deserving, at least for persons who are guilty or who have allegedly 
committed serious crimes. The internalization that inhumane sensory conditions is acceptable 
was one adopted perspective that perpetuated poor treatment within jail and prison. Analyses 




prison, and it is the internalization that one does not snitch or tell on others no matter how poorly 
they are treated. One narrative on victimization in prison amplify this, with a respondent 
outlining that he did not report his victimization because of his acceptance of the notion that 
snitching is not allowed. This “don’t tell” narrative was also observed in earlier descriptions of 
persons in custody not getting medical attention to avoid tipping off personnel about a crime that 
occurred within the correctional setting, narratives of persons being physically assaulted for 
being a “rat”, or of gang members keeping close watch of persons who get too close to 
correctional officers.  
The individual would explain that he gained respect from the correctional officers that 
victimized him by not reporting them. This perception of gained respect also ties into the duality 
of guardianship theme observed throughout the results, where it is essential that incarcerated 
persons maintain balanced relationships with formal and informal guardians to avoid being 
targeted by either group or the inverse, not protected by either group.  
1NMB: I wouldn't call them. I wouldn't prefer that. That's not ... Because the hood, they got a no snitching 
policy. 
Interviewer: For the audio record, can you elaborate a little bit on that? What that means to you? 
1NMB: Well, I was down, I was currently down in prison and I lost my father. 
Interviewer: Oh, I'm really sorry. 
1NMB: They didn't let me go to the funeral. 
Interviewer: Oh my God.  
1NMB: I was ... I had a lot of tension in me, and I had interacted with police in the prison system, but the 
only thing was about the situation, when they asked me what happened because whatever happened, what 
happened, but I didn't tell what happened. I didn't say what happened that night. 
Interviewer: You didn't snitch? 
1NMB: No, at all, so as far as that situation, I gained a lot of respect for that.  [inaudible] okay, he's a 
stand-up guy. He didn't say nothing. I'm quite sure if I would have said something, a lot of officers would 
have lost their job. 
Interviewer: Oh, wait, what do you mean?  You didn't snitch on an officer? 
1NMB: No, I didn't tell. 
Interviewer: Wait, I thought you meant you didn't snitch on whatever happened to get you into jail. 
1NMB: Nah, I didn't snitch on officers that we got into a conflict with. 
Interviewer: Oh, a physical fight? 
1NMB: Yes.  
Interviewer: Okay, so you fought an officer in jail? 
1NMB: Yes, a few, 12.  
Interviewer: What? Where was this?  
1NMB: Northern state. 




1NMB: Nah. This was a couple of years back when I was younger.  
Interviewer: Okay, so you got into a physical altercation with you and 12 officers, and did it get caught on 
camera or anything? 
1NMB: Yeah, it was on camera. 
Interviewer: It was on camera, and did you get additional charges because of the fight? 
1NMB: No, I didn't.  
Interviewer: Do you think it was because you didn't snitch on the officer? 
1NMB: No because it really was all my fault, all my doing, and they was trying their hardest to talk me out 
of it, trying ... They didn't really want to do it, but I ... How do you say it ... I pushed them to do it because I 
wouldn't calm down, I wouldn't stop. I wouldn't lock in, so they had to ... They had a job they had to do. 
They had to restrain me. 
Interviewer: They restrained you, and then, but I'm trying to get to the point of what did you not ... How 
did you gain the respect then? 
1NMB: Gained the respect of not telling? 
Interviewer: Of not telling on ...? 
1NMB: The officers. 
Interviewer: That beat you up? 
1NMB: Yeah.  
Interviewer: Okay.  
1NMB: They said I was a pain freak.  
Interviewer: Oh wow. 
1NMB: That's what the officers said? Wow.  
Interviewer: I'm really sorry you had to go through that experience. 
1NMB: It's all right. I've been through worse. That's what men are supposed to do. We ... I'm not saying ... 
I'm not disrespecting you all.  
Interviewer: No. 
1NMB: As far as male and female, we're supposed to be strong and I take care of my family or whatever. 
Interviewer: Sure, but still, that's a very traumatic experience. 
1NMB: I lost a few dreads, but it was okay. Bruises and 2 black eyes, but I still was walking around like it 
was about nothing, it didn't harm me or nothing.  
Interviewer: That was during your 7-year stint? 
1NMB: Yes.  
 
The direct experiences of victimization within the prison setting bring home several 
takeaways present throughout the narratives on victimization witnessed and experienced in jail 
and prison. The capable guardian within penal institutions is more often than not absent and 
ineffective in preventing the crime event because of successful avoidance strategies by 
incarcerated persons, neglect in their duty as correctional officers to be responsive to calls for 
help, and because correctional officers engage in the orchestration and participation of offending.  
Furthermore, the access to informal guardians outside of the correctional facility are generally 
limited (see Part 2 on Place Management) and the strategy of correctional officers to punish 
everyone not only physically but through the use of solitary confinement, transfers, and the 




on the guardians within the institution becomes greater. The emergence of informal guardians as 
seen with incarcerated persons running tiers or forming groups (see Part 4 on guardianship) also 
manifests in this void of a capable formal guardian and limited access to informal guardians on 
the outside. However, this internal informal guardianship among incarcerated persons brings 
along instances of intrapersonal victimization between informal guardian groups composed of 
incarcerated persons and perpetrators of violence within the institution like gangs.  
This void also creates an avenue for pseudo informal guardians to emerge, an 
incarcerated person who treads the line of victim, offender, and guardian as they see fit for their 
self-preservation as opposed to the beneficence of others. Although fluidity is expected among 
actors in the crime event, such individuals are deemed pseudo because of the underlying motive 
to avoid being punished by engaging in victimization and then avoiding repercussions through a 
guardian disguise. Additionally, internalization processes by which incarcerated persons do not 
snitch and at times expect poor place management further allowed for victimization, as well as 
the need for economic stability to conduct simple tasks in jail or prison (e.g., make a call or eat a 
meal), allow victimization to run rampant without accountability.  
Overall, the lack of faith in the capability of the correctional officers as a formal 
guardian, severe violence driven by incarcerated persons and officers, limited access to outside 
informal guardians, the emergence of pseudo guardians, and the fluidity that all of these actors 
have in changing their roles, create an atmosphere where incarcerated persons have to navigate 
the relationships that they form with both parties carefully in order to avoid becoming a victim. 
Appendix B.5D provides supplementary examples of respondents’ experience of direct 
victimization in prison. 





It is important to explicitly note an underlying theme of non-reporting of victimization 
within the correctional settings. Collectively, across both jail and prison individuals generally 
expressed dissatisfaction with the grievance processes within the jail setting, furthering the 
perpetuation of unchecked victimization within jail and providing reasoning behind the lack of 
reporting. Arguably, the failed grievance system produces the notion that no one cares about 
persons in custody being safe and influence a reluctance among people in custody to report 
victimization.  
Interviewer: Okay. It's really just the fighting and like you said, the CO's actually in fact have some gang 
member's back, would actually open up cells.  
5NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay. Was there anyway to make a complaint about this? Anything that can happen? 
5NMB: Nobody cares.  
Interviewer: No, nobody cares. Okay. In the jail ... 
5NMB: Especially not at the jail, the don't care. 
Interviewer: They don't care, outside of the jail, people don't care. Even though it wasn't like you had done 
anything to be in solitary, it was like you were locked down for most of the time you were in Essex. Was it 
like that the whole time? The whole year? 
5NMB: The whole year. 
Interviewer: Okay. It's really just the fighting and like you said, the CO's actually in fact have some gang 
member's back, would actually open up cells.  
5NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay. Was there anyway to make a complaint about this? Anything that can happen? 
5NMB: Nobody cares.  
Interviewer: No, nobody cares. Okay. In the jail ... 
5NMB: Especially not at the jail, the don't care. 
Interviewer: They don't care, outside of the jail, people don't care. Even though it wasn't like you had done 
anything to be in solitary, it was like you were locked down for most of the time you were in Essex. Was it 
like that the whole time? The whole year? 
5NMB: The whole year. 
 
Within the prison setting, reporting instances of victimization can be responded with violence 
and coercion as observed across various narratives. To be clear, in very few instances, the 
reporting of potential victimization and victimization worked successfully. 
Interviewer: Wait, I'm sorry. They drop a note to the police or to the corrections? 
1NMB: They're dropping notes to the correction, a request slip, and saying oh this guy is stalking me or 
this guy is pushing his weight around and saying they need to move that person, so this guy don't have to 
deal with him or see him no more, so he's jailed somewhere else. They put him somewhere else. 
Interviewer: Got it, as the consequence. By police, when you say that in prison, you mean the COs? 
1NMB: CO yeah. 





Interviewer: Thank you for the translation and the teaching. Is that typically helpful? Would corrections 
officers, if they saw someone dropped a note to them, would they follow up and make ...? 
1NMB: Yeah because it's life threatening, and they're like we gotta make sure nothing happens because 
they're there to protect you. They're there to babysit actually, but they're trying to make the jail run as 
smooth as possible, make sure everybody gets where they need to be so there will be no problems. 
 
Moreover, earlier narratives yield experiences where victimization was perceived as 
consensual (i.e., sexual relations between correctional officers and incarcerate persons) and in 
another experience, not reporting the physical victimization by officers was rewarded with 
respect by the officers. These cases are present in section 5B and 5B1 and shed light on 
internalized reasons for why victimization may not be reported. All things considered; the non-
reporting of victimization allows the victimization of persons in custody to go unchecked. Failed 
grievance systems, retaliation and coercion, and the notion that not telling garners respect are just 
as problematic as the actual crime event. Appendix B.6A provides additional narratives on 
reporting victimization in jail and prison.  
Part 6. “I Can Fu#g Kill You”: Motivations to Offend 
 
So I find out who this is, and I’m really thinking about doing some damage to this guy because I didn’t like 
him anyway, all the time he was being petty. He broke into my box, he stole my stuff, a lot of that I needed. 
Stuff that I was like, “Hey that was mine.” But fortunately for me one of my close associates was able to 
talk me out of it, basically talk some sense into me. Because a lot of times you come to a point that if you 
do some damage to some of these guys, you are really just hurting yourself. Leban et al., 2016.  
 
Although the primary focus across the narratives are on victimization, many persons outline the 
motivations to offend that are present in jails and prisons. Analyzing the interviews for moments 
where individuals expressed the inclination to harm others verbally or physically, several themes 
arrived as the reasons or motivation of offenders.  
First, idleness or the absence of activities, structured activities, is an impetus to rule 
breaking behaviors – with boredom giving an individual the motivation to offend. Literature on 
idleness behind bars lends support (Cohen 1976; Vuk & Doležal, 2020). Secondly, wanting 




someone's shoes, food, or commissary. The motivation is arguably partially rooted in the 
economic demands of life behind bars where necessities are expensive to afford, and the quality 
of the basic necessities provided by the correctional administration (e.g., food or shelter) are 
poor, and often interpreted as less than deserving of a human. This would explain why persons 
with more economic resources in the correctional setting are victimized at increased odds 
(Toman, 2019; Wooldredge & Steiner, 2013). Third, physical victimization or the threat of 
victimization fosters a motive to offend. Research on violent offenders and violent victimization 
make clear that victimization begets victimization (Toman, 2019).  
3NMB: Niggas be playing like, poppin' us with towels, pants niggas or somethin', that's still sexual 
harassment though. 
Interviewer: Right. That didn't happen in the prison? 
3NMB: Nah. You wasn't playing with nobody like that in the prison. They'd be like, "Hey son, what you 
doin'?" (smacks), "We've gotta fight now."  
Interviewer: And so you said that there was sexual harassment in the jails?  
3NMB: Yeah. Niggas be playing like, poppin' us with towels, pants niggas or somethin', that's still sexual 
harassment though. 
Interviewer: Right. That didn't happen in the prison? 
3NMB: Nah. You wasn't playing with nobody like that in the prison. They'd be like, "Hey son, what you 
doin'?" (smacks), "We've gotta fight now."  
 
Fourth, telling on someone is another motivator for offending. As one respondent who described 
witnessing all forms of victimization within jail but explained that “snitching” often led to gang-
initiated violence, what he called the “biggest” issue within jail. Research on snitching more 
broadly outline that such behavior can be met with violence (Anderson, 2000). 
Interviewer: Just to finish up on this, do you remember hearing about any serious incidents there? Any 
serious verbal arguments or physical fights, sexual harassment or self harm.  
11NMB: I've seen all of them. I done seen the police curse people out and everything. I done seen the 
police beat the bricks off of people. I've seen inmates stab each other, beat each other man, I thought they 
was dead. As a matter of fact, almost every time I go to court, somebody get beat up in the bull pen but the 
gang, he telling on this one, somebody found out and it be serious. They had me on a medical part just 
before I came. It's medical/overhead/alternative lifestyle. The gay people is on there. They had a room 
where a guy ran up in there and made the gay guy do him. The lock the dude up, take the room. That was 
just that incident. Just two weeks ago, they got a transgender due, got breasts and everything. The other 
guy, he was just a regular guy. They've been messing with each other the whole time. I don't know if they 
had an argument, he beat the trans guy, his eyes was closed. That just happened two weeks ago.  
Interviewer: Did that kind of stuff happen a lot.  
11NMB: Yeah, on a regular. It didn't happen a lot with the gay people but it happens a lot. Almost every 
time you go to court somebody ... There could be a fight way across, they got four buildings. There could 




there is with the gang thing is somebody telling on somebody and the grapevine is so nice, I don't care 
where you go, they get the word. Our guys, the PC population, protected custody population is one of the 
biggest I ever seen.  
 
Fifth, feelings of disrespect motivate individuals to offend. Like the no snitching motive above, 
feelings of disrespect are understood as common antecedents to violent altercations within the 
community (Anderson, 2000) and the correctional setting (Butler & Maruna, 2009; Trammell, 
Rundle, & Borrego, 2020). Sixth, someone not paying off their debt is another motive to offend. 
Such actions can be interpreted as disrespect and, or cause altercations within the correctional 
setting particularly because of the heavy reliance on financial resources within penal institutions. 
Lastly, while being in a “bad mood” is not a motive, it is mentioned as a precursor to engaging in 
victimization. Unwanted news or poor interactions may serve as a situational precipitator to the 
crime event.  
10NMB: Essex County, two guys from Newark, he stabbed him up 27 times. Left him right, laying right 
there on the floor. We watched him stab him up, we were playing basketball, you know? 
Interviewer: Yeah.  
10NMB: We watched him run in here, run around the yard, and he just started poking him up.  
Interviewer: Wow.  
10NMB: I'm like "damn," you know? They're really stabbing this guy.  
Interviewer: Yeah, and so how many of you left from County to [inaudible] as a result of that? 
10NMB: 80 was- 
Interviewer: 80 people in segregation because of that? 
10NMB: 80 people, yeah. Went to Rahway and Trenton, they broke us up.  
Interviewer: Right. Do your remember seeing or hearing about fights happening- 
10NMB: Yeah, every week you see a fight. With so many people, you've got 3,500 people, you know, 
different personalities. Every day somebody doesn't wake up in a good mood because where you're at. 
Somebody got some bad news on the phone, or in a letter, or officer or something might tick you off and 
you react. 
Interviewer: It's mostly inmate-on-inmate kind of things? 
10NMB: Inmate-on-inmate, inmate and prisoner. Officers and inmates and inmates-on-inmates.  
 
The various motives, along with the likelihood of unpleasant news or days for 
incarcerated persons and correctional officers provides some initial insight on what may motivate 
a person to victimize others in jail and prison. These motives also help explain the fluidity of the 
actors in the crime event, showcasing potential reasons why a person may serve as a guardian in 




and experiencing of victimization as motives, particularly because it speaks to the cyclical nature 
of the crime event outlined in the broader literature around the victim-offender overlap (Toman, 




















CHAPTER 7: QUANTITATIVE STUDY RESULTS 
Building on the qualitative results, this section provides the findings of the quantitative 
examination of the relationships that exist between the major theoretical concepts of the Routine 
Activity Approach and victimization outcomes within jail. The missing observations in the data 
did not allow for full multivariate models that are inclusive of the originally identified controls 
and all theoretical concepts to be tested. For instance, a model with only control variables does 
not meet the required sample size to conduct a regression analysis. This also means that 
analytical models with both control variables and independent variables will violate the 
assumption of a large enough sample and power. Moreover, the pool of participants with prison 
experiences (n = 40) were smaller in comparison to persons with jail experiences (n = 87) and 
the missing observations for persons who spent time in prison were great, limiting the ability to 
further explore the prison experience with quantitative analyses. Therefore, bivariate Pearson’s 
χ2  and Fisher exact tests, and T-Tests were conducted solely on the jail sample. This section will 






Table VI illustrates a series of meaningful and significant associations between place management, access to informal guardianship, 
and perceptions of guardianships with whether individuals witnessed and/or experienced victimization. Appendix C provides a 
detailed breakdown of each test listed below.  
Table VI: Key Quantitative Results 
Theoretical 
Concept 






Receiving Healthcare and Witnessing Victimization 3.79* (.052) 43 
Independent T-test 




Fischer Exact Test 
Receiving Solitary and Witnessing Sexual Assault 4.32** (.029) 66 
Receiving Solitary and Witnessing Harassment 2.97* (.053) 66 
Having Outside Communication and Being Physically Assaulted 2.42* (.083) 59 
Having Outside Communication and Being Verbally Assaulted 5.97*** (.006) 59 
Independent T-test 
Having Outside Communication and Poly Victimization (Experience) -2.68** (.009) 60 




Fischer Exact Test 
Feeling Safe and Being Victimized 10.81*** (.000) 34 
Feeling Safe and Being Physically Assaulted 4.12** (.033) 34 
Feeling Safe and Being Verbally Assaulted 5.98** (.013) 34 
Chi-square Test 
Perceiving Person Incarcerated as Source of Safety and Being Physically Assaulted 4.70** (.030) 41 
Perceiving Person Incarcerated as Source of Safety and Being Verbally Assaulted 3.61* (.057) 41 
Independent T-test 
Feeling Safe and Poly Victimization (Experience) 3.63*** (.001) 34 
Feeling Safe and Poly Victimization (Witness/Experience) 3.20*** (.003) 34 
Perceiving Person Incarcerated as Source of Safety and Poly Victimization (Witness and Experience) -2.89*** (.006) 41 




Summary of Findings 
 
Summary of Pearson χ2 and Fisher’s Exact Test Results. Collectively, the results from 
Pearson χ2 analyses and Fisher’s Exact Tests that examine group differences across the study’s 
key constructs. Altogether, the results detailed that: (1) respondents who reported that they 
received healthcare while incarcerated were more likely to report witnessing victimization; (2) 
respondents who reported that they spent time in solitary confinement reported that they 
witnessed more sexual assault and harassment; (3) respondents who reported that they 
communicated with people outside of the jail had higher odds of reporting that they were 
physically and verbally assaulted; (4) respondents who reported that they felt safe had lower 
odds of reported victimization, physical assault, and verbal assault; and (5) respondents who 
reported that they viewed incarcerated persons as guardians had higher odds of reported physical 
assault and verbal assault.  
Summary of Independent Samples T-Test Results. Similarly, bivariate independent sample T-
Test analyses yielded meaningful and significant relationships between the study’s grouping 
variables and the poly victimization outcome variable. The tests showed that: (1) respondents 
who reported having access to healthcare reported witnessing significantly more types of 
victimization; (2) respondents who reported having outside communication also reported 
experiencing significantly more types of victimization; (3) respondents who reported that they 
spent time in solitary confinement reported that they witnessed and experienced more types of 
victimization; (4) respondents who reported that they felt safe while incarcerated also reported 
that they witnessed and experienced less types of victimization; and (5) respondents who 
reported that they viewed incarcerated persons as a source of safety while incarcerated also 




Altogether, the results support the findings observed in the Pearson’s χ2 Tests and Fischer’s 
Exact Tests. Notably, the results support the themes that emerged in the qualitative results, and 


















CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION 
In 2017, Wagner & Rabuy estimate that over 80 billion dollars were spent to operate 
correctional agencies in the U.S. However, the nation retains a national five-year recidivism rate 
ranging from 50% to a few points shy of 80% (Blumstein & Cohen, 1987; Moffitt, 2017). 
Individuals incarcerated once are likely to be re-incarcerated again-a revolving door effect 
(Giffen, 1968)–, and social disadvantages (Blumstein, 1993) and psychosocial criminal 
propensities (Moffitt, 2017) assist in explaining the issue of recidivism. In furtherance, this 
reoccurring incarceration increases an individual’s exposure to prison and jail conditions, and 
researchers agree that the time spent locked away is detrimental to persons incarcerated and their 
families (Aaron & Dallaire, 2010; Western & Wildeman, 2009). Some of the acute effects of 
imprisonment on an inmate or detainee is often regimentation (Goffman, 1961), degradation 
(Liebling, 2011), and victimization (Kubiak et al., 2018) – with an investigation into 
victimization through the lens of the Routine Activity Approach and from the perspective of 
formerly incarcerated persons being the focus of this study. 
Originally, the Routine Activity Approach did not factor in the individual characteristics 
of persons in the crime event, and it centered on the interaction of various actors in the crime 
event within time and space. Today, it has evolved to consider individual-level characteristics, 
particularly around the adjectives used to describe the actors within the crime event in the 
original theory (e.g., the capable guardian or suitable target). Presently, its application within the 
correctional setting has been studied few and far between and through a limited lens, with none 
of the research studies identified capturing the qualitative nuances that exist in the application of 
the theory in both the prison and jail settings. In fact, based on the review of literature, no studies 




do so, it becomes increasingly important to contribute to the theories' evolution by teasing out 
the relationship among the actors in the crime event and how such relationships influence 
victimization, as well as the general applicability of the theory within the correctional setting 
from a qualitative lens. This study provides several key findings and contributions to the theory, 
as well as correctional practice and policy.    
Implications for the Routine Activity Approach 
Generally, this study finds support for the applicability of the Routine Activity Approach 
within the jail and prison setting. Arguably, this approach is useful in explaining the occurrence 
of victimization within the correctional setting considering that a breakdown in guardianship, 
poor place management, and the convergence of vulnerable populations and motivated offenders 
are all critical elements that explain the crime event within the correctional setting. Specifically, 
the approach is useful in understanding how and under what conditions victimization occurs 
within the correctional setting in relation to how well the facility is managed; the presence of and 
actions or inactions of correctional officers and incarcerated persons; as well as the level of 
access to informal guardians. Notably, the correctional context also demonstrates the intricate 
nuances that exist in the applicability of the Routine Activity Approach that may be relevant in 
the exploration of other congregate settings, particularly the fluidity of the actors in the crime 
event and the role of place management are concepts that extend the understanding of the 
Routine Activity Approach. 
The Fluidity of the Actors in the Crime Event 
This study identified that there exists an unfixed nature and blurring of the roles among 
the actors in the crime event (e.g., guardian, offender) within the correctional setting. Coined the 




collectively described narratives of correctional officers, the expected formal guardian: (a) 
protecting individuals based on the relationship that they formed with each other – highlighting 
the need for persons to curate well-balanced relationships within the correctional setting (i.e., the 
duality of guardianship or safety); (b) formal guardians becoming offenders as a means to 
maintain control and order within the facility (e.g., a correctional officer intervening in a crime 
event and excessively harming an incarcerated person or an officer harming an incarcerated 
person for not following some set of rule) – an action now coined “guardianship by way of 
victimization”; and (c) formal guardians comanaging the facility with incarcerated persons, a 
vulnerable population that, at times, may move between guardian and offender (i.e., the pseudo 
informal guardian) as a means of self-preservation (e.g., for an incarcerated person to avoid 
being reprimanded for assault, act as if one is breaking up said assault).  
The fluidity of the actors within the crime event acknowledges that the capable guardian 
can shift to various roles. This study also highlights the underlying mechanisms that allow for 
this fluidity, with the quality of relationships among persons having an influence over which role 
a person has in the crime event. For instance, the capability of a formal guardian will vary from 
person to person based on their relationship or lack thereof. Within a context riddled with power 
dynamics, such as jail and prison, this fluidity becomes increasingly noticeable and potentially 
harmful, with strategies employed to disrupt the crime event towing the line actions an offender 
exhibits (guardianship by way of victimization). Moreover, assuming that formal guardians are 
not harming others and effectively intervening in crime, the collaborations formed between 
formal guardians and informal guardians within the correctional setting create an avenue for 
collaborators to also abuse such a role, particularly the pseudo informal guardian within the 




to include an iteration that explains that the core actors within the crime event (i.e., the target, 
guardian, and offender) can shift from any one of these roles: (1) within the same event (i.e., an 
officer intervening with excessive force); (2) dependent on their relationship with other actors 
within the event; and (3) based on a need for self-preservation within certain contexts.  
Building on context and relationships among actors, this investigation shows the salience 
of persons maintaining well-balanced relationships with both officers and incarcerated persons 
who may later become an offender and/or guardian (a duality of guardianship). As a part of 
maintaining relationships, persons within the correctional setting: (1) limit how much they 
associate with other incarcerated persons to avoid also being associated with said individuals’ 
problems; and (2) limit how much time they spend interacting with correctional officers to avoid 
being viewed as a “snitch” by other incarcerated persons; and (3) engage in prison and jail 
activities, such as picking up work assignments to keep themselves busy and give justification 
for their limited interaction with others. Theoretically, the Routine Activity Approach should 
also account for special settings, like jail and prison, where one resides in a congregate setting of 
frequent interaction with the same individuals. Naturally, relationships form or do not, tying 
directly into the need for persons to consider the duality of guardianship to avoid circumstances 
where person “A” is bound in time and space with other individuals who become offenders or 
individuals who do not intervene as guardians because of the relationship or lack thereof with 
person “A”.   
The Role of Place Management 
 In the Routine Activity Approach, the place manager’s surveillance of the physical space 
is expected to reduce the chances that crime will occur within a given place. This study used both 




given as well as the actual sensory conditions of the place as proxies for place management. 
Collectively, the narratives among both persons who were held in jail and prison did not yield 
support that more victimization occurred within settings with poor sensory conditions, however 
it did show that these settings influenced how incarcerated persons thought they were viewed by 
the correctional administration. From a theoretical point of view, the perception that one is 
viewed as less than human or “as a dog”, as one person stated, stems from the management of 
the place and creates tension between the incarcerated person and the correctional officer. 
Arguably, the relationship that exists between the two parties is essential to reducing the chances 
that the crime event will occur or that a guardian will not intervene. Through this lens and when 
taken together with the duality of guardianship, this study finds support for further theoretical 
investigations into whether a well-managed correctional settings’ influence on relationships 
impacts victimization outcomes indirectly. 
Implications for Practice and Policy 
Create Meaningful Activities 
Several implications for practice and policy derive from the findings of this research. First, 
the creation of meaningful activities for persons to engage in are essential for persons held within 
jail and prison. As identified earlier, the results delineated that some respondents opt into routine 
activities to maintain safe, and this is particularly true for structured activities. A closer 
examination also yielded that the decision to opt into activities in general is pivotal in managing 
this duality in relationships. That is, by playing cards or working a specific work detail one has 
an excuse to engage and disengage from correctional officers and other incarcerated persons, 
building relationships while also maintaining distance from both parties. Outside of the material 




from a work assignment), activities are crucial avenues for incarcerated persons to carefully 
distance themselves from people within the correctional setting and avoid becoming a victim for 
spending too much time with certain people, both officers and incarcerated persons alike. 
Comparatively, this is most important in prison as opposed to jail given that individuals 
expressed that victimization within the prison setting was more severe than the jail setting, 
showing a need for more practices and policies to prevent victimization within the prison setting.  
Establish Trusted Formal Guardianship 
Second, individuals collectively did not identify correctional officers as a source of safety 
while incarcerated, and significant findings from the quantitative analyses demonstrate an 
association between persons being physically and verbally assaulted when they expressed seeing 
other incarcerated persons as sources of safety. This ties directly to the overarching theme from 
the qualitative examination that show associating with other incarcerated persons too much may 
make an individual a target by opposing groups within the correctional setting, as well as 
narratives that support gang affiliated persons were frequently involved in conflict within the 
correctional setting. To this point, correctional administrators should consider several strategies.  
Limit the Grouping or Housing of Persons by Gangs. To the extent that correctional 
administrations can house gang affiliated persons who are incarcerated in units where they are 
mixed may limit the feelings of being unsafe, peer pressures, and collective influence that gangs 
have within the correctional setting. To be clear, this does not mean to place gang affiliated 
persons in restrictive housing solely given its’ ineffectiveness in reducing victimization (Motz, 
Labrecque, & Smith, 2021; Labrecque, 2015; Ralph & Marquart, 1991), but to disperse members 




Retraining and Vetting of Correctional Officers. Correctional officers can be retrained and 
assesses frequently in their ability to prevent crime within the jail and prison. This may also 
include training officers to effectively identify, deescalate, and respond to conflicts within the 
correctional setting without excessive use of force, threats, or coercion. In instances where 
guardianship by way of victimization manifests, administrations can appropriately and swiftly 
discipline the correctional officers who physically, verbally, sexually, and otherwise harm 
incarcerated persons. Similarly, correctional officers who follow the administration rules and 
effectively prevent victimization without unethical or excessive use of force and demonstrate 
humane treatment of those in their custody should serve as the benchmark expectation for all 
correctional officers.  
Reducing the Reliance on Correctional Officers as Formal Guardians. Adding, 
alternative forms of formal guardianship may alleviate the demand placed on correctional 
officers and limit corrupt and unethical techniques for ensuring safety and compliance within a 
facility. Given that correctional officers are susceptible to shifting their roles in the crime event, 
adding objects like cameras to cover more area, expanding the network of formal guardians to 
include independent oversight bodies with agents who are present within the facilities, and  
improving grievance systems and similar mechanisms so that they are coupled with strategies 
that mitigate the risk of retaliation are additional strategies that can be implemented. In fact, the 
presence of an oversight body within the correctional setting can assist with ensuring that 
persons un custody are treated humane and kept safe from harm (Simon, 2018).  
Collectively, this should alleviate the need for incarcerated persons to look to gangs and 




collective narrative from respondents that correctional officers are victimizing people in jail and 
prison. 
Accommodate the Incarcerated Person 
Third, to curb the association of access to informal guardianship being associated with 
victimization, correctional institutions should implement safeguards for persons who use the 
phone, have visits, or otherwise communicate with persons on the outside frequently to reduce 
the chances of them becoming targets. If fights break out over the phone, provide more phones 
within the setting to alleviate long waits, and if individuals are being extorted for their phone 
time or envelopes, create options where all persons can access the phones or mail at no cost. To 
be clear, while the association of victimization and access to informal guardianship is found in 
this study, the author does not recommend any reductions in access to outside communication. 
Increasing the accessibility for informal guardians outside of the correctional setting and limiting 
the ability of correctional administrators to cut persons off from key family members who are 
external to the facility is important (e.g., more phones and flexibility in the times individuals can 
use the phones). Individuals who opted out of having family members visit to keep them away 
from the carceral experiences may also change their minds if the carceral experience for visitors 
is made to be one that is welcoming. Additionally, in cases where this increased access 
compromises safety, adequate documentation and recurring reviews of any limitations placed on 
communication privileges should also be in place. Moreover, persons who spent time in solitary 
confinement brought forth themes of poor physical conditions in solitary confinement, yet 
narratives also showed few cases where people wanted to be placed in solitary confinement to 
remain safe from being victimized or victimizing others. It is the few cases that provide an 




solitary confinement were 10 times more likely to report that they witnessed sexual assault 
compared to the group of people who did not report that they received solitary confinement. This 
population may also be associated with being either high-risk or highly vulnerable individuals. 
This may call for strategies that allow for very vulnerable populations to be safely housed that go 
beyond the traditional protective custody unit and alternative units to solitary confinement for 
highly violent populations that allow both groups to receive some form of tailored treatment in a 
more humane unit.   
Strengthen Facility Management   
Fourth, a facility that is managed efficiently should comply with common institutional 
mandates that require the provision of health services to people in custody. However, narratives 
from this study did yield instances where medication was handed out freely to incarcerated 
persons and instances where it was more restricted, leading to self-harm in some narratives. 
Findings showed that people who reported receiving healthcare in jail were 3.45 times more 
likely to report that they witnessed victimization compared to the group of people who did not 
report that they received healthcare. Taken together, this is indicative of a need for institutions to 
properly manage the distribution of legal substance within the facilities, as well as a need to 
assess the quality of services as opposed to simply whether services are present (e.g., whether 
someone received or was offered medication is not indicative of a well-managed facility. In 
addition, a physical place that is well managed should evoke neutral or positive sensory 
experiences (e.g., penal institutions should be sanitary, rid of foul smells, and provide the basic 
need of food). To alleviate the tension that harsh conditions of confinement create between 
incarcerated persons and correctional officers, and between incarcerated persons with each other, 




and other sensory conditions that communicate to incarcerated persons that they are less than. 
Collectively, this should improve place management and cut down on antecedents (e.g., handing 
out medication with abandon or having persons sleep on hard floors) that can set the stage for 
aversive experiences like coercion and victimization.  
Limitations and Future Research  
Several key limitations are present in this study and will inform the direction of similar 
investigations. The overarching limitation was in the design of the study. The original study, 
Procedural Justice and Legitimacy in the Criminal Justice System, was designed to capture 
perceptions of processes and experiences across the criminal justice system among persons who 
were court involved. The experience within penal institutions was a subsection and the very last 
section in the interview protocol. By designing a protocol specifically focused on the 
victimization experience within the correctional setting, one will likely yield narratives that are 
richer in description and allow for the identification of more nuanced themes. Studies should 
include explicit questions rooted in the literature closely tied to the research question (e.g., 
questions rooted in the Routine Activity Approach, Victimology, etc.). Tailored protocols should 
be inclusive of individual and facility level variables that are present in the review of literature 
such as, but not limited to the person in custody to staff ratio, security classification, and facility 
capacity. Elements that emerged from this study that should also be considered in protocol 
development are the quality in health care services, architectural features of the place, and 
relationships among other actors within the facility (clinicians and correctional officers). As a 
result, this study had instances where the data collected did not have rich text descriptions of the 
correctional experience because the interviewers either ran out of time or read through the 




specifically tailored to victimization through a specific theoretical lens should mitigate the 
chances of having this occur.  
Notably, the perspectives collected for this study are solely from the voices of persons who 
were formerly incarcerated, limiting the understanding of the crime event in the correctional 
settings to self-reports and the perspective of individuals who were once incarcerated, and not 
factoring the perspectives of: (a) correctional officers and staff; (b) persons who are currently 
incarcerated; or (c) program staff or visitors, nor incorporating official data to also examine 
accounts of victimization (e.g., administrative data on assaults). Future studies may also consider 
categorization of clinical staff as formal guardians within the correctional setting given their 
authority to influence the placement or removal of persons within specialized units like solitary 
confinement. This limitation on perspective was innate to the study’s design which intentionally 
focused on convenient and purposive sampling individuals who were involved with the criminal 
legal system and residing in the communities of Newark and Cleveland, leading to an issue in 
generalizability of findings. The nonprobability sampling limited the generalizability of the 
findings beyond this sample and geographic location, paving the way for future studies to 
employ a sampling strategy that allows for: (a) randomization or probability sampling to limit the 
innate biases of non-probability sampling; and (b) greater geographic representation in 
responses. This should provide a sample of responses that are representative of the state and local 
facilities bound within a geographic location.    
Building on the limitations of the study’s sample, individuals provided responses based on 
their recollection of their time spent in jail or prison, inviting limitations found in retrospective 
studies, primarily an issue of recollection (i.e., remembering accurate information from the past) 




came before or after being victimized). For example, a person may have responded that they felt 
safe when incarcerated because they were not victimized while incarcerated. While this study 
manages the limitation by focusing on the associations between various factors as opposed to 
causation, future studies can employ a design that allows for the collection of information, 
particularly the outcome in question (whether a person was victimized in jail or prison) at 
multiple points of time.    
Lastly, the primary use of qualitative data in this study created a limitation in the ability to 
conduct more rigorous quantitative analyses. When combined with the limitation of collecting 
in-depth responses (mentioned above), the study yielded a set of narratives related to jail that 
could be quantified for simpler tests of associations and a prison sample that could only be 
analyzed descriptively. Whilst the study managed to fill in a void in our understanding of the 
Routine Activity Approach within the jail and prison setting, future iterations should incorporate 
a mixed methods strategy that allows for a larger sample size.     
Conclusion 
The goal of this study was to examine the role of guardianship and place management on 
victimization within the correctional setting, as well as the applicability of the Routine Activity 
Approach within the jail and prison settings. Leveraging a mixed methods design, 87 interviews 
of formerly incarcerated persons were analyzed to assess these inquiries. The findings suggest 
that the Routine Activity Approach becomes more nuanced within the jail and prison settings, 
such as formal guardians victimizing those under their protection, and the interpersonal 
relationships among correctional officers and incarcerated persons having an influence over who 
becomes a victim and who does not, as well as the underlying elements that foster relationships 




contribute to the literature on Routine Activities, filling a void as the first qualitative examination 
of victimization through this approach within the jail and prison setting. Future studies using the 
Routine Activity Approach within the jail and prison setting with a qualitative component are 
necessary to understanding the application of the approach within institutional contexts. As 
research begins to lean on quantitative means to examine the approach within the correctional 
setting (Toman, 2019) the finer meanings and details that emerge from qualitative-leaning  
investigations can better inform more quantitative designs, findings, and development of the 

















APPENDIX A4: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Intensive Interview Guide (Full Questions and Prompts) 
  
Center for Court Innovation Procedural Justice Study 
 
SCREENING QUESTIONS 
A. What month/year were you born?  ______/____________ 
• To be eligible, person must be 18 years of age or older. If date of birth is on or after 
May 1998, thank them and say they are not eligible because ware only surveying 
adults. Do not conduct survey. 
 
B. Do you live in Newark, NJ?  
⬜ To be eligible, person must be living in Newark, New Jersey.  
◻ Yes 
◻ No (Thank them and say they are not eligible because we are only surveying 
people who live in Newark right now).  
 
C. Do you have an active criminal case in Newark Court? 
◻ Yes (Eligible, but follow up with Question D below) 
◻ No 
i. Did you have a criminal court case in Newark in the last 2 years 
1. Yes (Eligible, but follow up with Question D) 
2. No (May be eligible, continue screening with Question D) 
 
D. Were you released from a jail or prison in the last 2 years (between June 2014-2016)? 
⬜ No (If also no active or recent case, they are not eligible, Thank them and say 
they are not eligible because we are interested in more recent cases). 
⬜ Yes, jail (<2 years) (Eligible) 
i. When were you released? ______________ 
ii. How long were you there? ______________ 
 
4 Questions 44 through 84 are directly related to experiences in jail and prison and are used to inform this study’s 




⬜ Yes, prison (<2 years) (Eligible) 
i. When were you released? _______________ 
ii. How long were you there? ______________ 
 
[CONDUCT INFORMED CONSENT, IF ELIGIBLE] 
 
INTERVIEW/RDS INFORMATION 
Respondent Coupon Number/RDS code (if applicable): _____________________________ 
 
Interviewer Name:  ______________________________________________ 
 
Interview Date:  _____/______/_______    Interview Time: ____________ 
 
Location of Interview: ____________________________________________ 
Language of Interview: ☐English    ☐Spanish 
 




Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. Just to give you an idea of how we’re going to go 
forward in this interview, we’ll start with some basic questions about your identity; then we’ll 
focus on your experiences with and attitudes towards four major components of the criminal 
justice system: We will start with the police, then talk about courts, followed by jail, prison, 
probation and parole if applicable; and finally we’ll wrap up by talking about your 
recommendations for the justice system. I know that sounds like a lot, but I hope this can be more 
like a conversation. Remember that anything you say will be kept confidential and we’re not 
collecting your name, so please be honest. Do you have any questions before we start? 
 
DEMOGRAPHICS 
The first few questions are just for me to get a little bit of information about you.  
 
1) How old are you now?  ______ 
 
2) How do you identify your race/ethnicity?  (Check all that apply.) 
◻ White (e.g., German, Irish, English, Italian, Polish, French, etc.) 
◻ Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin (e.g., Mexican or Mexican American, Puerto Rican, 
Cuban, Dominican, Brazilian, Portuguese, etc.) 
◻ Black or African American (e.g., African American, Jamaican, Haitian, Nigerian, etc.) 




◻ Indian (e.g. East Indian, South Indian, West Indian, Indo-Caribbean etc.) 
◻ Native American or Alaska Native (e.g., Navajo Nation, Blackfeet Tribe, Mayan, etc.)  
◻ Middle Eastern, North African or South African (e.g., Lebanese, Iranian, Egyptian, Syrian, 
Moroccan, South African, Zimbabwean, etc.) 
◻ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (e.g., Native Hawaiian, Samoan, Fijian, 
Marshallese, etc.)  
◻ Some other race, ethnicity or origin (specify): ____________________________________ 
 











4) What country were you born in?  
◻ United States of America 
◻ Outside of the US _______________ (specify location) 
• A) How old were you when you came to the U.S.? (Specify number) _____ 
 
5) Are you currently in school?  
(Prompts: By school, I mean high school classes, a GED course, college courses, 
vocational/technical training, or any other type of schooling where you receive a certificate 
or diploma.) 
☐ Yes, part-time    ☐ Yes, full-time    ☐ No 
 
6) What is the highest level of education that you have completed?  
⬜ ≤ 8th grade ⬜ 9th grade ⬜ 10th grade ⬜ 11th grade ⬜ HS  diploma ⬜ GED 
⬜ Some College ⬜ Associate’s ⬜ Bachelor’s ⬜ Master’s ⬜ Other:  
_______________ 
7) Are you currently employed? 
⬜ Yes, full-time ⬜ Yes, part-time ⬜ No, currently looking for work 




⬜ No, other: __________________________________ 
 
8) In what ways do you currently support yourself? ___________________________________ 
⬜ Employed full-time 
⬜ Employed part-time 
⬜ Employed under the table (e.g., cash only; “off the books”) 
⬜ Support from family  
⬜ Support from friends  
⬜ Disability  
⬜ A government program, such as food stamps or social security  
⬜ Income through illegal activities (i.e. drug dealing, hustling, sex work)  
⬜ Other (Specify): __________________________________ 
 
9) How long have you lived in Newark? (Specify number of months or years) _____ 
 
10) What is the closest street corner/intersection to your home? __________________ and 
___________________________  
 
a) What ward do you live in? _______________________________________ 
 
11) What kind of housing do you currently live in? 
⬜ Apartment ⬜ Public housing/section 8 ⬜ House ⬜ Halfway house 
⬜ Emergency Shelter ⬜ Homeless  ⬜ Couch surfing ⬜ School/dorm 
⬜ Domestic Violence 
Shelter  
⬜ Single Room Occupancy ⬜ Other (specify)__________________ 
 
12) Whom do you currently live with? 








ABOUT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD AND/OR COMMUNITY 
We just want to ask you a few questions about your neighborhood and your community. Some 
people describe these as the same; for others, they are different. First, I’m going to ask questions 
about your neighborhood and then about your community, if they are different.  
  
13) What is your neighborhood, meaning what are the geographic boundaries? (Prompts: key 
landmarks including your building, your apartment/home, your block, streets nearby, your 
ward, a specific group of people with similar interests or values; respondent level of 
involvement—attending events or activities) 
 
14) How well do people in your neighborhood seem to know, help, and trust each other?  
 
15) Do you feel safe in your neighborhood? Why or why not? 
 
16) What are the strengths of your neighborhood? What are the challenges of your 
neighborhood? (E.g., whether people know, help and trust each other; whether neighbors 
would intervene or help if they saw you getting hurt) 
 
17) Are you a part of any community? (Prompts: Groups of people that have similar interests as 
you such as church, gangs, sports, dance, art, music; specific ways the respondent’s 
community is similar or different to their neighborhood; respondent level of involvement) 
• If yes, how well do people in your group seem to know, help, and trust each other?  
o What are the strengths of your community? (E.g., whether people know, help and 
trust each other; whether community residents would intervene or help if they saw 
you getting hurt) 
o What are the challenges of your community? (E.g., whether people know, help and 
trust each other; whether community residents would intervene or help if they saw 
you getting hurt) 
 
POLICE INVOLVEMENT IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
For this set of questions, I want to ask you about the Newark Police Department and police in 
your neighborhood. 
 




  → Follow up: 
o What are some of the things they do that you support or don’t support?  
 
19) Do you feel like you should listen to police officers even if you disagree with them? (Probe: 
If a police officer asks you to stop even if you feel you did nothing wrong, would you still 
stop? If a police officer is rude to you, do you still need to listen to him or her?) 
☐ Yes   ☐ No 
• Follow up: 
o What makes you feel this way?  
o What happens if you don’t do what they tell you?  
 
20) Overall, how do you feel about the police in your neighborhood? (Prompts: Do they help 
your neighborhood? In what ways are they helpful? Do they hurt your neighborhood? In 
what ways are they harmful?) 
o In what ways are they respectful or disrespectful? To whom and when? How do they 
convey that respect?  
o What does it mean to be treated with respect?  
o In what ways do they make you feel safe or unsafe? 
o Do you know any officer(s) in your neighborhood? Is this officer similar or different 
to other Newark police? Why? (Prompts: treatment, specific relationships) 
 
21) Would you ever go to the Newark police for anything? ☐Yes    ☐No 
Why or why not? Under what circumstances would you call the police? 
(Prompts: If you witnessed a crime? If you were the victim of a crime? If you needed help?) 
→ Follow up: 
o What happens if you go to the police? How long does it take them to come? Do they 
help? 
 
22) Have you ever experienced some type of crime against you? This could include anything like 
being mugged, burglarized, assaulted, having something of yours stolen (i.e. your phone), or 
having your property damaged/vandalized, etc.   ☐ Yes    ☐ No 
• Follow up (if yes): 
o Does this happen a lot in your neighborhood? 




o Did you call the police? ☐ Yes    ☐ No 
o What was the outcome? 
o Did you get the help you needed? If not, what did you want to see happen instead?  
 
23) Based on your own experience, do you think the Newark police are making a difference in 
your neighborhood?  
      → Follow up: 
o How do you judge whether the police are doing their job well? (Prompts: strong 
police presence, fast response times, preventing crime, neighborhood safety and 
helping residents) 
o Do the police respond quickly to serious crime in your neighborhood (e.g., gun 
violence)?  
o Do they try to help the neighborhood? If yes, how? (Prompt: e.g., know 
neighborhood by name or attend neighborhood events) 
o Do they treat certain groups of people differently than others like wealthier people, 
different races, younger or older, by sexual orientation or gender identity? Can you 
give examples? 
 
24) How has your opinion of the Newark police changed over time?  
      → Follow up: 
o What do you think has been responsible for that change?  
o Have there been any events in the Newark neighborhood that have shaped your 
opinion? What were they, and how did they affect your opinion of the police?  
o What about any experiences outside of Newark? How do Newark police compare 
with any other experiences you’ve had with police in other places? Please specify. 
 
RECENT ENCOUNTERS WITH THE NEWARK POLICE  
Now, I’m going to ask you some questions about your experiences with the police. In answering 
these questions, I would like you to focus on just the last two years. And remember that 
everything you say is confidential. 
 
25) How many times were you stopped by the Newark Police in the last 2 years? __________ 
Can you tell me about a few instances where you were stopped by the police?  
(Prompts: How you were approached and what you were stopped for?) 
→ Follow up: 




o What were you usually arrested for?  ____________________________________ 
o How many times have you ever been arrested? ______________________________ 
o What were you arrested for? _______________________________________ 
 
26) Now I’m going to ask about your last interaction with a Newark police officer within the last 
2 years. Can tell me step by step how the interaction went from when you were approached 
to when the interaction ended? 
(Prompts: How did the officer approach you? Did the police officer communicate to you 
what was going on? What did he/she say? How did you feel?) 
  → Follow up: 
o How many officers were there?  
o How you were you treated (e.g., fairly and respectfully, or unfairly and 
disrespectfully)?  
o How did you act towards the officer (e.g., ways you showed respect and/or 
disrespect)? Why did you act that way? 
o Did the officer take steps to make sure you knew what was happening? (e.g., answer 
your questions, clearly explain the reason for the stop, explain what would happen 
next) 
o Did the officer give you a chance to tell your side of the story? 
o Are most of your interactions with police officers like this or was this one different? 
If different, describe a more typical interaction with the police. 
 
27) How have these police interactions made you feel when you see a Newark police officer 
now? How have those interactions changed your behavior when you see a police officer? 
(Prompts: If you see police officers around, how does that make you feel? Do you avoid the 
police? How so?) 
 
GANGS 
For the next set of questions, I’m going to ask you about gangs in Newark. You can answer 
based on your own personal experience or based on what you know from other people. If you 
don’t know or don’t want to respond, you can simply skip the question. 
 
28) Do you think there is a gang problem in Newark?   
 
29) How do you think gangs in Newark are viewed by the police? Are those involved in gangs 





30) How do you think gangs in Newark are viewed by residents? Are those involved treated 
differently by residents? If so, how?    
 
31) Why do you think people join gangs in Newark (e.g., benefits and challenges)? If people 
leave a gang, what are the reasons they leave? What does someone have to do to leave a 
gang?  
 
RECENT ENCOUNTERS WITH THE COURTS 
Thank you, you’re really sharing a lot of information with me. Moving away from the police, I’m 
going to start the next section of the interview which is about your experiences with the criminal 
court system in Newark. 
 
32) When was the last time you went to criminal court in Newark as a defendant?  
____________ 
→ Follow up: 
o What were you charged with? __________________________________  
o Who did you go with? ________________________________________  
o How did you get there (transportation, any additional costs)? How long did it take? 
___________________________________________________________________ 
o Were you provided with directions? _____________________________ 
 
33) Thinking back, tell us what it was like when you got to the court house.  
→ Follow up: 
o Take us through step by step, what it was like to go through security: How did the 
court security at the entrance treat you? (Prompts: Did they talk to you? Were they 
friendly? Were they respectful or disrespectful? How did they show that?) How long 
did it take? 
o Were there signs or people telling you where to go after security? Were the directions 
easy to follow? 
o What was the overall feel of the courthouse? (Prompts: chaotic or organized, easy or 
hard to find your way around) 
o Did you need certain accommodations at the courthouse—language, wheelchair, 
childcare facility—and were those accommodations provided to you? 
 
34) Now I want to ask you about your experience once you got to your courtroom. Can you take 
me step-by-step through what happened once you were there?  




o Did anyone tell you when your case was going to be called? How long did you have 
to wait before your case was heard? What did you during that time? 
o When you were waiting for your case to be heard, did anyone explain what was going 
on or answer your questions?  Did you have questions that you wanted to ask, but 
didn’t ask? If yes, why? 
o Did anyone tell you the rules in the courtroom? What were the consequences if the 
rules were broken? What happened if the rules weren’t followed)? 
o When your case was called, did you feel like you or your lawyer were able to tell 
your side of the story? 
o Was the judge paying attention to you/your lawyer? How do you know that? 
o Each time you left court for that case, how did you know what to do next for your 
case? When was your next court date (how long after)? How was this date chosen? 
Did you have any input?  
 
RESPECT IN THE COURTROOM 
35) When you were in the courtroom, how were you treated by the following:  
→ Follow up: 
o Judge: What did the judge do to make you feel respected or disrespected? What could 
they have done to make you feel more respected? 
o Prosecutor: What did the prosecutor do to make you feel respected or disrespected? 
What could they have done to make you feel more respected? 
o Defense: What did your lawyer do to make you feel respected or disrespected? What 
could they have done to make you feel more respected? 
o Other: Was there any other court staff that made you feel respected or disrespected? 
What could they have done to make you feel more respected? 
o How could you make complaint about how you were treated in the courts if you 
needed to? 
o Do you remember any specific judge(s) in Newark? Was this judge(s) similar or 
different to other Newark judges? Why? (Prompts: treatment, specific experiences) 
o Do you remember anyone else in a Newark court? How were they similar or different 
to others? (Prompts: treatment, specific experiences) 
 
36) For your last court case, were you convicted?   ☐ Yes  ☐ No 




o If yes, did you take a guilty plea?            ☐ Yes  ☐ No  
▪ Did you feel pressured to take a plea? If yes, what happened? 
 
37) What were your release conditions or your final sentence? (Prompts: any mandates, such as 
fines, restitution, community service and/or social services; jail; prison; probation; parole) 
o If yes to mandates (fines, restitution, community service, and social services):  
▪ What were you expected to do? For how long? 
▪ Do you feel like this was appropriate for your case? Why or why not? 
▪ Was this mandate helpful? Why or why not? If not, what might have been 
more helpful for you? 
 
38) Overall, did you feel the outcome of your case was fair? Why or why not?  
o Do you feel the decision was based on the facts presented? If not, in your opinion, 
what as it based on? 
 
39) Did having to go to court affect your daily life/routine? If so, how? (Prompts: Did you lose 
work/any pay? Did you have to pay for childcare?) 
→ Follow up: 
o How many times did you have to go? 
o How did this affect you financially (e.g. debt, job, school) or emotionally (e.g. family, 
social support)? 
How did it affect you in the long run (life overall, routines, friends, family, etc.) 
o Did you get the help you needed at court?  
 
PROCEDURAL FAIRNESS IN THE COURTS  
Now we’d like to as you some questions about how you think the courts treat people in general. 
By courts, I mean the judge, court clerks, and court officers, but NOT any attorneys.  
40) Overall, how do you feel about the Newark Criminal Courts? Be sure to tell us which courts 
you are talking about. 
→ Follow up: 
• Do you think they are fair? Why/Why not? 
• What are some ways the court showed defendants respect or disrespect? 
 




→ Follow up: 
o What do the courts make decisions based on? 
o Why do you think that happens? How does that make you feel? 
o Are certain groups of people treated differently by the courts (e.g., wealthier people, 
different races, younger or older, by sexual orientation or gender identity)? Can you 
give an example?  
 
42) How has your opinion of the criminal courts changed over time? Why?  
→ Follow up: 
o Have there been any events in the Newark community that have shaped your opinion? 
What were they, and how did they affect your opinion of the courts?  
o What about any experiences outside of Newark? How do Newark courts compare 
with experiences you’ve had at other courts?   
 
43) How do you think your neighbors in Newark view the courts? How do their views differ 
from yours? 
HISTORY OF ENCOUNTERS WITH THE CORRECTIONS SYSTEM 
Moving away from the courts, this next section of the interview involves some questions about 
any experiences you may have had with being detained in a correctional facility. 
 
44) Have you ever been in a local jail, or state or federal prison? (check all that apply)  






45) How many times have you gone to a local county jail in Newark? __________________ 
 
46) The last time you were in jail: 
o Which jail were you at? _____________________________ 
o When was this? ____________________________________ 
o How long were you there for? _________________________ 
o [If not previously mentioned] What were you charged with? ___________________ 
o What were you there for? (e.g., holding cell waiting for first court appearance, 
during your case, after your conviction) 
⬜ Holding cell before first court appearance 
⬜ Pre-trial    
⬜ Time served 
⬜ Post-conviction   
⬜ Other: ________________________________________ 
 
47) IF PRETRIAL DETENTION: Did you understand your bail options? Why/Why not?  
o Who communicated information about bail to you?  
o Was your bail posted? Why/why not? By who?  
o Was your case ultimately dismissed?  
o While you were in jail, were you kept aware of the status of your case? Were there 
any delays that kept you in jail longer than you thought you would be? What 
happened? 
 
1) Thinking about this last time you were in jail, can you walk me through what a typical day 
and night was like for you? What did you do from when you woke up, until you went to bed? 
(Probes: What was the first thing you did when you got up? How did you pass time during 
the day? Did you have the opportunity to do any activities or classes?) 
→ Follow up: 




o How many other people were in the cell with you? What were your interactions with 
them like? 
o Were you offered any medical or mental health services? 
o Were you able to communicate with people outside of jail when you wanted to? 
 
49) Thinking about this last time you were in jail, what were some of the rules you had to 
follow? 
→ Follow up: 
o How did you learn about those rules? 
o Did you know what the consequences were for breaking them? 
o Were the rules always enforced? Were the rules enforced the same for everybody? 
What about the consequences for breaking them? Please explain. (Probes: Were they 
enforced more often for some groups of people, or were the consequences different 
for some groups of people? Did it depend on who was working that day?) 
o What rules did you think were unfair? Why?  
o Did anyone sanction you for breaking a rule in jail? If yes, can you tell me what 
happened? 
 
50) I want to ask you some questions about various people who worked at the jail. Again, 
thinking about the last time you were there, who were the jail staff that you interacted with 
(e.g., wardens, correctional officers, administrative staff, health care, program, or education 
providers)?  
o When would you interact with them, and how did they treat you? (Probes: For 
example, when would you interact with the guards? Were they respectful? In what 
ways did they show respect? In what ways did they disrespect you? Did they answer 
questions you had?) 
o How about the healthcare/program/education providers? How did they treat you? 
o Do you remember any jail staff? Was this person(s) similar or different to other jail 
staff? Why? (Prompts: treatment, specific experiences) 
 
For the next few questions, I’m going to ask you about some of the challenges you may have 
either seen or experienced while in jail. This will include some discussion about fights, 
harassment, self-harm, and solitary confinement. Please remember that you can stop at any time, 
skip anything you are not comfortable sharing, and pause to take a break if needed.  
 




◻ Serious verbal arguments  
◻ Physical fights 
◻ Sexual harassment 
◻ Self-harm (people hurting themselves) 
◻ Any other injury  ______________________________________ 
▪ If yes, how often would you estimate these occur (ask about each one)?  Generally 
who was involved (i.e., CO-inmate, inmate-inmate, inmate and other staff).     
• Follow up: 
o Did you experience any of these yourself? (Remind them of the options.) 
▪ If yes, can you think about the most memorable incident and tell me the story 
about what happened? (Prompts: Who was involved? Where did it happen? Why it 
start? What happened after? Did you tell anyone? What was the response of the 
staff or anyone else? Were there any consequences? If yes, for whom? Did you 
get the help you needed? If not, what would have been helpful?) 
 
52) While you were in jail, did you know people who spent time in solitary confinement? If so, 
what were people usually sent there for? (Prompts: protective custody, assaulting a 
corrections officer, contraband, fighting) 
• Follow Up: 
o Did you ever have to go to solitary confinement?  
▪ If yes, can you describe what you were there for and what it was like for you to be 
there? (Prompts: For how long were you there? What did you do to pass time? 
Was it hard to be there? Why or why not? Did you need or get any services, such 
as healthcare, medication, or anything else?). 
 
53) IF FEMALE: While in jail, were you or any of the other women that you knew pregnant at 
the time?  
→ Follow up:  
o If yes, how were they/you treated? (Prompts: Ever shackled while in jail, during 
transport or in court for any reason? Provided with necessary medical services?) 
 
54) How would you describe your overall experience in jail?  




o Did you feel safe? What made you feel safe? What made you feel unsafe? 
o Was there anything helpful? (Prompts: any educational or other programs, 
counselors, healthcare) 
o What was the one hardest thing about being locked up?  
o How could you make a complaint if you were treated unfairly while in jail? 
 
55) What impact did being in jail have on your life? Did anything change for you? (Prompts: life 
overall, family, friends, employment, emotional well-being, financial situation) 
→ Follow up: 
o Has anything helped you move forward past your jail experience (e.g., family, staff, a 
visit, a book, meditation, services, etc.)? 
 
56) Do you think that being in jail can prevent people from committing crimes? Why/Why not? 
What might be a better alternative?  
 
** REASSURE, DEBRIEF/CHECK IN WITH PARTICIPANT, THANK THEM FOR 




57) How many times have you gone to prison anywhere in the country? __________________ 
 
58) Which prisons have you ever been in? ________________________ 
 
59) The last time you were in prison: 
o How far was it from where you lived? _____________________________ 
o When was this? ____________________ 
o How long were you in prison for? ___________________________ 
o What had you been convicted of? ___________________________ 
 
60) Thinking about this last time you were in prison, can you walk me through what a typical day 
and night was like for you? What did you do from when you woke up, until you went to bed? 
(Probes: What was the first thing you did when you got up? How did you pass time during 
the day? Did you have the opportunity to do any activities or classes?) 




o What was the physical space you stayed in like?  
o How many other people were in the cell with you? What were your interactions with 
them like? 
o Were you offered any medical or mental health services? 
o Were you able to communicate with people outside of prison when you wanted to? 
 
61) What were some of the rules you had to follow while in prison? 
→ Follow up: 
o How did you learn about those rules? 
o Did you know what the consequences were for breaking them? 
o Were the rules always enforced? Were the rules enforced the same for everybody? 
What about the consequences for breaking them? Please explain. (Probes: Were they 
enforced more often for some groups of people, or were the consequences different 
for some groups of people? Did it depend on who was working that day?) 
o What rules did you think were unfair? Why?  
o Did anyone sanction you for breaking a rule in prison? If yes, can you tell me what 
happened? 
 
62) I want to ask you some questions about various people who worked at the prison. Again, 
thinking about the last time you were there, who were prison staff that you interacted with 
(e.g., wardens, correctional officers, administrative staff, health care, program, or education 
providers)?  
• Follow up 
o When would you interact with them, and how did they treat you? (Probes: For 
example, when would you interact with the guards? Were they respectful? In what 
ways did they show respect? In what ways did they disrespect you? Did they answer 
questions you had?) 
o How about the healthcare/program/education providers? How did they treat you? 
o Do you remember any prison staff? Was this person(s) similar or different to other 
prison staff? Why? (Prompts: treatment, specific experiences) 
 
For the next few questions, I’m going to ask you about some of the challenges you may have 
either seen or experienced while in prison. This will include some discussion about fights, 
harassment, self-harm, and solitary confinement. Please remember that you can stop at any time, 




63)  Do you remember seeing or hearing about: Check all that apply. 
◻ Serious verbal arguments  
◻ Physical fights 
◻ Sexual harassment 
◻ Self-harm (people hurting themselves) 
◻ Any other injury  ______________________________________ 
▪ If yes, how often would you estimate these occur (ask about each one)?  Generally 
who was involved (i.e., CO-inmate, inmate-inmate, inmate and other staff).     
• Follow up: 
o Did you experience any of these yourself? (Remind them of the options.) 
▪ If yes, can you think about the most memorable incident and tell me the story 
about what happened? (Prompts: Who was involved? Where did it happen? Why it 
start? What happened after? Did you tell anyone? What was the response of the 
staff or anyone else? Were there any consequences? If yes, for whom? Did you 
get the help you needed? If not, what would have been helpful? 
 
64) While you were in prison, did you know people who spent time in solitary confinement? If 
so, what were people usually sent there for? (Prompts: protective custody, assaulting a 
corrections officer, contraband, fighting) 
• Follow Up: 
o Did you ever have to go to solitary confinement?  
▪ If yes, can you describe what you were there for and what it was like for you to be 
there? (Prompts: For how long were you there? What did you do to pass time? 
Was it hard to be there? Why or why not? Did you need or get any services, such 
as healthcare, medication, or anything else?). 
 
65) IF FEMALE: While in prison, were you or any of the other women that you knew pregnant 
at the time?  
→ Follow up:  
o If yes, how were they/you treated? (Prompts: Ever shackled while in prison, during 
transport or in court for any reason? Provided with necessary medical services?) 
 




→ Follow up: 
o Did you feel safe? What made you feel safe? What made you feel unsafe? 
o Was there anything helpful? (Prompts: any educational or other programs, 
counselors, healthcare) 
o What was the one hardest thing about being locked up?  
o How could you make a complaint if you were treated unfairly while in jail? 
 
67) What impact did being in prison have on your life? Did anything change for you? (Prompts: 
life overall, family, friends, employment, emotional well-being, financial situation) 
→ Follow up: 
o Has anything helped you move forward past your prison experience (e.g., family, 
staff, a visit, a book, meditation, services, etc.)? 
 
68) Do you think that being in prison can prevent people from committing crimes? Why/Why 
not? What might be a better alternative?  
 
If PRISON AND JAIL, CONTINUE  
 
Thanks for sharing all of this information about your prison experience. Now I’m going to ask 
you to make a few comparisons between your prison and jail experiences.  
 
69) How many times have you gone to a local county jail in Newark? __________________ 
 
70) The last time you were in jail: 
o Which jail were you at? _____________________________ 
o When was this? ____________________________________ 
o How long were you there for? _________________________ 
o [If not previously mentioned] What were you charged with? ___________________ 
o What were you there for? (e.g., holding cell waiting for first court appearance, 
during your case, time served, post-conviction, awaiting transfer, violation, etc.) 
________________________________________ 
 
71) IF PRETRIAL DETENTION: Did you understand your bail options? Why/Why not?  
o Who communicated information about bail to you?  




o Was your case ultimately dismissed?  
o While you were in jail, were you kept aware of the status of your case? Were there 
any delays that kept you in jail longer than you thought you would be? What 
happened? 
 
72) You already walked me through what a typical day was like in Prison but can you tell what 
the days were like in jail? Was it any different? (Prompts: daily routine, number of people in 
cell, interactions with other inmates, facility characteristics/cleanliness/food, 
education/health services, etc.). 
 
73) Were the rules in prison and jail different? (Prompts: Which ones? How did you know? What 
about the consequences?)  
→ Follow up: 
o Were the rules and consequences enforced the same for everybody? (Enforced more 
often for some groups of people, different consequences for some groups, or more 
protection for some groups? Did it depend on who was working that day?) 
o Were any rules in jail unfair? Why?  
o Were you ever sanctioned for breaking a rule in jail? What happened? 
o How could you make a complaint if you were treated unfairly while in jail? 
 
74) Do you feel you were treated differently by the staff in the jails compared to the staff in 
prison? Can you give me an example? (Prompts: Better or worse, more or less respectful, 
more or less help)?  
→ Follow up: 
o How about the healthcare/program/education providers?  
 
75) You told me about some of the things you saw/experienced with regards to fights, self-harm, 
and solitary confinement in prison. I’d like to ask you about if and how this may have been 
different in the jails. While in jail, did you see or hear about any of the following? Check all 
that apply. 
◻ Serious verbal arguments  
◻ Physical fights  
◻ Sexual harassment  




◻ Self-harm (people hurting themselves)  
◻ Any other injury: ______________________________________ 
◻ Other: _________________________________________ 
▪ If yes, would this occur more frequently or less frequently in the jail, when 
compared to prison? 
• Follow up: 
o Did you experience any of these yourself? (Remind them of the options)  
▪ If yes, can you think about the most memorable incident and tell me the story 
about what happened? (Prompts: Who was involved? Where did it happen? 
Why it start? What happened after? Did you tell anyone? What was the 
response of the staff or anyone else? Were there any consequences? If yes, for 
whom? Did you get the help you needed? If not, what would have been 
helpful?) 
▪ Was this any different in the jail compared to prison?  
 
76) While in jail, did you spend any time in solitary confinement? If so, why were you put there, 
and for how long? Can you tell me was that like? Did it differ from solitary confinement in 
prison?) 
 
77) IF FEMALE: While in jail, were you or any of the other women that you knew pregnant at 
the time?  
→ Follow up:  
o If yes, how were they/you treated? (Prompts: Ever shackled while in jail, during 
transport or in court for any reason? Provided with necessary medical services?) 
 
78) How would you describe your overall experience in jail when compared to prison?  
→ Follow up: 
o Did you feel safer in jail or prison? What made you feel that way?  
o Was there anything more helpful in either jail or prison? (Prompts: any educational 
or other programs, counselors, healthcare) 
 
79) Did being in jail have a different impact on your life when compared to being prison? Why? 




financial situation; did anything helped you move past your jail experience--e.g., family, 
staff, a visit, a book, meditation, services, etc.) 
  
80) Do you think that being in jail or in prison can prevent people from committing crimes? 
Why/Why not? What might be a better alternative?  
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION 
The next few questions are about community supervision in the form of probation, parole or 
supervised release. 
81) Have you ever been on probation, parole or supervised release?    ☐ Yes  ☐ No 
 
IF NO, → Pg. 17 (CHANGE IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM) 
82) The last time you were on probation/parole/supervised release within the last 2 years: 
→ Follow up: 
o How long were you on supervision for? _____________________________ 
o How often did you have to meet with your parole/probation officer?  
o Was it easy to make these meetings? Why or why not? (Probes: How accessible was 
the location for you? How long did it take you to get there? Were the meetings at 
times that were convenient for you in terms of work, family responsibilities, childcare, 
etc.?)  
 
83) While you were on supervision, were you always aware of what your conditions were? Who 
communicated that information to you?  
→ Follow up: 
o Were you given the opportunity to ask questions about your conditions? Were they 
answered satisfactorily? 
o Were there consequences if you did not comply with your conditions? What where 
they? Were the consequences for violation appropriate? Why or why not? Can you 
give me an example? 
 
84) Tell me about your interactions with your parole/probation officer. In what ways did they 
show respect? In what ways did they show disrespect? 
→ Follow up: 
o Were they helpful to you (e.g., help with health, education, employment, training, 
other services you may have needed)? 
o Did they offer you any incentives or praise when you achieved a goal or did 




o Did they give you an opportunity to express concerns explain why you may not have 
met a condition (e.g. if you had to miss a reporting day)? 
o How could you make a complaint about your probation/parole officer if you were 
treated unfairly while under supervision?  
o Do you remember any specific officer(s)? Was this person(s) similar or different to 
other parole/probation officers? Why? (Prompts: treatment, specific experiences) 
 
CHANGE IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 
These are the last few questions that I have for you, and they just are about what changes you 
would like to see in the criminal justice system.  
 
85) If you were in a position where you had to improve the relationship between police and their 
community and make them more effective at their jobs, what would your recommendations 
be? (Prompts: more/less arrests, more/less community policing, better relationship between 
police and community) 
 
86) If you were in a position where you could help folks have fair experiences while going 
through the court system, what would your recommendations be? (Prompts: more/less severe 
dispositions, more/less severe sentencing, more/less plea bargaining/trial, affordable access 
to legal counsel, bail reform) 
 
87) If you were in a position to make change in the jail system, what would your 
recommendations be? (Prompts: more/less incarceration, more/less community 
corrections/alternative to sentencing options, better trained corrections staff, less crowded 
facilities, shorter stays) 
→ Follow up: 
o What could be done to treat people in jail more respectfully? To communicate better? 
o What about for those who are coming out of jail? 
 
88) If you were in a position to make change in the prison system, what would your 
recommendations be? 
 (Prompts: more/less incarceration, more/less community corrections/alternative to 
sentencing options, better trained corrections staff, less crowded facilities, shorter stays) 
→ Follow up: 
o What could be done to treat people who are there more respectfully? To communicate 
better? 





89) If you were in a position to make change with probation, parole, or supervised release, what 
would your recommendations be?(Prompts: more/less opportunity for community 
supervision, more/less community corrections/alternative to sentencing options, better 
trained staff, shorter supervision periods) 
→ Follow up: 
o What could be done to treat people under supervision more respectfully? To 
communicate better? 
 
90) In thinking about the police, the courts, the jails/prisons, probation/parole, is there any one of 
these that you feel are better or worse? Which one and why? 
 
*****That’s all the questions I have for you. Thank you so much for your time and for 
participating in this interview. Do you have any questions for me about the study or the final 
report? 
 
PROCEDURAL JUSTICE STUDY:  
INTERVIEW COMPLETION FORM 
 
1. Interview completed 
◻ Yes 
◻ No (if no, describe why) 
□ Language barrier 
□ Participant stopped 
□ Under the influence of alcohol/drugs 
□ Participant distressed 
□ Interview interrupted/privacy concerns 
□ Other (specify): _____________________________ 
 
2. Participant was recruited from 
◻ Bridges/St. John’s Church  
◻ Newark Reentry Services 
◻ Newarkers United Against Violence (NUAV)  







3. Age category of participant (calculate from what month/year they were born)   
         ______/____________ 
◻ 18 - 24 years 
◻ 25 - 35 years 
◻ 36 - 45 years 
◻ 46 - 55 years 
◻ 56+ years 
 
4. Race/ethnicity of participant (Check all that apply.) 
◻ White (e.g., German, Irish, English, Italian, Polish, French, etc.) 
◻ Hispanic, Latino or Spanish origin (e.g., Mexican, Puerto Rican, Dominican, 
Brazilian, Portuguese) 
◻ Black or African American (e.g., African American, Jamaican, Haitian, Nigerian) 
◻ Asian (e.g., Chinese, Filipino, Vietnamese, Korean, Japanese)  
◻ Indian (e.g. East Indian, South Indian, West Indian, Indo-Caribbean) 
◻ Native American or Alaska Native (e.g., Navajo Nation, Blackfeet Tribe, Mayan)  
◻ Middle Eastern or North African (e.g., Lebanese, Iranian, Egyptian, Syrian, 
Moroccan) 
◻ Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (e.g., Hawaiian, Samoan, Fijian, 
Marshallese)  
◻ Some other race, ethnicity or origin (Specify): ____________________________ 
 

















7. Participant’s history of arrest: (Check all that apply.) 
◻ A violent crime (e.g., assault, robbery, homicide, or domestic violence) 
◻ Carrying a gun, knife, or other weapon 
◻ A nonviolent property crime (e.g., burglary, theft, or larceny)  
◻ Unpaid tickets 
◻ Drug sales or possession 
◻ Other crimes: What were they? _____________________________________ 
8. Participant spent some time in jail/prison in the past 5 years 
◻ Yes, Jail: ____________________ 
• If yes, how long in days ___________ or months ___________ 
• If yes, for what reason(s): (Check all that apply.) 
◻ Holding cell before first court appearance 
◻ Pre-trial/Pre-disposition 
◻ Time Served 
◻ Convicted and sentenced to jail  
◻ Other (Specify):_________________ 
◻ Yes, Prison: ____________________  
• If yes, how long in months ___________ or years ___________ 
• If yes, for what reason(s): (Check all that apply.) 
◻ Convicted and sentenced to prison  




Notes about the interview: 
Please take a moment and record any non-verbal, situational details or observations about the 




APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES FROM RESPONDENTS 
 
 Theme Additional Text Examples 
B.1A Routines:  
Jail 
8NMB: “Oh, I hate it! There's mold in the showers. The stall people looking over there where you can't use the 
bathroom in peace. Getting up for this dumb morning meeting every day in the morning. Early in the morning 
you've got to get up every day for like morning meeting. Dealing with other people's funkiness, attitudes, this. 
Ugh, it's terrible.”  
Interviewer: “How did you get through it? What did you do to spend your days kind of things?” 
8NMB:  Working out. Studying for my GED. Doing some of their groups that they got there. Talking to some of 
the case workers. The case counselors, they're good people. They were good people. Talking to them actually, 
some of them keep you focused while you're in there, because if you don't have something to do…[crosstalk]. 
They have life skills, re-entry, what it called? It's like father skills, teaching you father skills. They have Tai-Chi.  
Interviewer: This is how you kind of spent your day, occupied your time? 
8NMB:  Yeah, you got to. Working, you got to do like work, do some jobs in there. Cleaning up, maintenance, 
buffing floors, stuff like that. Cooking in the kitchen. You got to have a set something to occupy your time. That's 
about it. 
 
Interviewer:  So you wake up, how do you pass the time? What is your routine? 
2NM2: I wake up, I had a lot of commissary. I would eat, work out. That is what I was doing, I would work out, 
play basketball, do stuff to get my mind off of things. Play cards. Be on the phone. 
Interviewer: Right. Would you be able to go outside? 
2NM2:  No. The only time you go outside is when you are getting ... like if you are leaving the building for 
anything like going to court, or going to the main hospital or you are going to prison or something like that, it is 
the only time you leave the building. As far as going outside to play basketball, you are inside. It is like one little 
window you can see outside which is nice. 
Interviewer: You did things to pass the time, eat ... 
2NM2:  Shower. Watch TV. 
Interviewer: Was there a common area at all or were you locked up? 
2NM2:  It is just a REC. You get rec, it is called rec. You come outside, you either take a shower, you get two 
recs a day for like a good little hour.  
Interviewer: That makes more sense. 
2NM2:  There is a bottom tier and a top tier. You do not come out together, so they split it between top and 
bottom. First comes out one rec, the second comes out another rec. You get morning, you get afternoon. It was 
like that. 
 
Interviewer: What were some of the things that you would do to pass the time? 
2CFW:  Sleep. Try to sleep as much as possible. That's everyone's goal. Read books, watch TV. My favorite is 
just walking in circles around the tables in the middle of the pod. Just walking and walking and walking because 
my anxiety is so high and there's nowhere to go. You just walk in circles. We drink coffee, we braid hair, we play 
cards. 
Interviewer: You said something that made me want to ask something. You said you sleep as much as possible. 
That means they don't wake you up at a certain time and make you go to bed at a certain time? 
2CFW:  No, if I'm not mistaken, if I remember correctly, that is how it is technically supposed to be. Every 
morning at six o'clock, six thirty, we have to stand on our dot. There's a dot by your bed. Everybody has to stand 
for head count. The new shift is coming on. Everyone has to stand and hold up their arm band, which is their 
identification and be counted at which point you can lay back down and then breakfast comes. You have to get up 
for meals. They do not make us roll our mats up and stay up. I think they don't make us do that because there 
would be a lot more fights. I don't foresee that being a benefit for the COs. They allow us to sleep. What you get is 
a lot of depression. A lot of just negative thoughts. 
B.1B Routines: 
Jail 
Interviewer: This is silly, but what was your routine kind of like? What did you do or not do while you were 
there? 
6CMB: Looked out the little window we had. 
Interviewer: Did you do any activities while you were there? 
6CMB: The bullet was still in my leg actually when I was there. I tried to hoop, work out a little bit, but you 
really couldn't do so much work out there because we didn't have weights and stuff like that. It's county jail, it's 
not prison. We didn't really have that much time to play basketball. The basketball there is not really basketball. 
You turn around and be fighting. I really was trying to just chill. 
 
17NMB: “You don't do nothing. Ain't no structure. You just in your cell, out your cell. They don't have any 
programs there as far as high school. It's just, either you going to do laundry, you going to work on the tier, clean 
up the tier, or you going to work in the kitchen, or like I said, any little type of odd jobs. Other than that, it's 
nothing.” 
 
Interviewer: What were the typical day there in jail, would you say? 
4NFB:  I slept, so I don't know. If I didn't have a book, I was sleeping. 
Interviewer: They [correctional officers] didn't wake you up, or make you come do anything? 






10NMB:  Yeah. It's definitely different because in jail, you don't go anywhere. In jail, you stay in a room. You 
stay in a room, or you come out to a day room. Down in prison, you've got a yard. You get to come outside and go 
to a big yard. Like that, you get to go outside and get some air. At the county jail, they don't have all that. 
 
Interviewer: So what kind of routine did you settle into? 
3CMB:  Getting up in the morning. I had to. Got involved with the school program because I wanted to go to 
college. Got involved with the boxing program. I knew so many people in the institution, that also helped my 
confidence and just engaging. Up, go to work, come back, go to recreation, go get you something to eat, go to 
your cell. You got a television there. Watch a program. May read a little bit, and the routine is almost daily. 
 
Interviewer: So what's a typical day in prison? Was it different than jail, different pace, different structure? How 
did you pass the time?  
1NM?:  In prison you move around by yourself most of the time. The county monitored most of the time. 
Wherever you go, if it ain't a guard with you, it was a camera with you. In prison you don't be watched like that. 
They let you have more freedom. Basically, they know you're in prison, they know you did a crime and they ain't 
judging you off that. You're just here to do your time, where in the county, it's different. In the county you ain't get 





Interviewer: What about, where there other health care program providers? Anyone that helps out in Essex 
County? 
5NMB:  Well they got healthcare but it takes it a little bit longer to get to it.  
Interviewer: Right. 
5NMB:  It's not as good as prison.  
Interviewer: It's not as good as prison. Why do you think that is? 
5NMB:  You got like four doctors with just as many people in Essex County every year. 
 
Interviewer: Now, the medical and mental health services, anything like that easier in prison, like better?  
1NM?:  Definitely. I've seen people go to prison to get their hole ... come back out with a whole grille [teeth]. 
Like go in there with no teeth and come out with-  
Interviewer: So the medical treatment's good.  
1NM?:  Excellent.  
 
Interviewer: Yeah. Were you offered medical and mental health services there? 
12NMB:  Yeah, you get that, because I don't need mental health. I just [inaudible]. 
Interviewer: Okay, sounds good. Did you have any experiences compared to your back experience, then? Were 
they listening to you more so in prison? 
12NMB:  No, you got to fight like hell. I had to threaten to take legal action if they didn't ... 
Interviewer: Look at your back? 
12NMB:  Yeah.  
Interviewer: They finally did? You said, after years, right? 
12NMB:  Yeah, after years, they got me a CAT scan, yep. 
Interviewer: Right, okay. All right. Any other staff, like social service staff, medical staff, that had lasting 
impressions on you? 
12NMB:  Down there, even the civilians [staff who are non correctional officers] talk to you crazy because they 
know if you say something to them or look at them wrong, the officers going to beat the shit out of you.  
 
Interviewer: Yeah, when you first arrive. Okay. Were you offered any medical or mental health services? 
13NMB:  Yes.  
Interviewer: Did you take them up on that? 
13NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer: You went to intake? 
13NMB:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: Anything else? 
13NMB:  No, because without my medication I can't even sleep at night. I told you I got shot 10 times. It hurting 
all over my back, everything. 
Interviewer: Yeah, okay. Did you feel like the medical professionals took your needs into account? 





Interviewer: How would you describe your overall experience in jail? Was there anything that you liked? 
2NMW:  That's a silly question, it was too long, it was short but it was still too long. 
Interviewer: What was the hardest thing about being locked up in Essex? 
2NMW:  Lights 24 hours, I'm used to sleeping in the dark.  
 
Interviewer: What was the hardest thing about being in jail? 
7CMB:  Looking outside. Not really, because you couldn't even really look outside or nothing. Just not knowing 
what time it was. That was the only problem. 
7CMB:  You're really not allowed to do much. For the most part, you're sitting in a cell all day with the door shut. 
Interviewer: What's that cell like? 
7CMB:  Disgusting. 
Interviewer: Yeah? 
7CMB:  Yeah. You got food stuck on walls because it's up to that person sitting in that jail cell to clean it. Now, 




Interviewer: That's sick. 
7CMB:  Then it's not occupied for three, four months. Who's gonna clean it? 
Interviewer: Right.  
7CMB:  They're not gonna clean it. They don't care.  
 
Interviewer: What were the conditions like? 
6CMB:  A lot of people going back and forth to the infirmary. Talking about boils, bumps, stuff, people getting 
bit. 
Interviewer: Like bed bugs? 
6CMB:  Yeah, like bugs. All types of just people catching rashes. You really had to literally be clean.  
 
5NFB:  Yeah, she was like, "I can't be running this every minute like that." The way they talk. They treat you like 
I said, like a cold killer. You know like I was really, it was freezing in there. I had like 3 blankets. It still wasn't 
enough.  
Interviewer: Still wasn't enough.  






1CM?:  They bring you a lunch which is a sandwich with some type of meat on it. You don't even know what it 
is. They call it sweat meat.  
Interviewer: Sweat meat? 
1CM?:  Yeah, it's horrible. 
Interviewer: That does not sound good.  
 
3NM?:  The food is deplorable. The new system they have the vendor, the food is wrong. Meat you do not get, 
what you get is smashed up vegetables, cut, diced. You don't get whole vegetables, everything is chopped. Meat is 
not meat it's that pink slime, I believed they called it, which was supposed to have been banned. They have ground 
turkey dust, it's not meat. It's dust. With water it swells up a little bit but it's not meat. You get chicken on one day 
or you might get patties which that meat is ... The smoosh meat is processed together, it's still the same exact 
meat. It's not meat.  
Interviewer: It's not. 
3NM?:  It's turkey dust. 
 
Interviewer: Tell me about what a typical day is like in jail. 
8CMB:  I don't know. I just usually sleep. While I'm out here, I'm running around a lot, so when I get in there I 
just sleep. I don't know. Wake up, eat slop. 
Interviewer: What's slop? 
8CMB:  It's just food that they throw together. Baloney that sweats. I don't know. I don't eat everything, but it is 
not good. There's been fights I've seen. Stealing commissary. It's been good and bad days. I really just stick to 
myself.  
 
Interviewer: Anything about the process that was frustrating? 
5CMB: No, just being in the county jail and I wanted out. I wanted to go to North Coast, where they feed you 
better and I could relax my mind. It was just frustrating just being there, just being detained there for a little while. 
I just needed to get away. The food was disgusting. That was frustrating. I just needed to get out the county. My 
lawyer did that. I got to North Coast and I stayed there for like, a year. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Can you tell me a little bit about what it was like to be there? What was the routine like? 
What was the facility like? 
3CFB:  Oh god, girl. The food was shitty, staff was shitty, the routine was shitty. That's all I can say. I'm serious. 
 
1CF?:  Again, our food is horrible. We starve. If it wasn't for commissary, we would starve. Truly starve. We 
only get clean clothes twice a week. They treat us literally like dogs.  
 
Interviewer: Can you tell me a little bit about what the experience being in the jail here is like? 
4CFB:  Being in the county is the worst. The food is terrible. They treat you like shit. You know what I can't 
really- 
 
Interviewer: Right so you think that the inmates know, like yourself, which one are the good guards and which 
one are the ... ? 
2NFB:  Yeah because, you know what, when you're in there, whether you want to or not, you become a family.  
Interviewer: You're forced to be, kind of? 
2NFB:  You're forced to be. We've got to stick together because we know that they're there to do their job and 
we're here to be the inmates. If you're kissing their butt, you're making it hard for us and can't stick together and 
they come there and deliver us some slop, knowing that this stuff that they would not eat this, why should we eat 
it. Send it back down to the kitchen because we have rights. When we come in there, we become their property. 
They can't just treat us any type of way. Only how they could treat us any type of way, if we allow them to. 
 
Interviewer: You were describing ... Can you tell me about the food? You said you were ... it was terrible.  
14NMB:  The portion was like a child's portion. I could count maybe nine string beans on my plate one day. Then 




know me. Once or twice I think they may have given me an extra slice of bread, but the food was just not to be 
believed.  
Interviewer: The food was terrible, yeah. Yeah. What about, you know ... Sorry, I was getting distracted. You 
were telling me about the rules, no fighting. Were there consequences for breaking the rules? 
Interviewer: Okay. How do you describe your overall experience? What was the hardest thing about it? 
14NMB:  The food, I think. Really the food.  
Interviewer: Food they served? 
14NMB:  Then being in the cell twenty three hours 
 
3CFW:  I thought it was cool.  
Interviewer: Tell me more because I've never heard that reaction.  
3CFW:  No, they had cake. They had this cornbread with blueberries in it. That was so good. They had like 2 
things of bread in that tray every time, like cake, something. It was all right, it wasn't as bad as I heard about 
Cuyahoga jails.  
Interviewer: Yeah. That's why I'm saying I've never heard that reaction. I'm like oh it was all right. I'm used to, 
"Oh my God, it's terrible."  







Interviewer: Okay. What about in the jail system? What changes would you like to see made? 
10CMB:  I would like to see them ... You already locked up. People is locked up. I would like to see certain 
people's better food. 
Interviewer: Better food. What's the food like? 
10CMB:  Disgusting.  
Interviewer: Do you get a variety of meals or is it kind of the same thing? 
10CMB:  Kind of the same thing. 
Interviewer: What's that same thing? What are you picturing in your head right now that you ate way too much 
there? Or got served? 
10CMB:  Stuff like ... Be like ... In jail they call it slop. It be like shredded chicken with like noodles and stuff 
like that, in it was like, it looked like juice, like water or something.  
Interviewer: Any other changes to the jail system? 
10CMB:  No. 
Interviewer: Is food the main one? 
10CMB:  Uh-huh (affirmative). 
 
Interviewer: And the jails?  
2CMW:  The jails ... They need to build a new one. They need to let you get some fresh air a little bit. There's 
people in there for traffic tickets that got to deal with that. They need to like make one man cells one man cells, 
not throw somebody on the floor. Basically, when I first got in ... When they first took me in the pod from intake, 
there was no mattress to put on the floor, so the CO wouldn't give me a mat. He waited all day until night, and he 
comes with a mat that's got no stuffing in it. Somebody pulled all the stuffing out, so now I got to lay on a piece of 
... Just to cover the floor. There's no padding in it. I got into a confrontation with him, and he told me, "You don't 
like it, you up to the 10th floor and go to the hole." Threatened me with that, eating bologna sandwiches, because 
you eat bologna and carrots. That's all you get.   
 
Interviewer: What do the jails need to do to improve? 
6CMB:  They need to clean out. 
Interviewer: Physically? 
6CMB:  Physically, and sanitize. The whole thing cleaned out. 
 
Interviewer: What changes would you like to see in the jail system? 
11CMB:  Quality of ... They ain't nothing but plantations anyway, so ... Education, quality of food, health- not 
healthiness, but ... cleanliness, you know.  
 
Interviewer: What changes would you like to see in the jail system? 
3CMW:  I don't know. It all depends if you have money. Like if you got money for commissary, you get TV's, 
headphones, food. I know people that worked in the kitchen, they ate good because they were in there. Better 
cleaning. If they would clean up. When I was there, they had bed bugs, roaches. It was nasty. It was just, I don't 
know. It all depends on money. If you had commissary you ate good, you live good. You could trade food and ... 







2CM?: You get up in the morning, you’re let in and out of the dorm, fed garbage that dogs wouldn’t eat. They try 
to kill you, not rehabilitate you.  
 
2NFB: Lifers are fun because they know they're already going to be there for life. They're already settled in 
because they've got murder wraps, most of them was murderous. They didn't scare me, it was nothing like that it 
was really cool because they had TVs and they eat the stingers, I mean they would bring back stuff from the 
kitchen, they get privileges. 
Interviewer: They get privileges?  
2NFB: They don't get them but they just take them because they don't care. They don't have nothing to lose so it's 
like they don't even care. I ate good in there, I ate stroganoff, stuff that you wouldn't even think that they could 




Interviewer: You're saying the stinger, you're talking about they would take the cord, the electrical cords? 
2NFB: With the water, with the salt and stuff like that to cook. They was cooking and a load of guards knew 
because you could smell it. I'm talking stuff, the chicken, the seasoning, you could smell that stuff and they're 
lifers so I know that they just pulled a blind eye.  
 
2CFW: Everybody hustles. What I mean by, "Hustles," is if you braid hair, you can get a [inaudible] for it. If you 
can draw on envelopes [inaudible] you can get a bag of coffee for it, or whatever. We have girls in the chow hall 
shoving bags of ...These are girls who have popped out of Admission, sliding bags of coffee to the girls in 
Admissions saying, "Look, it's already bagged up, I want you to get rid of all this. I want you to bring me all the 
envelopes. You can have this much coffee for free or keep this many envelopes just for selling it for me." If you 
can bring your peanut butter packs, I think they changed this. They're giving them scoops now but we had packs 
of peanut butter. If you can bring those packets worth an envelope and envelopes are money. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Was there anything that you like about prison? 
4CMW: Yeah, some of their food. 
Interviewer: Like what? 
4CMW: They'll have like pizza. Sometimes they'll have Italian sausages. Stuff like that. Polish boys. 
 
1NMW:  I mean, for me to say the food should be better is like you didn't come to prison to eat well. You 
shouldn't have came to prison in the first place. I mean, that's one of the reasons why I'm not going back to prison. 
If there was good food in prison, I mean, people would be more willing to go back because it's a bust for them, so 
I understand that. For a person that already wants to change, that's kind of like ahh. I also acknowledge that slaves 
weren't eating well. They didn't eat at all sometimes, and someone always has it better than me, always have it 
worse than somebody else, but just education, just training, the people, do their job better, constantly, and when 
they don't do their job, there has to be effects of those causes that they make. There has to be consequences for 
those actions. It's that simple. It sounds that simple, at least. 
Interviewer: What about the conditions? 
1NMW:  As far as? 
Interviewer: Like the physical conditions of the places. 
1NMW:  Like I said, the food is very, very bad, very bad for you. The things on canteen are very bad for you. A 
lot of people come out of prison really overweight, but it's not because they're eating well. It's because they were 
eating very bad. People get depressed, so they eat more. You don't move at all, so you're sitting around all day, 
you become very idle. There was heat. Sometimes the showers were so cold, like really ice cold, so showers 
would definitely be a stroke sometimes. When I was on the compound, the showers were cold for six months and 
it's like, you know what, I'm not taking a shower unless I work out, which is every other day, so that's just how it 
is, because that shower's too cold. It's too cold! 
Interviewer: Yeah, yeah, I have never taken a cold shower like that in my life so … 
1NMW:  It was a bunch of times though. You could try to understand where I'm coming from. 
Interviewer: Yeah. 
1NMW:  Yeah, food, I'm telling you. I know for a fact that it does something to you, emotionally and stuff like 
that. Your mood, your energy, your ability to stay focused, all that. 
 




Outside of Jail 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside of jail? 
15NMB:  You've got to have minutes on your phone. You've got to have a phone, set up calls. It's so much. 
 
Interviewer: Are you able to communicate with people outside if you want? 
3NM?:  Yeah, you can do that if you have money in your account or you have the money on your phones to call. 
Other than that, no you have nothing. 
Interviewer: You have to have the money or otherwise. 
3NM?:  Sometimes you might see this, they do a thing twice a month where they give you a stamped envelope. 
 
Interviewer: Did you get to call home or talk with anybody? 
1CWM:  Yeah. But the phones are crap and they cut off. A lot of the time, you're spending money every time you 
connect. What happens is, is you'll connect and in about two minutes into the conversation (crack). 
Interviewer: It quits and then you have to pay again. 
1CWM:  Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
 
1NM?:  You need that time to check on your family, see how they're doing, maybe wash up because during that 
hour if you're going to get on that phone or you're going to get in that shower. Which one? You choose one, you're 
going to be dirty ass [crosstalk] 
Interviewer: Or talk to your family- 
1NM?:  You're going to go on the phone or you're going to miss what's happening on the street, and you're going 
to get in that shower.  
 
4NFB:  You only come out one hour to shower, and use the phone, and in most of the time, people can't use the 
phone, because people don't have the money on they- it's just crazy. I just come out of the shower, and I'm right 
back in. There ain't no need for me come out here. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside of the jail? 




Interviewer: How often were you allowed to do that? 
4NFB:   You were able to use the phone once a day. 
Interviewer: Okay. Did you have a time limit on the phone? 
4NFB:  Yeah. I think they were like 15 minutes. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside the jail? 
10CMB:  Yeah, I was in touch with my family. 
Interviewer: What's that like? Is there like certain hours? 
10CMB: Yeah, you could communicate with them from like 7 to 10 at night. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to talk with anybody while you were there? Any family or phone calls? 
6CMB:  Yeah, I mean the phone stayed loaded. I can say that my girlfriend, she came through.  
Interviewer: Nice. 
6CMB:  My phone stayed loaded.  
 
Interviewer: What about your ability to communicate with people outside? Were you able to communicate with 
people outside the jail, and stuff when you needed to? 
4NFB:  Of course, my boyfriend kept money on the phone. He's still got money left on the phone. His son is 
locked up now, so I guess he's using it for his son, and his son call the house phone. 
 
Interviewer: You could talk to people only through visits, phone if you have money and letters. Did you write 
letters at all or get any letters. 
5NM?:  No. 
Interviewer: Your fiancé?  
5NM?:  She'll write letters but I won't. 
Interviewer: Why not, you had time. What were you doing? 
5NM?:  I'm not the type of person to write a letter. 
Interviewer: But the visits were good. They helped. 
5NM?:  Yeah. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside of jail when you needed to? 
7NMB:  Yeah, but I stayed away from my family. I didn't want them to come see me. I just wanted to do my time. 
I didn't want nobody to see me like that.  
 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside of jail when you were in there? 
2CF?:  Yeah. I didn't want to, though. I just wanted to come home, because I didn't want to hear a thing about my 
baby. I tried to blank everything out, tried not to think about it until I went to court. 
Interviewer: Sure, that must have been so hard. How would communicate with people if you wanted to, by 
phone? 
2CF?:  Yeah, on the phone. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to get visits with friends and family outside of jail at all? Anything like that? 
16NMB:  I ain't want nobody to come visit me. I said, "Nah, don't nobody gonna come visit me." 
Interviewer: Okay. Did you have phone calls? 
16NMB:  Yeah, I had gotten phone calls. They let you get phone calls after like a week or something like that. I 
had money put on my phone. We had a phone in the room. 
 
7NMB: The main thing they were worried about, cellphones. You can get a cell phone and that's considered as 
contraband. You get a cellphone in there man, you can call anybody on the outside, mostly women, have them 
sneak whatever you need in the prisons. If you got caught with a cellphone that was a street charge.  
Interviewer: Oh, wow. 
7NMB: A street charge might add another year, six months. It all depends on how the warden feel and the judge. 
Interviewer: Okay, so a street charge is something that you obtain while in jail? 
7NMB: Yes. 
 






Interviewer: Then, were you able to communicate with people outside of prison when you wanted to? 
12NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative).  
Interviewer: What about phone calls and visits, anything? That was open? 
12NMB: We got a JPay machine now, a kiosk, where you can enter that, send emails and stuff. 
Interviewer: All right. You said you have to pay for that? 
12NMB: Yeah, you got to pay for that.  
 
Interviewer: When you were in prison could you communicate with people outside?  
3NMB:  Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer:  How could you do that?  
3NMB:  Phone, letters. 
Interviewer:  Okay. And did you do that? Who would you- 
3NMB:  My mother, at the time my girlfriend was just my girlfriend, so I would just call her...Call my mother, 
my grandmother.  




3NMB:  Yeah.  
 
4NFB:  My cottage. It's- oh my God, it's a big difference. Your family could come, and see you, your kids could 
come, and see you on their own. The kids, they come pick the kids up, and bring the kids down, and bring the kids 
back. It's a big difference, it's a big difference. You can move around, you could outside when you want to go 
outside, just can't leave off the campus. It look like a campus, because there's no gates. There's no gates, it's right 
next to the highway. One girl walked off. From A cottage, she walked off the highway. 
Interviewer: Really? What prison was this? 
4NFB:  Clinton. She had walked off, went home, got high, and three days later got caught standing on the corner. 
 
Interviewer: Were you able to communicate with people outside of prison when you wanted to? 
15NMB:  Outside? I didn't really talk to nobody. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Were you able to communicate with family, friends outside of prison? 
5NMB: Yeah. You write letters.  
Interviewer: Write letters. Okay. How often? 
5NMB: As many as you want. 
Interviewer: As many as you want. Were folks able to come visit at all? 
5NMB: I don't get visits because I don't have family that is close. If you want visits you can get them, yeah. 
 
2NFB:  You know what, prison impacted my life because I wasn't able to write, I was able to write but I wouldn't 
because I didn't want my Daughter or my Son to know that I was there. It was embarrassing. 
Interviewer: If you don't mind me asking, they never came to visit you? 
2NFB:  No, I never, in 26 months I never had a visit, not one. Not one visit, I never even got a phone call.  
Interviewer: Okay. 
2NFB:  I did letters and people sent me cards and stuff like that and sent money.  
 
1NMB:  Being away from my loved ones, that's the most important thing because I'm not there. There's birthdays, 
family reunions, cousins graduations, family members having babies, not being there to see my little sibling or my 
little cousins or my nephews and nieces, not there. 
Interviewer: Did you get to talk to people that you wanted to while in there. 
1NMB:  Nah, absolutely not because I didn't want them ... I figure I put myself in this predicament, so I'm gonna 
have to do this by myself. If they had an opinion on the situation, they warned, you need to stop.  
Interviewer:  Who, your family? 
1NMB:  Yeah, and I wish they ... I want to call them, and then I just stay away from it and do my time because I 
don't want to hear I told you so's.  
 
4CMB:  I got sent way down to Belmont. I cannot understand why when I had three prisons around me, Lorain  
Interviewer: Grafton.  
4CMB:  And Lake Erie.  
Interviewer: Yes.  
4CMB:  But they said I guess it's like wherever they have the room for you, but I tried to put in a transfer to go 
back up north to Grafton, but I kept on hearing things like it was bad there, but I'm still trying to get back there. I 
told you my case manager didn't like me, and he kept on throwing away my letters when they come. It doesn't take 
two weeks for a letter to come. I kept on saying it's like two weeks, and no letters come. I had my mother, who 
really is for hardship ... My mother is getting older, and she cannot really travel. It was strange. I'm trying to get 
my ... My case manager kept on saying that my letters never came, so he was throwing them away. The third time, 
I had my mother write one to the inspector who signs off on my case manager has to get approval from the 
inspector, who signs off on the inspector. I had my mother write one to him and to the case manager, and I would 
assume that the inspector did call my case manager and tell him to approve it so that I could go, but my case 
manager kept on saying day after day that the letter was never there. He decided one day to put this letter on my 
bed when he was about to leave. I came in from school. I was taking a CDL course, the written CDL course. I 
came in, I saw the letter on my bed, and I picked it up. It said approval transfer granted, and I looked, and I 
opened it up. It said to NCCI. I went to him just that quick as he was about to walk out the door, and I said, "This 




Interviewer: Did that happen to you? Did you get sent to lock up? 
8NMB:  I went to lock up for 30 days.. 
Interviewer: Can you tell me what happened in that time, were you in a fight? Or did something happen to you? 
8NMB:  Possession of drugs. 
Interviewer: Got it, okay. 
8NMB:  There's a lot of drugs in those facilities. That's why I don't understand they have the facilities to help you 
get off drugs and it's flooded with drugs. 
Interviewer: Yeah, absolutely. How do you spend your time in lock up? 
8NMB:  Just doing push-ups and trying to read. I was reading like novels, just regular different novels. Then I had 
to rotate my food schedule. I had to change my food schedule. I would eat my breakfast for lunch, my lunch I 
would save until later, and I would eat both my lunch and dinner at night so I wouldn't go hungry. 
Interviewer: Why did you have to do that? So they give you so little? 
8NMB:  Yeah, in the hole they give you so little. You eat so early. By the time you eat, you back hungry. You're 
starving. So you're like in the bed just curled up. Then you can't talk to your family. You only get to come out for 




Interviewer: Dang, every other day. That's messed up. You were saying you wrote as well? You're a writer? 
8NMB:  You're supposed to write but they ain't giving you no materials to write though. They only say if you ain't 
writing to your lawyer you can't write nobody. So you can't write your family in there. Your family can write you, 
but you can't send them no letter back. So you used to try to make envelopes out of paper. 
 
Interviewer: Did you ever go into solitary confinement? 
1CM?:  I was in solitary confinement a couple times. 
Interviewer: Yeah? Is there anything you want to say about that or what you think about that? 
1CM?: I mean, solitary confinement really is horrible. You know what I mean? Like, you in the cell by yourself 
23 hours a day. You only get out for a shower. The food is worse.  
Interviewer: They let you out once a day to shower? 
1CM?:  Mm-hmm (affirmative). That's about it. Just locked down the whole day in one cell, by yourself. No TV, 
no nothing. You eat 3 times a day but it's like it's less food. 
Interviewer: Less food than you normally would get? 
1CM?:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: How long does that typically last? 
1CM?:  Like a week mostly. You stay in the hole for about a week for a fight, depending on how serious it was.  
Interviewer: How did that experience ... Did that experience affect you or shape you at all? 
1CM?:  It messes with your head a little bit, depending on how long you're in there.  
 
 
3CFW: I got put in seg for the first 3 days.  
Interviewer: Because?  
3CFW: I told them I didn't want to be in general population because I was mad because I was in jail because of a 
dude, so I probably was gonna fight somebody.  
Interviewer: Self-care? 
3CFW: Yeah. There's this big box with 2 cells in it and there's another person in there. This lady shook, I thought 
she was gonna tweak out on me. I'm keeping my distance, at the same time I'm just like ... We had our own little 
TV in there. It was nice.  
 
Interviewer: Did you ever spend any time in solitary? 
1NM2: Yeah, I spent like three months in solitary before. 
Interviewer: Three months? 
1NM2: Yeah, when I did that four months, I spent three months in solitary. 
Interviewer: Three of those months were in solitary? 
1NM2: Yeah, because I was fighting. 
Interviewer: Three months straight, or you just would get out and have to go back? 
1NM2: No, three months straight, they had me in solitary. I was okay with that, though. That’s probably why I 
never got out of solitary, because they knew I was all right with that shit. 
Interviewer: You were all right with the box. 
1NM2:  I was okay with solitary. 
Interviewer: Why? 
1NM2:  I don’t like being around a whole bunch of ni***s all day. I wanted to be in my own cell, let me just chill. 
I know I’m not going to be in here long. I know I’m going to pop bail after a while, or I know this shit’s going to 
get thrown out or something. 
Interviewer: You don’t want to be in solitary for … How’s a typical day in solitary? You’re almost locked in that 
cell the entire day, right? 
1NM2:  Yeah, you only get an hour out, that’s it. You only get an hour out of that shit. 
Interviewer: That didn’t have any … You were okay with it? 
1NM2:  Yeah, I was all right with it, because it’s just … It beats being around niggers and having to watch them 
all day. It’s all you’re doing in there. You’re sitting at a table, and you’re just looking around. 
Interviewer: Trying to make sure you’re keeping yourself safe. 
1NM2:  Making sure a knife’s not coming out of the other side of your neck, that’s all. You’re just making sure 
… It’s like honestly being down state, I’ve never been down there before and I don’t want to go down there, 
because I know if I go down state I’m not coming home. I’m going to be wild. I’m going to be just going bonkers. 
I’m putting niggers out all over the place all the time and shit, because it’s fucked up out there. 
Interviewer: You do that in order to protect yourself or establish yourself? 
1NM2:  Yeah, but it’s just like out here it’s a little bit more calmer. I honestly say that, because the county system 
is a little bit more calm than the state system. The county system is also fucked up too, because you’ve got your 
average here, sorry to say it, but I had a friend that did go to jail and got his ass raped. “What happened?” Nasty 
niggers in there, man. You’ve got all types of people in there, and the COs don’t do nothing about it. 
 
Interviewer: You just kept away. You said you were written up for that fight. What was the consequences. 
5NM?:  30 days in lock up. 
Interviewer: Can you tell me about what it was like being in lockup. You said you were there for 30 days for 
fighting. What was lockup like. 
5NM?:  You're in a cell by yourself. 
Interviewer: Can you come out at all? 
5NM?:  No.  




5NM?:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: You're in that for 30 days all day long. Can you get visits. 
5NM?:  No. 
Interviewer: Was the food any different. 
5NM?:  No. 
Interviewer: Did you get less food or same. 
5NM?:  Same. 
Interviewer: What did you do when you were in there.  
5NM?:  I would either read a book or sleep. 
Interviewer: What was that like being in this box for ... 
5NM?:  Sucks. 
Interviewer: 30 days. Did you talk to people through the door? 
5NM?:  No. To me isolation is [inaudible]. I would stay away, it would be better for me to stay away from people 
anyway.  
Interviewer: Was it hard to be in there then? 
5NM?:  Somewhat. 
Interviewer: It was hard to be in that space. 
5NM?:  It was hard to be away from my family. 
Interviewer: In solitary confinement it was not that hard for you. Was it harder to be in the dorm than in solitary 
confinement? 
5NM?:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: But solitary confinement still is boring. 
5NM?:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: You got books. Did you get any medical services while you were in there. Did you get medication 
and all that. 
5NM?:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: You were on medication while in solitary. 





9NMB:  Trenton is 23/1. 
Interviewer: 23 hours lock down. 
9NMB:  Yeah, 1 hour out. 
Interviewer: Is that solitary or is it - 
9NMB:  That's what they call act-seg.  
Interviewer: What's that? 
9NMB:  That's jail within a jail. 
Interviewer: Got it. A jail within a jail. What was like for you? 
9NMB:  Bad. 
Interviewer: It was bad. 
9NMB:  You had a cell by yourself, no toilet, just a hole in the floor and what they do in Trenton Act Seg except 
for the weekends, they take your mattress at 6:00 and you got to sit on that concrete floor. 
Interviewer: Gees 
9NMB:  Yeah, take your mattress. 
Interviewer: Mm-hm (affirmative). Wow.  
9NMB:  Like I say they don't do it in a regular, when you're in a regular on your ... What they call tiers. They 
don't do it there but [inaudible] it's punishment. 
Interviewer: Right, that was your punishment for both of you for fighting. What did you do to pass time, how did 
you get through that? 
9NMB:  You just sitting in there listening to other inmates talking and stuff. One thing, good thing about that is 
that you can talk to right next door to you or the one cross the hall from you like that. That's all you do is sit and ... 
I used to just sit back and do some listening and imagining what they was going through and stuff like that. 
 
Interviewer: You said, that it was tough because you were in at a lockup a bunch. Can you explain how many 
times you had to go to solitary confinement? 
17NMB: Couple times. Inside, I was in lockup getting more charges because I was ... Once I get into one of my 
low modes, I just don't be caring no more. There ain't nothing worse that could happen to me in this predicament. 
I just keep doing something they get me mad.  
Interviewer: Yeah, understood.  
17NMB: Which I shouldn't have did anyway, but ... 
Interviewer: It's tough in the circumstance. If you didn't have your routine, sometimes maybe fall out of the 
routine and just get really angry about the circumstances, the unfairness, and the dangerous-ness really. The COs 
... yeah, understandable. Was that for fighting? 
17NMB:  Fighting.  
Interviewer: A couple times. 
17NMB:  Destroying property, state property. All that.  
 
1NMB:  I had to do 5 years [inaudible]. 
Interviewer: In solitary? 
1NMB:  Yeah. Her, what's the governor's name again, Christie? 




1NMB:  Chris Christie changed it to where you don't have to do years no more, you only do a year because a lot 
of people was being in solitary so long that they didn't do something, they didn't get released out of lock up, and 
then they would do something to get back because that's the way they're used to doing there time, in a room. 
Interviewer: Oh wow. 
1NMB:  This was messing with people's minds, so he signed a law saying nah, you don't get that much time no 
more because it's messing with people. 
Interviewer: How did you pass the time when you were in there? 
1NMB:  Talking to my bunkee. Doing ... Talking to my bunkee. Playing cards. Working out. About as much as 
you can do in a room. Shower every 3 days.  
Interviewer: You had a bunkee while in solitary? 
1NMB:  Yeah [inaudible]. Two-man cell. 
Interviewer: Every 3 days. When you were in that ... What do you call it again? It's as ... 
1NMB:  ASEG [Administrative Segregation]. 
Interviewer: You don't get to go out in the common area or anything? 
1NMB:  Yeah, you get to go out once a week with a guard.  
Interviewer: Oh, but it's less [inaudible]. 
1NMB:  Yeah, than when you was in population. 
 
10CMB: Yes, I was in there. It was getting on time for me to getting ready to come home and somebody had 
slipped a letter, a note, under the little tender doors just saying that they was going to do something to me. They 
put me in confinement for my safety. 
Interviewer: Oh, okay. 
10CMB: They let me out the same day. I told them I ain't worried about nothing. I didn't do nothing to them. 
Somebody just trying to say something to get me locked up. 
Interviewer: You more had to go for safety reasons, for your protection? 
10CMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay. What was that like? 
10CMB: About 8 hours in there it was nail biting.  
B.4A Sources of 
Safety in Jail  
5CMB:  Well, my overall experience in jail, like I said, you do the crime, you got to do the time. You in a 
different world. You're going to have COs that disrespect you, some that respect you. The only thing you can do is 
do the right thing, stay out the way, just stay low key, follow the rules, follow the directions. That's what I explain. 
Just staying out the way and staying to myself and just staying out of trouble. That whole experience, just keeping 
it low key. 
 
Interviewer: Yeah, and in that way, how did you feel while you were in there? Did you feel like you were safe, 
like you were secure? 
4NFB:  Not really. I felt safe, because I'm not going to let nobody do nothing to me. Not at all, I would choke the 
life out you. 
 
Interviewer: No contact? Okay. Overall, did you get along with others in jail, or did you mostly keep to yourself? 
12NMB:  I got along with quite a few people, but like I said, you ain't there to make friends.  
Interviewer: Right, okay. Did you primarily overall feel safe, and what made you feel safe or unsafe? 
12NMB:  My ability to defend myself made me feel safe. 
 
Interviewer: What made you feel safe? What made you feel unsafe? 
4NM?:  What made me feel safe is my faith and I just ... I don't know. I just believe in God so much man. 
Interviewer: You didn't really ever feel unsafe? 
4NM?:  No.  
 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe there? 
2NMW:  Yeah, I was segregated, I was nervous that if I wasn't going to be segregated I could be a victim being 
both white in a predominantly black environment, and if they asked me they would have found out what I was 
there for.  
 
Interviewer: How would you describe your overall experience in jail? 
10CMB:  I learned a lot.  
Interviewer: What did you learn? 
10CMB:  Stay to yourself and don't get into horse playing with other inmates, it will lead to a fight. I don't know, 
basically just don't get in there and play. 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe while you were in there? 
10CMB:  Oh yeah. Yeah. I didn't worry about nothing.  
 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe in there? 
16NMB:  I ain't never feel safe.  
Interviewer: Never felt safe. 
16NMB:  Always felt I had to lookout, because there was a lot going on. I always kept my ... I always …been 
cool with people [inaudible]. I ain't really had to get into anything like that. As long as they don't mess with me, I 
don't mess with them. That's how that goes. 
Interviewer: You were looking over your shoulder. A lot going on. You're describing a lot of fighting. A lot of 




16NMB:  I just made sure I kept to myself. Just 'cause I had [inaudible] don't mean I'm gonna be with you. Just 
keep to yourself and I stayed to myself. 
 
Interviewer: Did you think that any of the rules that they had were unfair? 
16NMB:  The rules, if they were ... What's unfair is the way the ... just like police officers you know what I 
mean? The rules say respect ... it means respect the correction officers, but they talk to you like trash. 
Interviewer: The corrections officers? 
16NMB:  Yeah. Yeah. It's incredible. 
Interviewer: They'll talk down to you? 
16NMB:  Yeah. They'll talk worse than people like people in the streets. 
Interviewer: Besides talking down to you, any physical violence? 
16NMB:  Yeah, a whole bunch. Not to me personally, but I've seen it so many times. 
Interviewer: Unprovoked? 
16NMB:  Unprovoked. It's just you're walking ... look at this. Just because you look small, because you look 
skinny or you look some type of way. "Oh, look at this fa##ot." 
Interviewer: That's the CO saying that? 
16NMB:  Yeah.  
 
Interviewer: Who were the jail staff you interacted with, like not naming names but like what kind of staff were 
there that you interacted with? 
10CMB:  Some was cool. I'd interact with some. Some cool. Some assholes. Other than that it's ... Like I say, 
some laid back and some was really on their job.  
Interviewer: Okay. Did they answer any questions that you had? 
10CMB:  No, I didn't ask them. 
Interviewer: You didn't ask them any? 
10CMB:  Yeah, I try not to talk to them. I try not to ask them no questions anyway because I didn't want them to 
come back with some smart and I come back and say something else so to avoid I just don't talk to them. 
 
Interviewer: Did you get along with others in jail? 
44NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe? 
44NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: What made you feel safe? 
44NMB: The CO's were around. I wasn't bothering anybody. 
 
Interviewer: Okay and your overall experience in jail, did you feel safe? 
2NFB:  Yeah because a lot of guards know me from the years of coming in and out, like when I used to sell drugs 
and stuff like that. A lot of them know me, they know that I'm the type of inmate that I'm not going to be 
problematic. I'm going to come in here, I'm going to do what I've got to do and I'm leaving. Lot of times when I 
used to get locked up I would bail out and stuff like that but this last time I couldn't bail out, it was a serious 
charge so the ones that see me, they're like, "What's she doing back here, we haven't seen you in so long." I was so 
embarrassed. I was like, "I was here, I made this mistake and I just want to go home." They knew that I wasn't ... 
Interviewer: It's like keep your head down? 
2NFB:  Yeah, they gave me a job. They knew that I was going to be in there, same with me, some people there try 
to get you a job because you do need money while you are in there 
Interviewer: What if you had a complaint about how the officers were treating people, or keeping you safe, or not 
doing their job? 
2NFB:  You just go to, like I said the captain or the lieutenant and let them know. Then they'd take it from there.  
Interviewer: Did you feel like they were responsive? 
2NFB:  Yes. 
Interviewer: Would they actually try to do things, the correct thing to correct the issues? 
2NFB:  Well they was if I needed something. They would help me out, so I would say yes. 
 
Interviewer: If you weren't involved in a gang, would it be possible to make it in- 
18NMB:  I did. I made it because I knew some people. [crosstalk] 
Interviewer: You have to know the people? 
18NMB:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: You can't just come straight in and keep your head down? 
18NMB:  Nah. 
Interviewer: That's impossible? 
18NMB:  You could, yeah, because they give some people leniency, some people that they know that they trying 
to hide. A lot of people, they'll say that they not something, but it's because they did something and now their 
group of people is looking for them, or they trying to change because they did something, whole bunch of garbage 
that be going on with them type of people. 
 
Interviewer: You said that gangs are a big problem in Newark. I guess it's the same in the jails.  
2NM?:  Correct. They keep them separate. 
Interviewer: They keep them separate? 
2NM?:  Crips and Bloods. 




2NM?:  Yeah, Crips and Bloods separate, then you got the Bloods that are no longer, they are considered, I guess 
you could call them fools. They were official Blood, but they may [inaudible], or they may have been using drugs. 
They have been dealing with homosexuality, so now- 
Interviewer: They're like the outcasts? 
2NM?:  Right. Then they have those in PC protective custody. 
Interviewer: Do those get put in PC, those people? 
2NM?:  Yeah, and when they go to court, they move specials. They move in special, separate from everybody in a 
separate bull pen, correct. 
Interviewer: Like you getting admitted into jail, they know who the Crip and the Bloods are? They know? 
2NM?:  They ask you.  
Interviewer: They ask you, "Are you a Crip or a Blood?" 
2NM?:  What you are? You're not a gang member, so mean we can put you anywhere." 
Interviewer: If you're not a gang member, they say, "We could put you anywhere"? 
2NM?:  They'll put you somewhere where you know there's maybe very, very few gang members are, or put you 
anywhere, because you're not nothing. 
Interviewer: Are you all right, though, in jail, like as not a gang member? 
2NM?:  I was always all right because I always had a level of respect that I always held very high, so even if I 
don't have to speak to nobody, then I just mind my business.  
Interviewer: Even from your experience, not you personally, but- 
2NM?:  People know me. 
Interviewer: If you're not known and you're not affiliated with a gang, can you just come in and just keep your 
head down and you won't be bothered? 
2NM?:  You could, but you might have some gang members that might see you getting canteen and put some 
pressure on you. It could be like that too. Depends on how you carry yourself.  
Interviewer: That's really the [inaudible]. 
2NM?:  Of course. 
 
B.4B Duality of 
Guardianship in 
Jail 
Interviewer: You had talked a little bit about the one CO who you interacted with who helped, made you- 
6CMB:  Yeah, my homie. I'll give him a fake name too. 
Interviewer: Was there anybody else that you talked with? You can give him a fake name. 
6CMB:  Hey.  
Interviewer: What would you give him, what name? 
6CMB:  He's so smooth, what should I give him? I'll give him Sean Carter. 
Interviewer: Yeah? 
6CMB:  Yeah. 
Interviewer: Was there anybody else that you interacted with positive or negative? 
6CMB:  I interacted with a negative CO. He hated me. His name Block. He hated me. I just called him Block. He 
was the worst. Oh man yeah, Ryan. He was cool. Called him Ryan. I didn't call him his last name, Ryan. 
Interviewer: You had a bunch that were okay.  
6CMB:  Yeah, I had a couple that was okay. 
Interviewer: A couple that slammed doors in your face.  
6CMB:  The one, Block, I guess he thought people was going to be trying to get in a fight, me talking about him 
or whatever. He printed up my ... What is that called? What is that whole sheet called, with your whole case on it? 
Interviewer: Your case.  
6CMB:  Your court document, your case document. He printed up my case document and put it in the bathroom, 
like where the trustee pot is set up, it's like toilet, toilet, toilet. It's like these two white walls, and there's a white 
wall down here. Then there's the sinks right behind them, then the showers over here. He put one on the wall in 
the shower, and he put one over the middle toilet, so people would like, going back there read my whole case. 
Then he was walking around like, "Dang, I didn't know Ware was a child molester and this that [inaudible]." 
They're actually trying to like ... I was in the infirmary because they was taking the bullet out of my leg, so I 
couldn't really do nothing about it, you know what I'm saying? 
Interviewer: That was a negative. He was trying to get you in trouble, kind of. 
6CMB:  He was trying to basically just throw shade on me so don't nobody like me. When I got back, everybody 
would just look at me. A lot of people already knew my case because I told them, so it was like they was like, 
"Bro, he was hating on you." This, that, and the third. He did this, he did that. I wrote a letter to the warden and 
everything. They didn't do anything. He didn't get fired, he didn't get took off the schedule. Nobody else could get 
my court document. Then they going to try to say, "Well, somebody can send it in in the mail. People outside get 
your ... " Yeah, people outside get my court document, but if you send it in, you going to see that it was folded up.  
Interviewer: Right. Overall, what kind of impact did being in jail have on your life?  
6CMB:  I would never go back. I see that you're set up for failure in there, as you is out here, but the only thing 
about it in there, you don't have that safety that you have out here. 
Interviewer: What do you mean? What kind of safety? 
6CMB:  In there, you in the game. You know people or you by yourself. You got something somebody want, they 
want to come take it, you don't fight for it, you labeled as a target. You're going to always get bullied. You fight 
for it, you go to the hole. You get in trouble for no reason.  
Interviewer: There's no up? 
6CMB:  You tell, you a snitch. Any pod you go to, they on you. They don't want you around. The whole jail find 
outs very fast. Very fast.  
 




2NMB :  I had my own bunk mate. But in a pod there's like 60 people.  
Interviewer: 60 people in a pod then each cell itself is just 2 people to the cell. How was the interaction first of all 
between you and your cellmate?  
2NMB:  It was good.  
Interviewer: Similar demographic, similar age? 
2NMB:  Nah he was a little older. He was Spanish. He was a little older. He was cool.  
Interviewer: Something about you guys interaction that allowed it to be cool? Something that you did or y'all just 
kind of stayed... 
2NMB:  I'm more of a mind my business type person. So I stayed to myself but he played more of a mentor role 
to me cause I'd never been there. So I bring my street knowledge in there.  
Interviewer: Yeah.  
2NMB:  Not knowing there's a jail knowledge too.  
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative)  
2NMB:  He taught me the jail knowledge. How to deal with certain people in there and situations. Not how to 
leave shit alone. Having him there cause he'd been in prison before he was schooling me on what to do in there so 
I don't quit worrying so I'm in a room all day and you listening to them [inaudible] do. So I followed his things in 
a daily in there. We were good. I didn't get in no fights in there. I respect and everything. 
 
Interviewer: What kind of jail staff did you interact with? Just correctional officers, or others? 
11CMB: As far as ... 
Interviewer: Just whoever you interacted with, I guess. 
11CMB: All personnel. 
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative). Okay. What were those interactions like? 
11CMB: Depended on the situation.  
Interviewer: Okay. So, would you say your interactions with jail staff were respectful? How would you describe 
your experience with those people? 
11CMB: Depending on the ... parts, areas. Like, you know, some jails are in racist areas. They want to make it 
hell for you. Some are just making sure that they can break you out of coming back, making your experience hell. 
Some are just flat-out making your life hell. Some are trying to help you. Be a mix of everything, but ... You have 
to play the part, I guess. Politic around and learn to communicate with people whether they like you or not. Try to 
keep the peace. 
 
Interviewer: Did you have any conflicts while you were in jail? I know you had your own cell so you were 
probably fairly isolated. 
4C??:  No, I knew too many people actually. I didn't have any conflicts at all 
Interviewer: Okay. What impact would you say being in jail has had on your life? You can think about any jail 
experiences, not just that one. 
4C??:  I feel like it's had an impact to this day, it makes me not want to leave my family, or not want to leave 
anybody because I feel like you're kind of, not "dead" to people, but you can't talk to people.  
Interviewer: Yeah, you're pretty isolated.  
4C??:  Yeah, you can't talk to people. Can't really do anything. You missing out on stuff going on, what's going 
on. I think it made me maybe more to myself if anything- 
Interviewer: What do you mean by that? 
4C??:  More to myself as far as ... I would probably say "keeping to myself", not wanting to be bothered with 
people, thinking more about situations to myself, and just getting to know myself more because I had nobody else. 
Interviewer: Yeah, you had to? 
4C??:  Yeah..  
 
B.4C Sources of 
Safety in Prison 
Interviewer: To you. Did you feel safer in jail or prison? 
3NMB:  Prison. 
Interviewer: You felt safer in prison? And that was because- 
3NMB:  I didn't feel safe in either one but I felt safer in prison because, like I said, I'm a gangbanger. And when I 
rep we deep as hell in [inaudible]. And I am who I am so it's like, these niggas gonna always have my back 
whether. Whether they'll meet me in the county, I don't know about niggas I'm beefin' with. At least leave me in 
the prison, the only thing I have to worry about is the CO's and I know [inaudible]. But in the county it's like, 
damn, I don't know what I did to this nigga. Or who this nigga might be. I might did something to these peoples, 
he know me. Being on point, you feel me? 
Interviewer: So jail... You felt more at safe in jail? 
3NMB:  In... it was- 
Interviewer: (laughs) Yeah.  
3NMB:  In prison?  
Interviewer: You felt safer in prison? 
3NMB:  Yeah. Because I knew who was coming for me. 
Interviewer: But in the jail it's like, a lot of outside people, a lot of- 
3NMB:  A lot of people. A lot of people for me from Essex County. Period. And I was doing a lot of bullshit. A 
lot of bullshit. So, it be like, I don't know who I did what to or who recognized me or who's looking for my name. 
It's like, it could be coming from anywhere. Least down in prison it's like, "All right. If I'm looking for beef, it's 
coming from the CO's". Feel me? 
Interviewer: Okay.  




Interviewer: Was there anything helpful at all, being in jail? I know you said in prison you got the programs- 
3NMB:  No. No, no, no. You, you usually [inaudible] everybody's in the [inaudible]. You give a prisoner too 
much idle time? What's going to happen. Like. They ain't got nothing better to do so there's going to violence. 
There's going to be someone getting hurt, a lot of bullshit going on. Where as in prison you've got things to do so 
you're not really worried about shit like that.  
 
Interviewer: Okay. What about some of the more serious things we had talked about before in terms of assaults 
and stuff there, sexual harassment, or self-harm. Were those as frequent in prison as they were in the county jail?  
11NMB:  No, absolutely not. It go down in prison but in Essex County it go down on the regular in there. I guess 
one of the reasons it don't happen in the prison like that is because you've got people from all over New Jersey so 




Interviewer: Did you feel safe while you were there? 
2NMW:  Most of the time, I had issues where Fort Dicks could have exploded any minute, that's why i was happy 
to get out of there.  
Interviewer: What made you feel unsafe during your time there? 
2NMW:  There's a lot more people, you have a unit of approximately 350 people with one guard in it. 
Interviewer: I see. That seems odd. 
2NMW:  It's low, if you screw up then you get, but the guys got beat up all the time.  
 
Interviewer: The rules. Were the rules different in prison? 
4NM?:  About the same thing. Stay away from the officers. 
Interviewer: In prison you said stay away from them, but were the CO's different or the same? 
4NM?:  The same. 
Interviewer: The same in jail. Were they abusing inmates in the same way? 
4NM?:  The same way.  
Interviewer: Quick to violence? 
4NM?:  Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
 
Interviewer: Not you personally? Okay. How do you describe your overall experience in prison. Meaning like, 
did you feel safe?  
1NM?:  I felt safe for me, because when you know you didn't do nothing to nobody and you don't really bother 
nobody, you could feel safe.  
Interviewer: Nobody's really going to mess-  
1NM?:  The only time you're going to have a problem, where you're not going to feel safe and you'll feel like ... if 
you're a weak person. If you're weak, you're going in, you look scared, they take ... people look at that and see fear 
on people, they take that as an advantage. Like, oh, he's a weak person. I'm going to take advantage of them. 
Where if you just go in there, don't associate with people, and that's how I do. If I don't know you, I'm not 
associating with you. I feel as though if you're from all the way across over here and I'm from here, we're never 
going to see each other. 
Interviewer: Yeah, so why-  
1NM?:  Why interact then?  
Interviewer: Makes sense.  
1NM?:  And that's less confusion on your side.  
Interviewer: Did you experience anything personally, like when you were in prison?  
1NM?:  What?  
Interviewer: Like any physical violence, anything like-  
1NM?:  I watched a lot of physical violence-  
Interviewer: But never-  
1NM?:  Never like- because I'm the type of person like, I used to box and all that. So I joke and all that, like all 
day, like I'm not a person that just sit around and be angry and all this, and like oh, [crosstalk] the world.  
 
Interviewer: Did you ever experience any verbal conflicts, or fights, harassment, or sexual advances in prison? 
4CMW: Towards inmates and staff, from inmates and staff, yes.  
Interviewer: How did you handle the situation? 
4CMW: Stayed to myself. Stayed to myself.  
Interviewer: That was safe for you?  
4CMW: Mm-hmm (affirmative).  
Interviewer: That worked out good? 
4CMW: Yup.  
Interviewer: Did you tell anybody? 
4CMW: No.  
Interviewer: What was the response to that other person, once you stayed to yourself? 
4CMW: They knew I wasn't the one to be messed with.  
Interviewer: Yeah. Okay.  
4CMW: They always say the quieter people are the ones you got to watch out for.  





4CMW: Good.  
Interviewer: Did you feel safe while you were in prison? 
4CMW: Somewhat.  
Interviewer: Why do you say that? What made you feel safe, and what kinds of things made you feel unsafe? 
4CMW: What makes me feel unsafe is when they do a major shakedown. They go in your cell, they strip you 
down, they take everything you got. A lot of times, they'll just throw all your stuff out, or throw it in the toilet, get 
it wet. Stuff like that. Spray pepper spray on it.  
Interviewer: How often would things like that happen? 
4CMW: Every time they do a major shakedown, which is like once or twice a year.  
Interviewer: What are some of the reactions of other people when things like that happen? 
4CMW: They start a war with the police.  
Interviewer: So it really stirs up? 
4CMW: Yeah. Except for me.  
Interviewer: Is there anybody you can complain to when things like that happen? Or you try to just keep to 
yourself? 
4CMW: I keep to myself.  
Interviewer: Do you feel like that's fair? 
4CMW: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer: When that happens? Do you think they have a right? 
4CMW: Yeah, they do have a right. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Do you remember any prison staff in particular that stick with you? Any officer- 
3NMB: Lieutenant Ri and Ms. Ro. (laughs). Lieutenant Ri was a straight dick. 6 foot 7, bald head, big as hell, got 
a tattoo of a black baby on his arm with a noose on it.  
Interviewer:  What? 
3NMB: He would walk around with his sleeve up all day long and show it off like, "Yeah."  
Interviewer:  Oh my god. So how did that make you feel? Like did you... 
3NMB: He was one Lieutenant that had a lot of power so he could do whatever he want and get away with 
whatever he want. When he come around everybody was just like, tuck their tails. I would do that too because you 
aren't about to beat me all up and have me somewhere my people can't find me at. But he was be power tripping 
because he could. Then Ms. Ro, she was just a straight... Anybody ever seen Alice in Wonderland?  
Interviewer: Okay. And while you were there did you feel safe? 
3NMB: No.  
Interviewer: Why not? 
3NMB: Because police is really...While I was locked up, everyday people was killing people. People got killed in 
prison. 
Interviewer: Um, through like weapons made in- 
3NMB: No, niggas was getting beat to death.  
Interviewer: Oh, I see okay.  
3NMB: Cops just beating niggas to death. [inaudible] I was scared.  
Interviewer: Right. Is there way to make a complaint about a- 
3NMB: Oh yeah you can complain [inaudible] all you want. You got cops, there's cops under investigation... 
Prison is gonna put them under investigation, feel me? But they are cops. They all help each other so there's going 
to be a way for them to get around it. If he can't do it, his boys will do it. 
Interviewer: Right.  
3NMB: Feel me? Like I'm not beat. I wasn't beat, like. I never safe. When a cop said something to me I would 
trying to reign my tongue in but he's like, "What?" And some of them wasn't having it.  
Interviewer: Was there anything that made you feel safe while you were in the prison?  
3NMB: No.  
Interviewer: You just felt unsafe all the time? 
3NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
 
5NMB: Major rules is you do what they tell you to do.  
Interviewer: What's an example of that?  
5NMB: Other than that, you'll get punishment.  
Interviewer: What is the punishment? 
5NMB: It could be lockup. It could be you get jumped by the officers.  
Interviewer: You get jumped by the officers? 
5NMB: Especially in Bayside. 
Interviewer: Really? Okay. Why does that happen in Bayside? 
5NMB: If you watch the news you'll see it. It's on the news. Where they shackle your hands behind your back and 
they attack you. 
Interviewer: It's known about the Bayside CO's that they're doing that. Okay. Would you say overall, the CO's at 
Bayside were not respectful, did not do their jobs well? 
5NMB: They're very prejudice.  
Interviewer: Very prejudiced. Treat people differently based on race? 
5NMB: Very prejudiced.  
Interviewer: Okay. Who do they treat well? Anyone? 
5NMB: Sometimes they might treat their own kind. They might treat their own kind well. Seeing a white guy with 




Interviewer: Are most of the CO's at Bayside white? 
5NMB: Yeah. 
 
Interviewer: In the prison, what were the COs like there? 
60CMB: Oh, some of them strict and talk like, "Blah blah blah blah blah," but really, to me, I blocked everything. 
I mind my own business. 
Interviewer: You just did your own thing? 
60CMB: Yeah, so I can't ... I wasn't paying no attention to all that. I'm watching myself. I'll focus on me. 
Interviewer: Were there any staff that you did interact with? 
60CMB: No, I didn't get into it with nobody. 
 
Interviewer: Hard to get to, okay. Can you tell me what a typical day or night was like for you in prison? From 
when you woke up to when you went ... How'd you spend your time? 
17NMB: It's better to stay away from COs. They be racist. They be doing way unfair- 
Interviewer: Way unfair treatment? 
17NMB: Cruelty, straight, yeah they do ... They get you somewhere where they ain't no cameras. Yeah. No 
respect.  
Interviewer: There's no respect down there.  
17NMB: Prison, hell yeah. I know all you all see, read about stuff like that.  
Interviewer: Yeah.  
17NMB: It ain't no surprising. 
Interviewer: It's not a surprise, but still. You were saying that it's based on race before when we were talking 
about the courts that the COs really ...  
17NMB: Yeah, they be on ... [inaudible] 
Interviewer: Are they mostly white? 
17NMB: Yeah, they be the ones that doing all the BS, putting shanks in your room, pulling you out your cell, cuff 
you, beat you, kicking you, all of that.  
Interviewer: What are they doing it for? 
17NMB: You could just say the wrong thing. You got into a little verbal argument, walk off. 5 minutes later, they 
coming to you. They only doing it because there ain't no cameras that you could see. Now, they putting cameras 
up. They know what's going on because all of a sudden, all these things happening where there ain't no cameras at. 
Now, with cameras now, it ain't happening as much as it used to. Not at all.  
Interviewer: It's really minor stuff. 
17NMB: Yeah.  
Interviewer: Right, just stay away from COs, that's really the rule. [crosstalk] 
17NMB: Go ahead. 
Interviewer: No, no you go ahead, please.  
17NMB: They worried about what you [inaudible]. They want to learn. See, I don't know, they want to learn 
about what [inaudible] gangbangers. They come with you, you know there's certain things you got to know. They 
come to you, "Here, write this down. We want to know this." If you don't, then they find a way to set you up. If 
you don't tell them, you gangbanging, they set you up. If you don't do nothing, they be trying to have people move 
out. 
Interviewer: That is messed up. Do they know any of your affiliations, that kind of thing? They target you 
because of a result, is that okay to say? 
17NMB: Yeah.  
Interviewer: You were trying to stay away. 
17NMB: I been trying to stay away.  
Interviewer: Yeah. Would you say that ... Was there anyone that could help out? You were saying you were in 
the law library. It sounds like you were doing some good with research, checking out your case.  
17NMB: It's not all of the COs. The majority of them mostly.  
Interviewer: What do you think should change about the COs, obviously? 
17NMB: All they need to do is put more cameras up.  
Interviewer: Put more cameras up? 
17NMB: They doing things they trying where there ain't no cameras at, that's where they going to try to kill you at 
Interviewer: That's a lot of how you spent your day, going to the programs? 
17NMB: You got to. You got to have routine. If you ain't got no routine, yeah, it's going to get- 
Interviewer: It's going to get you.  
17NMB: -boring and you going to start doing stuff that you really don't want to do.  
B.4D Duality of 
Guardianship in 
Prison 
Interviewer: Did you have any complaints that you had? 
22NMB: I had a lot of complaints when I first got there. 
Interviewer: Could you make them? 
22NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Could you make them to anyone in the prison? 
22NMB: Yeah, to the officer. That's why we didn't get along. 
 
Interviewer: Got it. Could you make a complaint to anyone if you were treated unfairly? Was there anyone you 
could complain to about that CO with the bogus charge, or anything like that? 
23NMB: What do you mean? Now? 
Interviewer: No. Well, yeah, when you were in prison. 




Interviewer: They're not going to... 
23NMB: Inmate is a inmate. Inmate loses. 
 
1NFB: When I get off of work, it was like this big. My bunk right there, then I had a dresser, and I had a little 
thing like that. It was more like I can lock it, because I go to work, remember I told you, and all the door, all the 
cells is open. The cells they had no locks on it. The officer, the CO would go around, make sure nobody goes in 
nobody room, but they got a camera that shows, you can see where everybody at.  
Interviewer: Even when you slept, did they have to, did they lock you guys in? 
1NFB: No, they didn't lock them in. No, thank God, but there's a officer that'll be walking the beat. Make sure 
nobody go in your room or try to choke you. You know. 
Interviewer: They have people walking around.  
1NFB: Yes. COs always walking around.  
Interviewer: Talk about the COs, then, did you have any negative interactions with corrections officers? 
1NFB: No, plus my cousin was a CO there. Basically, I was pretty ... I felt comfortable. I ain't going to lie.  
Interviewer: Did your cousin try to help you out at all? 
1NFB: Yeah.  
Interviewer: In what ways? 
1NFB: She let me know what not to do, and to do.  
Interviewer: Okay, good, I was going to ask that. Someone told you, so she told you the rules.  
1NFB: Yeah, she told me what to do and what not to do.  
Interviewer: If you, like did you ever break a rule without knowing? 
1NFB: No.  
Interviewer: Do you think that those rules were fair?  
1NFB: Yeah, because some of them didn't care in there. Remember, you got a lot of gang members in there, too.  
Interviewer: In prison? 
1NFB: Yes, when they make you stay in there because they in there. I was glad to go to the grounds. Yeah, man, 
see they behind that wall, they doing prison time, they doing life. It's a lot of them in there want to keep you back 
with them.  
Interviewer: Right, okay. It's that where you kind of learned to keep to yourself a little bit more? 
1NFB: Yeah. You'll learn when you, as soon as you walk in there, you want to be to be to yourself.  
 
1CMB: I don't know. I had a bad situation with a female corrections officer who ... They had called for us to go to 
dinner and you're supposed to get a certain period of time to go. It's called a movement. You're allotted a certain 
amount of time to make it to dinner, and if you miss that time you have to get a permission to go. I know that I 
was well within the time frame, but she had already locked the door. I was using the bathroom so I couldn't come 
any faster than nature let me. Once I finished doing my business and I came to the door to go eat, she was like, 
"No, the door is locked. You missed it. It's too late." I was like, "The time hadn't expired, I was in the bathroom. 
Can you let me go eat now?" She was like, "No." She made it her mission to starve me. I tried to go through the 
proper chain of command or whatever. I was like, "Well, call your superiors or something. Somebody can get me 
permission or write me a pass or something and give me permission to go eat." 'Cause I was like, "I know that I 
have the right to eat don't I? Okay, I may have been a little late or whatever, but still isn't there some procedure 
that you can follow in order to get me something to eat? Have somebody bring it back, or write me a pass to go, 
get somebody's permission." She wasn't helpful at all. I ended up ... I went to the other correctional officer that 
was on duty, who was a male, and he told me to go when some of the people were coming back from dinner.  
Interviewer: He let you go get dinner? 
1CMB: He was like, "Well, the door's open", so I took that as go. I went in, I came back, and when I came back I 
got wrote up by the female officer 'cause, "You weren't supposed to go. Give me your ID. I told you it was over 
with." I was like, "Well, your partner told me to go." He wrote the story up to where he didn't tell me to go, he just 
said the door was open. He didn't want to take any ownership of that. We know what it meant, we know what it 
implied, but I still got wrote up and disciplined. I was like this is very petty, so I'm just going to go ahead and take 
it. They reviewed it and they looked at the tape, the time frame that we were allotted to go to dinner hadn't 
expired. I was well within my rights to ask her to go. To satisfy everybody, I got a little small restriction, and it 
was squashed. But I still wrote a grievance and wrote her up because she was wrong. 
Interviewer: Yeah, absolutely. Did that happen more than once? 
1CMB: Oh yeah, abuse of power happens- 
 
Interviewer: Can you tell me a little bit about what that was like? What was a day or a week, like a typical 
routine there? 
1CMB: I'm not even gonna try to make anything up on that one. Overall, that was a good experience because I 
did not have stuff happen but I didn't see it. It was a smooth transition the whole six months. Whether it was my 
first time going down and not even knowing what I'm about to expect. I had a couple of people try me but then 
once they realized, that's the lady who was probably gonna give you some of her food, probably give you some 
deodorant and stuff so let me not even try to see if she's this fucked up type person.  
Interviewer: It was actually okay? 
1CMB: Yeah it definitely was. I had ladies that on my birthday, they did all types of stuff. These was women I 
didn't even know. 
 
15NMB: My homies. I had been in a gang. That's the benefit. 
Interviewer: That made you feel safe there? 




Interviewer: Did anything make you feel unsafe in prison?  
15NMB: No.  
Interviewer: Did you get along with others there? 
15NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative)- 
 
Interviewer: What was the first thing you did when you ... In a typical day, how did you pass the day? 
18NMB: When I first got there, I was lost. I didn't know what was going on. I was scared, because it was prison. I 
was young. Like I said, met up with a couple guys that I knew, start talking to them, and then figure out who you 
really want to be around. Depending on your crowd, that's how you know how things are going to start going for 
you. You going to be there for a while. It's not like you going to be there for a week or two. 
Interviewer: You got to make big choice? 
18NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: You got to decide. 
18NMB: There's people in the yard, people on the floor. They're watching you. You're new. Who you about to 
start hanging with? Who you about to start chilling with? What type of person is he? 
Interviewer: Everybody's making ... Their watching, making those opinions, from the- 
18NMB: From the gate. 
Interviewer: Like you said, you can either go 1 or 2 ways. Is that cool? If you go the other way, is anybody going 
to still bother- 
18NMB: It depends, like I said, on the type of person you is. The bad side of people is always going to try to pick 
on you, joke with you, or pick a fight with you. If you staying strong in your spot, hanging with people, be quiet, 
mind your business, lot of times you'll get through it. 
Interviewer: You think you were lucky because of who you knew? If you didn't [crosstalk] 
18NMB: Yeah, because I got lucky with my first bunkie. He had been down there. He was working, going to 
school. He helped me because I used to be up all night, just smoking cigarettes, eating food. Daytime, I sleep all 
day. He was like, "They ain't the real way to go. I know you don't want to get in no trouble or do anything. But at 
the same time, you just in the bed and up all night." I was still living the street life without even being on the 
street. 
Interviewer: You lucked out a little bit, basically, by having the- 
18NMB: Yeah. 
 
Interviewer: Forty or fifty people! What were all your interactions with these people like? 
40NMB: You've got to mind your business. 
Interviewer: Mind your business. Did you feel like people mostly left you alone? 
40NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: Why is that? 
40NMB: Because I mind my business. 
Interviewer: Yeah. No [inaudible], huh? Good. What's the one hardest thing about being locked up? 
40NMB: You can't do what you want to do. 
Interviewer: Can't do what you want to do. You've got to ... yeah. That is very hard. Absolutely. Anything there 
make you feel safe in prison? 
40NMB: You've got superiors, the guards and stuff. 
Interviewer: So the guards would make sure- 
40NMB: Yeah, help out. 
Interviewer: Anything make you feel unsafe? 
40NMB: No. 
Interviewer: Okay. Get along with other people in prison? 
40NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: But you kept to yourself. 
40NMB: Right. 
 
Interviewer: Did you feel safe? Did you get along with other people? 
5CMB: I feel safe. I got along with other people because I only messed with a few people. I only socialized with a 
few people. That's why I stayed to myself a lot. There was a few people that I socialized with, work out with me 
and stuff like that. 
5CMB: When I was in the prison I interacted with the COs very well. 
Interviewer: Were all of your interactions positive, you would say? 
5CMB: Sometimes I had negative interactions with the CO. They didn't want to talk or they, themselves was in a 
negative state of mind and disrespectful so I just had to walk away or something. 
 
Interviewer: That's good. What were some of the rules you had to follow in jail? 
2CMB: You know, no smoking. Wasn't supposed to be in any games, there's plenty of games there. No fighting, 
you know, the regular of going to penitentiary. I didn't run with the young guys, I stuck with a lot of older guys. I 
ran into a few people I knew. I stayed out the way. I would go to the kitchen and sit and read my book, like you 
got your tablet, I'm in the kitchen all day unless, I want to go back to the dorms. I just stay in the kitchen, read my 
books. I did a program for Nancy Russo, got a program down there. Mahoning County Hokes Centre? Guys 
would draw pictures of me with color. You would send that back to Russo's office and through restitution. I did 
like $500 of community service. 
 




12NMB: Yeah, but it's dying out. Boy, all praise to God, it's dying out. 
Interviewer: Okay. Why do you think that's the case? What's that attributed to? 
12NMB: A lot of guys are not happy with it. It wasn't what they thought it was. A lot of guys got into it for the 
wrong reasons. 
Interviewer: What are those reasons? 
12NMB: To make them feel like somebody. Just like we said about the guys who become cops and get the power 
over you, I've seen guys that straight cowards, all of sudden, you a gang member now, you a silverback, you a 
gorilla, but that's only because you got 30 other guys with you. You cowards, you prey, you like to jump people, 
except they ain't gang members. You like to prey on them, but a funny thing happened, though. People come 
together. When you oppress them long enough, and you get tired of it, people come together, and people that ain't 
gang members, we come together and let them know we're not having that. 
Interviewer: All right. How do you come together? What do you do? I think that's the most powerful response. 
12NMB: Even in prisons, we did ... I'm Muslim. White, black, different people, all 550s is called non-gang 
members, the 550s. We got tired of them trying to bully everybody, jumping [inaudible]. The Christians, 
Muslims, all of us that's not part of that, we stuck together, we come together. Y'all guys want to do what y'all 
want, Blood don't rule. Ain't going be no 30 guys jumping on 1 guy because he stood up to you, so we form a 
wall. 
Interviewer: Protect one another? 
12NMB: Yeah.  
 
Interviewer: How were your interactions with the COs? Were they okay? Were they nice?  
1NMB: Yeah, I've been down there for a minute, and I've been down there for a few times, so I'm well known, so 
they would do very well. Any average older CO that had a lot of time in, like 20-30 years plus, they let the inmate 
run a tier.  
Interviewer: What does that mean? 
1NMB: Inmate runs the tier meaning that any problems, frictions ... Instead of them interacting with the inmates, 
they use the inmate. Instead of them having to tell this inmate what to do, they use another inmate. He's got time 
in and look, this is the thing. We're not going to have no fighting on this tier. We're not gonna have no jumping 
and dropping slips on this tier because if St. Lieutenant comes down and the CO that's running the pod, then that 
officer, then the CO that's running the pod won't come down on the inmates, that means search your cell, anything 
that you're not supposed to have they're gonna take it. We're gonna look, we're gonna do this, we're gonna do it 
this way, we're gonna run the tier real smooth, no problems or nothing.  
Interviewer: This is the inmate saying that? 
1NMB: Yeah. Any officer, any CO that's running the tier that got time in will let the inmate run the cell, I mean 
run ... 
Interviewer: The tier is the floor basically? 
1NMB: Yeah, exactly. 
Interviewer: Got it. 
1NMB: This is the reason why we want to live comfortably.  
Interviewer: Did it work? 
1NMB: Absolutely, totally great. Absolutely. 
Interviewer: Is that how you would prefer it to happen or would you prefer to have COs come in and regulate? 
1NMB: Nah. If the COs regulate, there's gonna be a problem because somebody gonna be tried. Tough guy, oh he 
da da da da. You got this inmate, he's understandable, and he has a lot of things like you might need some tissue. 
Look bro, you need some tissue, you need anything, come to me, I'll give it to you. Food, need something to eat? 
Here, I'll give you something to eat. We'll calm down. We're just gonna have a smooth sailing. Everybody just 
trying to do their time and get out. They key thing is get in, get out. The key thing is get out. You're not gonna try 
to cause no friction and have to do more time cuz you're fighting.  
Interviewer: Would that inmate treat people with respect?  
1NMB: Absolutely, totally.  
Interviewer: That's sort of ... 
1NMB: This is ... I've been that guy, that's why I'm giving to experience. I've been that guy. 
Interviewer: How would you treat people? Was it ...? 
1NMB: With respect. 
Interviewer: Would you give respect to make sure you get respect? 
1NMB: You give respect to gain respect. We respect each other, we shouldn't have no conflict.  
Interviewer: Yes sir. 




Interviewer: What about the rules? Did you always know the rules to jail? Were there a lot of them?  
4NM? : It's not really a lot of rules because you're staying in your room most of the day. You're not getting out.  
Interviewer: What happens if you broke any of the rules? Were they enforced?  
4NM?: They [correctional officers] would whoop your behind.  
Interviewer:Okay.  
4NM?: They would whoop your behind.  
Interviewer:All right, so that leads me to the next thing. The CO's, are they quick to use physical violence on 
inmates?  
4NM?: Some of them. You've got some of them that will. You've got some of them that just think they're all out 
tough. You've just got some of them that want to be the person in jail, the tough guy, so you got some that will 
fight you. I witnessed CO's locked in rooms with inmates and fighting.  




4NM?: Really.  
Interviewer:Like they're fighting the inmates.  
4NM?: Basically what the officer want to prove that he's a tough guy, he's from the street like you and I could 
fight just as ...  
Interviewer:So not a beat down, just like a fight.  
4NM?: A fight.  
Interviewer:Okay.  
4NM?: Like brawling.  
Interviewer:Wow.  
4NM?: In the closet, like yeah.  
Interviewer: So besides the CO's fighting, are there a lot of physical fights in the ... 
4NM?: No.  
Interviewer: between other people.  
4NM?: No. 
Interviewer: Specifically rules. Were there things you weren't allowed to do, weren't allowed to . 
4NM?: Don't bother the correction officers. 
Interviewer: Don't bother the Co? Did they give you a book of official rules when you got there? 
4NM?: Yeah.  
Interviewer: What were the consequences for breaking the rules? Did they really enforce things or did you get in 
trouble? 
4NM?: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Did you think that any of the rules that they had were unfair? 
4NM?: The rules, if they were ... What's unfair is the way the ... just like police officers you know what I mean? 
The rules say respect ... it means respect the correction officers, but they talk to you like trash. 
Interviewer: The corrections officers? 
4NM?: Yeah. Yeah. It's incredible. 
Interviewer: They'll talk down to you? 
4NM?: Yeah. They'll talk worse than people like people in the streets. 
Interviewer: Besides talking down to you, any physical violence? 
4NM?: Yeah, a whole bunch. Not to me personally, but I've seen it so many times. 
Interviewer: Unprovoked? 
4NM?: Unprovoked. It's just you're walking ... look at this. Just because you look small, because you look skinny 
or you look some type of way. "Oh, look at this faggot." 
Interviewer: That's the CO saying that? 
4NM?: Yeah.  
Interviewer: Okay. 
4NM?: They dare you to say something. They will put it on you. 
Interviewer: Okay. All right. When you interacted with them personally, how did they treat you? 
4NM?: I ... 
Interviewer: Were they respectful to you? 
4NM?: No. They just start a bunch ... what you do, you don't let ... me, I just stay away from them. 
Interviewer: You just keep your head down? 
4NM?: I just do what everybody ... not keep my head down, but I keep my head up but I just see what I have to 
do, what people happen to tell me and you know that's where I'm at. Just stay away from their face. 
Interviewer: Do you remember a specific instance or one of the worst things you saw a CO do in terms of that or 
is there anything that sticks out in your mind like that they ...? 
4NM?: There was one instances that one guy, he was calling for an officer and the officer didn't want to be 
bothered. The officers have the sweetest job. They go on ... they kick their legs up. They fall asleep, whatever. 
The guy kept calling him. The officer told him to shut the hell up, to shut the F up. The guy kept calling. Then the 
guy started cursing because if the guy ... he was supposed to get an hour rec or whatever, he didn't get it. He 
wanted to make a call so he could make bail, so he said, "When I get out, I'm going to F you up." The officer 
came with a couple of other officers and took his bunkie out of there and beat the hell out of him. 
Interviewer: They specifically took the roommate out. 
4NM?: Yeah, and beat the shit out of him. Excuse my language, you know what I mean? Okay and beat the shit 
out of him and just left him there. They wouldn't take him to medical or nothing. 
Interviewer: He definitely needed medical attention? 
4NM?: Yeah. 
Interviewer: They just didn't get him the medical ...? 
4NM?: Yeah, they fucked him up. 
Interviewer: Did they ever bring him to medical or just like let him lay there? 
4NM?: No, they let him heal and then they wouldn't even let him out. Sometimes they won't even feed you. 'Don't 
feed him.'  
Interviewer: How many officers were involved with that? 
4NM?: There were like 4 of them.  
Interviewer: Four of them and they just all got together and they knew what they were doing?  
4NM?: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
4NM?: That's a regular thing. 





Interviewer: You saw multiple instances of ... 
4NM?: A whole bunch of that. 
Interviewer: Besides that though, were there any fights between inmates? 
4NM?: Yeah, there's always fights. 
Interviewer: Always fights. Verbal and physical? 
4NM?: Yeah, yeah.  
Interviewer: Do these fights ... are they broken up fast by the guards, or do they not want to get involved? 
4NM?: Usually when they fight, they know better because they usually go to a bathroom on the hour or whatever 
or go in their cell. 
Interviewer: They go away from where the guards can see? 
4NM?: Yeah because then the guards will come and beat both of you guys up. 
Interviewer: They will beat you up. Fights were a regular occurrence? 
4NM?: Yeah, of course. 
 
Interviewer: Any other injuries that you saw? 
20NMB: I seen someone get stabbed in the head with a pen. 
Interviewer: You saw that in jail? 
Interviewer: What happened? Did they get ... 
20NMB: It was African, Newark and Patterson's beef. Newark and Patterson don't get along that much. It was this 
dude from Patterson was talking to this dude from Newark. Dude from Newark was insane and [inaudible] talk. 
Then when they got closer, the dude from Newark stab him in the head with a pen. 
Interviewer: Did the COs come for that? 
20NMB: Yes. It was a [inaudible]. Blood was everywhere. The boy was sitting down. It was like in front of his 
face, unconscious, blood just running down his face. It was crazy. 
Interviewer: Did you see what happened to the Newark guy? 
20NMB: He was on lock down and beat up by the COs. 
Interviewer: He got beat up as a consequence. The other guy, he got medical attention I'm assuming. 
20NMB: Yeah, he was in critical condition. 
Interviewer: Did you see him come back at all? 
20NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: That's crazy. Did you experience any of these things yourself? I know you said you were in some 
fights, but anything else beyond that? 
20NMB: Never. It's like people would never even try me. After a couple of fights they never really cared about 
me anymore.  
 
Interviewer: Yeah. That's the next question actually. Can you tell me a little bit more about the staff? How you 
were treated by the staff?  
1CF?: I just mentioned a moment ago, a girl's face was pushed into a wall. Her nose was broken. There's no 
reason for any of that. I don't remember the whole situation, but they thought she was smuggling in pills from 
another pod, which is pretty much impossible unless they're out in the hallway while you're out trying to get, 
because we only get clothing twice a week. So the other girl would have had to be in the hallway while we were 
getting clothes, which is, again, impossible because all the floors have cameras. They thought she was smuggling 
pills from another pod, and when they came in, they barged her, three or four of them, and just pushed her up 
against the wall and broke her nose.  
Interviewer: These were corrections officers?  
1CF?: Yes.  
Interviewer: Okay.  
1CF?: And her nose was broke. Her nose was gushing blood. All down her face, her uniform, everything. All 
through her hands, down her wrists, everything. They messed her up.  
Interviewer: What happened after that? 
1CF?: They took her out. 
Interviewer: Meaning? 
1CF?: They took her out of the pod, and hopefully they took her to the hospital. 
Interviewer: Yeah, I was going to ask, do you know if she got medical care?  
1CF?: I'm hoping she did. When stuff like that happens, they put us in our cells, and whoever they're after stays in 
the pod, and they put the rest of us in our cells to protect us.  
Interviewer: Okay. 
1CF?: But after we just seen that, yeah. 
 
Interviewer: Talking about fights and the Cos, how bad was it? Would correction officers come if there was a 
violent fight? 
5NM2: Most will not, they will call like the turtle squad. 
Interviewer: What is that? 
5NM2: They are like ninja turtles. Got helmets, batons and stuff. 
Interviewer: Those are not Cos? 
5NM2: Those are not physically people you want to mess with because they will hurt you bad. 
Interviewer: They will use force. 
5NM2: They will use force, that is their job, break up fights. 
 




1CM?: Well they lock everybody in their cells and they call the men in black. It's like a group of CO's that all had 
to like disorderly people ... 
Interviewer: It's a special group of people who come in when there's a situation.  
1CM?: Yeah. They are super aggressive. 
 
Interviewer: Yep. That being said, because there is so many different people, do you think there is serious 
arguments, physical fights, sexual harassment, that kind of thing? 
22NMB: Always physical fights, especially in jail. 
Interviewer: Always? Is this the same kind of thing where if the staff sees you you're in trouble but - 
22NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer: Okay, but do people not report because they don't want to - 
22NMB: They don't want no problems. 
Interviewer: They don't want no problems? Okay. Is that usually inmate on inmate? 
22NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay and is it usually more in jail? 
22NMB: More on the outside too. 
Interviewer: Okay, and did you experience any of these things? Did you get - 
22NMB: No. 
Interviewer: No? Okay. 
22NMB: I seen it but I don't get involved. 
 
Interviewer: Do you remember hearing or seeing about while you were in jail, maybe some serious verbal fights? 
18NMB: Yeah. I remember seeing some. 
Interviewer: They happened a lot? 
18NMB: Happens a lot. 
Interviewer: What about physical fights, though? 
18NMB: Yeah. That's all you mainly doing is physically fighting people. [crosstalk] Gang-related. A lot of it was 
gang-related. 
Interviewer: Are the gangs when you get to jail, do they separate you out by- 
18NMB: Yeah. They separate. Have to. 
Interviewer: Yeah. Or else it would be real problems, right? 
18NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Can you tell me maybe about the most memorable incident, or one of them? 
18NMB: They just fighting, jumping people. One guy got beat up in the shower, like that. 
Interviewer: Did you ever get ... Did anybody ever start anything- 
18NMB: No. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. Let me ask you about some of the more traumatic experiences. You can decline to answer it if 
you don't want to go into it. Were there a lot of physical fights, of violence, and stuff that occurred there? 
39NBM: Sometimes yes. Some person would act up and they just get ... I ain't really want to because everybody 
got to suffer. I ain't suffering for something I ain't doing. I don't need to do that because then everybody going to 
get in trouble for it. I'm not taking weight that I shouldn't have to take. I'm here to do my time. I ain't trying to get 
no more time.  
Interviewer: Did that happen frequently? 
39NBM: Sometimes. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
39NBM: Mostly with the gangs. They talk about this and that, then come find out, they're not this and that. Then 
they want to beat them up and stuff.  
Interviewer: What about self harm, where people actually hurt themselves. Did that happen a lot? 
39NBM: No. I didn't see that.  
Interviewer: What about any sexual impropriety or anything like that? Would that occur frequently there 
as well?  
39NBM: You can hear them at night, "Ma". Ma can't help you now.  
Interviewer: Saying ma as they ... 
39NBM: As they was raped. 
Interviewer: That was happening frequently? 
39NBM: Yeah.  
Interviewer: Was there a response to that from the CO's? 
39NBM: I don't know.  
Interviewer: Okay. This happened frequently, did you get the sense that they were at least trying to protect 
people, or stop that from happening? 
39NBM: It's going to happen, because it's going to happen. There isn't nothing they can do. I mean that's his own 
bunky doing it. You're cell mate doing it to you.  
 
1NM2: The county system is also fucked up too, because you’ve got your average here, sorry to say it, but I had a 
friend that did go to jail and got his ass raped. “What happened?” Nasty niggers in there, man. You’ve got all 
types of people in there, and the COs don’t do nothing about it. 
Interviewer: Yeah, I was going to ask you, if your friend disclosed that to you- 
1NM2: He had no choice, because everybody on the tier heard it. He had no choice- 




1NM2:The niggers just knew. The niggers heard him screaming, so we knew what was up. If you hear a nigger 
screaming at 3 o’clock in the morning, you know what’s up. 
Interviewer: Yeah, I was going to ask, how would something like that happen? There were people there. 
1NM2: You hear a nigger screaming at 3 in the morning, but when the CO falls asleep, what’s he going to do? 
Interviewer: He slept through it? 
1NM2: Yeah. I don’t believe that he was asleep, but the nigger’s claiming that he was asleep. When I asked him, I 
remember that. The nigger said, “Oh, probably down there in the KO, I didn’t hear that nigger yelling.” He didn’t 
give a fuck, because they’re just here getting a check. 
Interviewer: Stuff like that didn’t happen often, though? 
1NM2: No, not often, but when some shit did go down, the nigger didn’t know nothing about it. They didn’t give 
a fuck. If they seen something, they seen it happen, then they’re on it like, “Oh yeah, we seen this happen. We 
know what happened.” If they’re able to catch it on camera … If they didn’t catch it on camera, if they didn’t see 
it, or they wasn’t around, they didn’t give a fuck. You just got your shit wrong. If you get your ass all whipped, 
the camera’s in a blind spot, or they catch you in the dugout somewhere, that’s a blind spot. They catch a nigger, 
take you out somewhere, fuck your ass up on the staircase real quick, or rape you in the mother fucking bathroom, 
or catch your ass, like I said, in the blind spot and do some nasty shit to you, they don’t give a fuck, because they 
didn’t see it. 
Interviewer: If you don’t mind me asking, just because you sparked my curiosity, the fact that it doesn’t happen 
that much though, is there some reason why, besides just some sort of gratification? 
1NM2: Like what I just said, does it happen a lot? 
Interviewer: Yeah. 
1NM2: Like, what I just said, does it happen a lot, like that rape situation, that doesn’t happen a lot, because it’s 
the 21st century. Niggers ain’t going around trying to feel niggers up. They ain’t running around trying to do that. 
You’ve got nasty ass mother fuckers, old people out here. You’ve got big nasty old niggers out here. What is 
going on in there a lot, niggers is getting fucked up in there a lot. Niggers is really getting torn up in there, like 
getting stabbed up. 
 
Interviewer: Right, okay so all right. The next couple questions are about the challenges, obviously, of jail that 
are not like on the outside but people living in that family, you said that confined space, what's going to 
happened? The questions I have is like, do you remember hearing about or seeing fights? 
2NFB: There's fights and you know what happens in jail and I hate to say this, there's correctional officers that 
come in here and they fraternize with the ... 
Interviewer: With the women? 
2NFB: Yeah some of them guards. 
Interviewer: Sexual harassment is definitely something that happens? 
2NFB: It happens, I've seen it with my own eyes. I've seen them bring in tobacco, I see them bring in weed.  
Interviewer: The correctional staff? 
2NFB: Yes. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
2NFB: Now this is 2 years ago so I don't know what's going on now because there was a big raid and some of 
them lost their jobs and everything but I know for a fact, like this girl was having sex with, I've seen it.  
Interviewer: Was it consensual? Did they both agree to it? 
2NFB: Mm-hmm (affirmative), they agreed to it because, you know what they want, cigarettes.  
Interviewer: Cigarettes? 
2NFB: Cigarettes, bring in food, they could bring [inaudible], they could bring, anything that you need, they 
could bring it in. 
Interviewer: It was like a sexual arrangement based on the fact that I'll give you something if you ...?  
2NFB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
2NFB: It may be like a touch, it may be a feel or they could have full fledged sex, it depends where they take you 
and how much rent they got and they could take you somewhere. 
Interviewer: Yeah so it sounds like it's a business transaction almost but what about, so these are male guards 
targeting female prisoners? 
2NFB: I've never seen a female, it happened. One of my home boys, I know that he had sex. They moved him to 
Jersey City because he messed with the guard. He was Essex County, Doremus avenue and we they felt that and 
he got out because he had kept her underwear, they moved him to Jersey City.  
Interviewer: Okay so is there, besides the consensual, is there sexual harassment with the inmate?  
2NFB: I've never really seen like because you can get them in trouble and I don't think nobody want to catch a 
new charge in here.  
Interviewer: Okay so the people don't do that because they're afraid? 
2NFB: They're like, you can get so hard up. Women, they'll probably show a boob because they may have been in 
there for a long time but I've seen, people talking to windows and stuff like that. I mean if you're locked inside 
with a whole bunch of women and you're not gay, you don't want to be with no other woman so you're going to 
talk to the men.  
Interviewer: Women don't pressure the other women into ... ? 
2NFB: If you're having a relationship with a girl it's because you want to have a relationship with a girl. 
Interviewer: Okay, that's what I wanted to know, if it was just ... ? 
2NFB: Nobody got raped, I've never see nobody get real. You know, it's like going to jail so I'm going to take, no. 
Even if men just lye. If you're having sex with a man it's because you want to have sex but I know a lot of guys, I 




the men is messing with other men, it's because they want to mess with them." You know not to, when you come 
in jail or prison you know not to take nothing from somebody because you know it's going to be consequence to 
that because they're going to say you owe them something. That's why you get your own commissary and you get 
your own stuff because if you take a favor from somebody, if it's not anybody you don't know off the street, you 
don't take gifts from people because is like, some places sex for [inaudible]. 
 
Interviewer: So with physical fights or verbal fights you witnessed does anyone intervene to stop it at all? 
10NM?: Not that they intervene to stop it, all the ones that I've seen there was nobody around to stop it. 
Interviewer: So do they do it away from people? 
10NM?: Yeah. 
Interviewer: So the CO's don't see/ 
10NM?: Exactly. 
 
20NMB: It's kind of funny. One day we were all in the cafeteria and my friend talking to someone else. I'm not 
saying nothing, but I'm [inaudible]. They started jumping on [inaudible]. I'm just watching them go back and 
forth. The CO walks over there and they both playing off like they don't even know each other, the wasn't talking 
to each other the whole time. The CO walks off. My friend turn around and go like this. They started arguing 
again. They just started fighting. It was crazy. It just became a riot. Everybody started fighting each other. It was 
crazy. 
Interviewer: What happened then? Then did COs come? 
20NMB:  The COs came, beat everybody up basically. Basically they're doing that, get everybody up, take 
everybody to they cell for eight hours and just stay in there. It was crazy. 
Interviewer: What was that last part? 
20NMB:  We had to stay in the cells for eight hours. We was on lock down. 
Interviewer: Eight hours. Is that as a consequence of fighting? 





5NFB: Oh my God. It's like everything is like, the people in there. I was so scared in there. A lot of people were 
picking on me. When you're new in there, oh my God. I was sick. I wasn't eating the stuff that they feed you. I 
couldn't wait to get out and have a decent meal.  
Interviewer:  It's a bad place. You were saying you were being picked on, so people were harassing you?  
5NFB: Yeah. Picking fights and bullying me.  
Interviewer:  Bullying you.  
5NFB: I was scared.  
Interviewer:  You were scared. Yeah. Was anyone helpful at all? Could you get any help from anyone? 
5NFB: Yeah. It took like 15 minutes just for the guard to come.  
Interviewer:  Okay. Were you in any fights? Did anyone hurt you? 
5NFB: No. I was so scared. I let them bully me. They can say what they want to say. I don't care. I didn't want to 
be in a fight, so I just let them punk me. Be a coward. I don't care what they called me. "She a punk. Leave her 
alone." That's what I want. Okay if they feel that I'm a punk or something maybe they'll leave me alone. They left 
me alone too.  
Interviewer: Yes ma'am. What impact did being in Green Street have on your life?  
5NFB: I had nightmares waking up thinking I'm still in there. You know how you like-For the last month I was 
like that.  
Interviewer: Yeah. I'm sorry to hear that. What's helped you move forward from that? How do you get through? 
5NFB: I just went to church, counseling, and all that stuff.  
 
 
Interviewer: Did you witness or were involved in any physical or verbal altercations while in jail?  
1C??: There have been some verbal.  
Interviewer: Verbal. How do the COs handle that?  
1C??: First off, they get ready to snap. Second, they're going to put you somewhere, they're going to beat you up. 
They're going to let you sit in there until the swelling goes down, then they're going to send you to court. It's like 
wait a minute, but that's what they do because in their eyes we're right. It's like "Wait, you're not always right."  
Interviewer: Was there any solitary confinement in jail?  
1C??: Yes. Everybody get it. Everybody.  
 
Interviewer: It was just basically like they were there just to get their check and not really there for the inmate's 
health or things, or ... When there was a fight that broke out, they just let it. They took their slow time getting 
there. 
Interviewer: Why do you think that they didn't break up more fights? 
2CFB: [inaudible] she's says, "[inaudible]," us or her, and then she's just like, "If I have to come in, I'm macing 
people and I'm shooting people. Either y'all are going to fight until they tire theyself out, then I'll come in. If I'm 
coming in, almost everybody's going to get maced." 




Interviewer: Can you think about the most memorable one and just tell me what happened. What were you doing 




5NM?: I was shaving and this one guy came behind me and he bumped into me, didn't say excuse me. I told him 
about himself and he got mad, got riled about the whole situation so I just got pissed off and [crosstalk}. 
Interviewer: What did you do? 
5NM?: We started fighting. 
Interviewer: How did it end?  
5NM?: With a staff member breaking it up. 
Interviewer: A CO came and broke it up. 
5NM?: Yeah. 
Interviewer: What happened after. 
5NM?: That's it, we just [crosstalk 01:41:38] and went about our business. 
Interviewer: Were you guys okay after that. 
5NM?: No, we just don't talk. 
Interviewer: You just kept away. You said you were written up for that fight. What was the consequences. 
5NM?: 30 days in lock up. 
 
 
Interviewer: Did you ever experience any violence when you were in jail, anytime? Like verbal, physical, 
harassment?  
28CMB: A little verbal violence, yeah, but that's just how they talk and you talk to them back like that. Yeah, 
they cuss at you and stuff when you get up in there. 
Interviewer: At that point do you get back at it with them or you just let it go because you're already in jail? 
28CMB: It just depends. Sometimes you just do it just to pass time. Like see how long I can get them to argue 
with me today.  
 
1NM2: It’s crazy, because a lot of people go through stuff when they’re locked up. A lot of people deal with that, 
but it’s crazy, because I didn’t go through that much locked up. I got cut and all of that. I got jumped by some crip 
niggers and all that, but it comes with the game. That comes with what you chose to do. It’s just so funny. 
Honestly, I thought they was going to try to do some bullshit to me when I got locked up. I thought the CO was 
one of them, but he was cool as hell. He was chilling. They don’t really … They’ve got the selective ones that 
they do certain things to, like the ones that be acting out, acting bad, always spitting on them, trying to throw piss 
on them and stuff like that. Those are the ones they go in and whip their ass purposefully, like they’re fucking you 
up purposefully. Anybody else, if you’re just chilling, you stay in your own way, minding your business, not 
getting into the jail politics shit, all that’s happening all day and all that shit, they ain’t bothering you. They’re just 
letting you do your time, bringing you the food, just chilling, asking you how your case is going and stuff like 
that. They’re really down to earth. That’s also because they’ve got a lot of young guys that’s becoming COs now, 
too. I’ve seen that. It’s not really too … It’s older people still, but there’s a lot of young guys in there. That kind of 
brings in what goes on in there too, because a lot of that goes on in there. That, I ain’t even going to speak too 
much on. There’s a lot that goes on in there. 
 
Interviewer: Were you involved in any fights at all? Did anything happen to you while you were in there? 
1NM2: Nah, I basically had an argument. I ain't have no fights. I kept to myself. I ain't really socialize with 
people. When I did, it was on a good note like 'I'm just trying to get out of here'. 
Interviewer: Sounds like you have a real good approach with people. 
1NM2: I know what to do and what not to do. I'm not that overaggressive type of person unless I'm pushed to that 
limit. If you ain't do nothing to me, you don't say nothing wrong to me, talk to, we’re cool. If you push my button, 
then that's what men do, fight up in there. You got to protect yourself. You don't want nobody to step all over you 
off in there, 'cause then they're going to keep doing it. 
Interviewer: Right, got it. That's the situation in there, you have to defend yourself? 





1NM?: I've seen this one guy get stabbed, this Muslim guy. He was on a Crip hit. They stabbed him up so bad 
and see, I ain't never seen nothing like this. The way the blood was coming out like he had a waterfall on his head, 
like it was shooting up. I've never seen that. I thought that only happened in movies-  
Interviewer: Right.  
1NM?: Like people getting stabbed, but I've seen that in real life. I've seen people get cut. I've seen one guy reach 
over my shoulder and cut a guy in front of me with a razor. It's a lot of stuff.  
 
Interviewer: In terms of the overall prison experience, I just want to discuss a little bit about those things that we 
talked about with jail. Did things change in term so of the verbal arguments and the physical fights? Did it happen 
more often or less in prison? 
18NMB: Less in prison. 
Interviewer: Less in prison? 
18NMB: Yeah. You really had to do something, like, you had to be doing stuff to be getting beat up in prison. 
People probably saying what you told on this person, told on that person. They got the people where they trying to 
find that person, drugs, whoever's on drugs not paying they debt on drugs. 
Interviewer: You have to go out of the way to find trouble? 
18NMB: Yeah, really. You really do in prison. 





4CMB: After a few days, they let us back out in the yard. I see this whole crowd of people. We're just all the 
same until being in prison for three months there. I'm in the commissary line, and I'm almost up by the doorway, 
and here comes a group of guys going after the second guy in front of me. Then here comes three other guys, and 
then three or four other guys. They're focused on trying to get this guy, so they start intimidating this guy. The 
group that came, one of the guys said, he's trying to intimidate the guy to go after to fight the guy he's looking at, 
but he said "You better go after your guy. You better get that rat, dude." He turned around, and they started to face 
each other off. It turned out from one fight to three. One guy, sort of a guy about maybe 5'6", he was sort of 240 
or 250 pounds. This other guy was a little skinnier, coming after him. He picked him up, put him on the 
commissary wall, then dragged him over to the right on the grass, pulled out a fiberglass broomstick, and started 
sticking him. That was wow, but then again the Officers' Dining Court was two doors down from the commissary, 
and this lieutenant, tall skinny guy, carries a radio, came up and he just started hitting the guy in the head who was 
doing the sticking. He knocked him out, and he kept him up, and he picked up his radio, called for backup. We 
thought we could get in commissary before they closed the yard. The commissary guy just threw everybody out, 
and they yelled on the speaker everybody back to their dorms, and stuff like that. They usually carry a video 
camera around to get everybody who's in a group, but to this day they didn't have it. They just had a few COs out 
there looking. Anyway, he stabbed this guy a number of times before he had got knocked out. We heard that he 
had passed away, the one who got stabbed. The other one, of course, you know he's going up to a higher level of 
prison, which I didn't know anything about prisons, levels, and stuff like that. It was for me being the average 
height of a prisoner, I wasn't too intimidated. There's all these other guys that are smaller. The only thing that was 
intimidating is when you see a group of guys coming towards you. That's kind of scary 
 
22NMB: Well, I don't remember seeing nothing sexual, but people always arguing and fighting. 
Interviewer: Arguing and fighting would happen a lot? And when that would happen would it be usually inmates 
with inmates, CO's with inmates or all? 
22NMB: Inmate with inmate. 
Interviewer: When that would happen would there be consequences? 
22NMB: There is only consequences if one of the staff members see it and they call the corrections. 
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative), CO's. 
22NMB: Then there would be consequences, but a lot of time this stuff happens and nobody sees nothing. 
Interviewer: Nobody says anything? Do people get hurt? 
22NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: Do they get the help they need or not so much when they get hurt? 
22NMB: They get the help if they ask for it. 
Interviewer: If they ask for it? Do people ask for it? 
22NMB: No. 
Interviewer: Why not? 
22NMB: Because if they ask for it now they want to know what happened to you, why, who did it and all the 
other stuff. 
 
22NMB: I've seen, like inmates, I've seen inmates get in fights. I've seen people pull out locks in the socks, put 
their lock in the sock. 
Interviewer: Yeah. Is that something that was commonplace or very … 
22NMB: What do you mean? 
Interviewer: I'm guessing that it had to be very rare that something like that would happen. 
22NMB: Oh, yeah, these things didn't happen too much. They don't happen how they used to happen, believe it or 
not. In the past, from what I've heard, prison used to be a lot better and a lot worse. The gangs were a lot more 
strict. Gangs were really gang banging, I'd say I guess, that when you come in, who are you, where you from, you 
know what I'm saying? 
Interviewer: Yeah. 
22NMB: Now, this time around, it wasn't so much like that. It was more laid back and as long as you mind your 
business, you don't show that you're scared, and it's really not that bad anymore, at least where I was at, and again, 
things happen. They just happen sometimes. Someone may just [inaudible] I'm going to rob this guy. There's this 
thing where we call, you have your life locked and you're scared somebody's going to take your stuff. There's a 
norm that everybody thinks they have to have the lock unlocked, so they're not scared if anybody takes their stuff. 
Then when someone does take their stuff, it's like all right, now you should be obligated to fight the whole wing, 
which is 2-4-6-8-10-12, 12 people. It's like so irrational, it doesn't even make sense, but these are the norms in 
prison. These are one of the norms. It doesn't make sense. If someone really wants to steal from you, why not 
make it harder? Lock the lock. Whoever came up with this idea, whatever group of people, obviously are the ones 
stealing.  
Interviewer: That would be ingenious, actually. Yeah, yeah. Was there a prison response when these situations 
came, these situations happened? 
22NMB: Sometimes they might kick somebody out of somebody's locker and moving around. "Oh, I'm so sorry. I 
want to fight everybody," but he didn't fight anybody. 
Interviewer: Do the COs, though, do anything to try to make sure that those situations didn't occur that much? 
22NMB: Not really. Stuff wasn't really done in front of COs.  
 
7NMB: This is no lie, no exaggeration. Just about every week somebody got raped, somebody got jumped, 
somebody got stabbed up. They get extorted for they food. 
Interviewer: Was this mostly inmate on inmate or any CO on inmate? 




Interviewer: Okay, people in each other's cells? 
7NMB: They catch you in showers, cafeteria, any little corners where the cameras aren't, jump you, do whatever. 
Cameras are, you know they've got certain parts in a prison, they call them dead-zones, which you can go 
downstairs in the basement. Ain't no camera there man. That's where you fight at. You got a problem, like if I had 
a problem with this inmate and I need to get at him, we would meet at that location, three on this side, three on 
this side to witness it. We would fight and walk out. 
Interviewer: All right, were CO's aware? 
7NMB: Nope. 
Interviewer: Okay, wow. 
7NMB: Until the end, til somebody got hurt. 
Interviewer: Okay, so then would someone would get hurt, would it get followed up on? Would they get 
treatment? 
7NMB: Yep. 
Interviewer: Would there be consequences? 
7NMB: On the CO's part, yeah. 
Interviewer: Oh, okay. 
7NMB: Someone's supposed to be walking that tier at all times. 
Interviewer: Right, but not necessarily the inmate part? 
7NMB: No 
 
Interviewer: Were they usually inmate-on-inmate or sometimes was it CO-on-inmate or? Usually? 
23NMB: Both. 
Interviewer: Both of them happened? When that happened, what happened? Did both parties or whoever 
involved get in trouble? 
23NMB: I don't know about if the officer got in trouble, but I know people just fight. The inmates, when they 
fight, they fought, then it was an inmate fighting a cop or whatever. Then it was just a fight. 
Interviewer: Do you know about any of the consequences if they were caught fighting? 
23NMB: The consequences? 
Interviewer: What would happen to them? 
23NMB: The consequences as far as the inmate, the inmates are always going to lose. Which means the 
consequences could be, tapped a few times with the club. I think that's what they do. Licks. Then you just get 
cuffed and sent to the hole, or medical first. 
Interviewer: Sent to medical if they have an injury, and then sent to the hole. By the hole, do you mean solitary? 
23NMB: Yes. 
 
Interviewer: How often would the fights happen? Would they mostly be inmate on inmate? You were also saying 
CO on inmate. 
5NMB: Both. 
Interviewer: There was both. Yep. Do you think that people really got any help that they needed if they were 
hurt, especially in these fights? 
5NMB: Yeah. They got help.  
Interviewer: What kind of help? 
5NMB: They'd get stitched up. 
Interviewer: Stitched up. In the medical ... 
5NMB: They give you pain medication. 
Interviewer: Given pain? 
5NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative).  
 
4CMW: In prison, they like jumping on inmates.  
Interviewer: When you say jump on them, what do you mean? 
4CMW: Beat them up, slam them, pepper spray them. Pepper spray them, then push them down the steps. Throw 
them over the railing while they're pepper sprayed. Stuff like that. 
 
12NMB: Guards is way more disrespectful. 
Interviewer: In prison? 
12NMB: Yeah.  
Interviewer: All the COs and captains and everyone? 
12NMB: Everyone. You got a few good, you got a few, though, that's they from the old, but today, more and 
more, they got a lot of these guards coming back from the war, and they are gung-ho. They be amped for action. 
Interviewer: Right. They're quick to use force, you'd say? 
12NMB: Yeah. It's crazy that, just down Bayside, and I'm sure you will hear more and more about Bayside, they 
killing jokers down there, they killing guys down there. 
Interviewer: The guards? 
12NMB: Yeah. They quick to tell you, "You want a helicopter ride?" 
Interviewer: What's a helicopter ride? 
12NMB: The hospital helicopter got to come get you to take you to the hospital. When I was down there before, 
they was beating guys so bad, that whatever hospital they was taking you to, them people was, "The next prisoner 
that come here like this, we [inaudible] ..." Now, they putting cameras up. Last incident, they beat a white boy, 
and his mother's a judge, or his father was a judge, so they thought he was on comatose. They thought he was 




He's like, "Blood guys? Who said the Blood guys? No, the officers did this." They beat ... Even though they are 
rednecks and racist, they honestly hate all prisoners. 
Interviewer: They don't necessarily discriminate. 
12NMB: They beat the shit out of white, black, and Puerto Rican. I seen them one time, we was in pill-call line. A 
little white boy had a little bee-bop to him. Guard said, "Come here! You're a fucking disgrace to your race. 
You're white!" Slapped the shit out of him. Pow! They just ... I'm going to get on the news about them. My man 
got a blog up already on it, but they are ... It's like second and third generations cops. I'm seeing these guys come 
in looking like they just graduated high school, chewing tobacco, and they like, "Yeah." It's a game to them to see 
how many they can beat up. 
Interviewer: Where was this incident that happened? 
12NMB: Bayside, Leesburg, yep. 
 
7NMB: I've seen in Rahway and Trenton. I've seen homosexuals bench pressing four hundred pounds. I'm talking 
about big muscle bound all the way around, straight faggots. 
Interviewer: Is there any kind of regulation to those that are being turned out? Do the CO's, is there anyway to 
intervene? 
7NMB: A lot of time they turn their back on stuff like that. They don't get involved unless you get seriously hurt. 
Then they have to do something, especially on they watch. A lot of times, man, I used to be asleep, trying to sleep 
man, hear guys screaming all night long. All night long I'd be laying there like, when is it my turn? I had no 
problem. I went in there peaceful. I wasn't trying to be no tough guy in there. I knew, there's guys in there doing 
life. I'm only going to be in here for a brief moment. I need to go home. 
Interviewer: Right, did you know how to make a complaint if you needed to? Did people make complaints? 
7NMB: They made complaints. They still keep doing the same cell with the same person til they ready to change 
you or unless you got sent to the infirmary where you was beaten so bad or stabbed til they had to change your 
room or send you to another prison, something like that.  
 
Interviewer: All right and quickly do you mind taking me through a typical day in Trenton, you know, waking 
up, what the routine was? 
7NMB: Waking up, breakfast, you can get shanked at any time in prison. What I mean by shanked is homemade 
knives, anything they can cut you with or stab you with. You can get hurt at any time in Trenton if you have any 
type of problem. Most of the time, the problem you going to have is you do something to somebody on the street, 
nine times out of ten, if they're the same type of person you are, you going to see them in prison. You're going to 
see them. 
Interviewer: Are CO's looking out for this? Are they following up on these instances? 
7NMB: Put it this way, if I would have went in there for rape, on the street, the CO's are real bad guys sometimes. 
They'll put that information out in the jail, just to let them know that I'm a rapist, what I did to women and 
children or whatever. Then, prisoners feel like, I've got a wife out there. I've got a sister out there. It could be 
them. Let's take care of him. 
Interviewer: Wow. 
7NMB: Either they do the same thing to me. Nine times out of ten, they get killed for going in there on a rape 
charge. Yes, you don't want that. 
Interviewer: Because CO's are leaking information ... 
7NMB: Can't tell, they put your file out there. If you come in there for rape, they put your file out there ASAP. I 
ain't talking about, not tomorrow. When you get there, somebody in that prison that work in that system that 
where they have prisoners that help log in your personal belongings, get the finite information about you. They 
have prisoners that actually do all that.  
Interviewer: Wow, okay. 
 
Interviewer: They're going to be more aggressive with you in prison? 
7NMB: Definitely. 
Interviewer: Unless you're doing what you're supposed to be doing. 
7NMB: Yes, they need order from you, depending on the type of person you is. If you go in there with that type 
of attitude. Don't get me wrong. I've seen a lot of young guys come in here as used to shooting people on the 
street. When you get in there, you don't have any guns. If you don't know how to use these, you're in trouble. They 
get taken advantage of immediately. Young guys get turned out immediately. 
Interviewer: What do you mean by turned out? 
7NMB: Braiding other inmates hair, washing their underwears, being their girlfriend or whatever you want to call 
it. 
Interviewer: Is that a means of protection for them? 
7NMB: They just get turned out, automatically, especially the lifers that's doing life. They don't care about them 
getting another street job. They're already doing life. What is it for killing you? They ain't, what they going to do? 
I'm going to die in there anyways. Killing you ain't gonna make no difference. Beating you down until you ain't 
moving ain't going to make no difference. I see them extort young guys all the time. Most of them that carry guns 
on the street can't fight anyway. 
Interviewer: Yeah, I just want to make sure for the record, turned out is like making someone like you said, your 
girlfriend? 
7NMB: That's right. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
 




2CFW: The less the better. 
Interviewer: Was it similar to jail where certain ones would enforce certain things or treat you a certain way? 
2CFW: I think in prison it was more straight across the board. There's always your cool ones and your not so cool 
ones in prison. The male COs are definitely screwing the female inmates. Vice versa in the male prisons from 
what I hear from my guy friends. 
Interviewer: Is that consensual sex? 
2CFW: I've heard both. I've heard both. The likelihood, I believe it's consensual. All the ones that I personally 
saw, my experience, were consensual. 
Interviewer: Were they relationships more or less? 




Interviewer: It was pretty mellow in prison for you? 
21NMB: Yeah. It's like if you do be harassed by officers, it's that you and him or you and her have words. It's like 
they try to talk to you like they're your mother and they're your fathers. You tell them, "You go home every night. 
I'm going to be here. You're not going to talk to me like you're my mother and father. We not going to sit here and 
debate." By you telling them how you feel, "Oh, you and your bunkie got to come out of your room." They'll go in 
your room, you might have the bottom bunk, they're going to destroy your whole bottom bunk, take your TV, 
your radio, put it all on your bed, dump all your canteen, take all your pictures and dump them all out. Some of 
them will pour water on your pictures. Some of them will pour water inside your TV if they don't really like you. 
Interviewer: You're talking about COs- 
21NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: Harassing you. 
21NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: If you talk back to them, that's one ... 
21NMB: Yeah. They want to say what they want to you, that they want, but you're supposed to sit back and bite 
your tongue. 
 
Interviewer: Mm-hmm (affirmative). Okay. And for the verbal arguments, were they usually between the CO's 
and the inmates or inmates on the inmates or...  
3NMB: Inmates on inmates, CO's on inmates, inmates on the phone.  
Interviewer: Okay and the physical fights. Who were the people doing the fights? 
3NMB: Inmates on inmates, inmates on CO's, so. 
Interviewer: Was it more often CO-inmate or... 
3NMB: More of often inmate-inmate but you got to...Sometimes the CO's get out of line and cross that barrier, 
and somebody gonna bust his ass.  
Interviewer: And so you said that you've experienced some fighting yourself. Can you tell me about one of the 
most memorable incidents, like, what happened? What were you doing? And how did the fight start?  
3NMB: The fight started because we was playing poker. And niggas said that they didn't want to pay me so 
[inaudible] and I told the niggas, "Yo, you don't want to pay me, suck my dick!" Got up from the table, walked in 
the room, I laid down because I was mad. When I woke up it was dinner time. I opened the door [inaudible] 
(smack), oh. Then we started poppin in the hallway. We fight for like a good 20 seconds. They hit the call, police 
came running down.  
Interviewer: So the CO pressed the alarm and corrections officers came to break it up? Okay. And then what 
happened? Did anybody need medical attention?  
3NMB: Nah they put us both in lock-up. They sent me to one cell in solitary confinement and shipped him to the 




in Jail and 
Prison 
Interviewer: Okay. Were you able to make a complaint, or how would you make a complaint if you were treated 
unfairly while in jail? 
12NMB: They got a remedy process, a grievance process you go through, or [inaudible] ombudsman. You try to 
talk to the ombudsman. 
Interviewer: Yeah, okay. You were aware of the process? It was a paperwork process, I'm assuming? 
12NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative), or you could call 5555, the ombudsman, yeah, that's the number, yeah. 
 
Interviewer: Yeah, a whole new era. If you had to complain about anything in jail, were there any systems for 
that, by the way? Did they have a process? 
4NFB: They got grievances. 
Interviewer: Grievances? Yeah. Did you ever any of them? 
4NFB: No, just like I said, my boyfriend be bailing me out, you know what I mean, and I don't want to be in jail a 
whole long time. 
 
11NMB: Man, don't never ... You know what? Somebody said that to me. Jail and prison should not be so nice 
that you'll be all right. It should be a memory that you won't never forget.  
Interviewer: Do you feel like if you ever had a complaint against the people there like the COs or whatever that 
there was a process for that?  
11NMB: I had so many, I wrote so many grievances, man that's a joke. They call it the grievance process, man 
that's a joke.  
 
Interviewer: Were they able to make complaints about what's going on in prison? Especially if it's the CO's.  
5NMB: They ain't no complaints. 




5NMB: I don't know but you can't complain.  
Interviewer: You can't complain. Okay. 
5NMB: If you complain then you're outcast. If you complain about the cops, they going to beat you worse and 
then they're going to put you in a helicopter to the medical center.  
Interviewer: If they ... 
5NMB: They decide, oh we got helicopters coming in for guys going to medical after the police jump them.  
Interviewer: Okay. 
5NMB: They got to take them to emergency. 
Interviewer: The guys taken to the emergency room. 
5NMB: Yeah. 
Interviewer: It's that bad? 
5NMB: It's that bad. A couple of them died already. They doing an investigation and they killed like three or four 
guys over there.  
Interviewer: How did they present that? 
5NMB: IA, undercover IA is walking around trying to catch them. They done killed, like since I've been there, 
three or four guys.  
Interviewer: Three or four people. Wow. There's no way to uncover any ...? 
5NMB: One guy got found in the maintenance room. I mean the electronic room, how he got there. They tried to 
say another inmate, but we all know it was the cops.  
Interviewer: You know it was the CO's, yeah. 
5NMB: We don't got a key to take you in there.  
 
Interviewer: Why do you think people aren't hearing about it because people aren't reporting? 
7NMB: Jail system keep that quiet, rapes, all types of stuff man, that I've seen and heard, all sorts of times, 
especially in Trenton. Trenton is worse than Rahway. Trenton is for lifers and like I said, once again, more than 
half them guys that were in there, I knew them from the projects. It was just like being on the street. It was home. 
Only thing kept me alive in there was my religion. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
 
Interviewer: Okay. What were your overall interactions like? Can you pull anything out as necessarily positive or 
negative? 
12NMB: With staff, positive, but with guards, depend on what prison you in. Bayside, the guards, my interaction 
with them was terrible.  
Interviewer: Right, just disrespect, violent? 
12NMB: Yeah, disrespect. I got assaulted by a guard because I had a word processor, because I write books. 
Broke my word processor for no reason, just broke my word processor. I used the grievance system, I wrote him 
up. They don't play that down there. You don't write no officer up down there. They tried to jump me. 
Interviewer: The guards did? 
12NMB: Yeah. The guard, he grabbed me, threw [inaudible] my word processor on the table, and threatened to 
punch me in my face if I didn't sign the confiscation notice. That's how I got out of there, because then I made it 
through the morning, went to the law library, got some numbers, came back to the tier, called my mother, and told 
her to call Trenton Department of Corrections, gave her the IA division and this, that, this division, and tell them 
your son been assaulted down at Bayside by Officer Such-and-such, and he fear for his life. They shipped me out 
of there. I escaped without a helicopter ride and getting teeth knocked all in.  
Interviewer: Right, wow. That's crazy. Thank you for sharing that. That's important. You were able to figure out 
a little bit of the grievance process but by going to the library, for the most part? 
12NMB: Mm-hmm (affirmative).  
Interviewer: I'm just curious, was anyone telling people of what the grievance process is and how you do it? 
12NMB: [inaudible]. Down there, we tell you what it is, we tell you don't do it.  
Interviewer: I know. This is not a question about being crazy, but, yes, I understand. No, to that answer. Okay, 
sounds good. Regarding those verbal and physical fights, then, it was guards and inmates involved. Did you tell 
anyone? Was there grievance processes for those? 
12NMB: No, because there are some guards that they will take they shirt and badge off, and they will square up 
with you like men, and it's over. You don't tell, they don't tell.  





Interviewer: Also, did you experience any of what I talked like the pressure, like the 
verbal fights? You've experienced that? 
2NM?: I have verbal disagreements before and I've had fights before. 
Interviewer: You've had fights? 
2NM?: It was never been because of my starting of my initiation. I don't just carry myself 
like that. It was because somebody may have a personal problem with me. 
Interviewer: Let's say somebody have a personal problem with you, have you ever 
escalated? You said it escalated into physical fight? 
2NM?: Yeah, because he might want to now try to take, let's say, my canteen, and I'm not 




Blood and they're Bloods, then let's say I might getting jumped, so they have to take me out 
of there, and put me, let's say, involuntarily, against my will, in PC. 
Interviewer: That's the consequence of it. Like you'll just get put in PC? 
2NM?: Maybe, because you have a lot of guy that they get pressure put on them at times, 
and they have to be in PC because they get a lot of canteens, and something the Bloods 
won't be having it. [inaudible] got canteen and he's still at his room when he go to rec. Now 
he come back and he [inaudible] and problems starts. 
 
Interviewer: Thinking about the last time you were in jail, you said you saw fights. Can 
you tell me what fights are typically about? Why they're started? Why they happen? 
8CMB: Stealing commissary.  
Interviewer: Stealing commissary? Is it fights between inmates? 
8CMB: Uh-huh. Inmates. 
 
7NMB: Yes, jail is totally different from prison. 
Interviewer: Okay. 
7NMB: Jail, you going to make bail and you going to go home. The most they can keep 
you is a hundred and eighty days. That's just like six months, mostly. 
Interviewer: Okay, so it was mostly like physical fights in jail here and there. 
7NMB: Yeah, they might rob you for your sneakers. For instance, if I was going down for 
five years and I have a beat up pair of sneakers on and you only there for two days and you 
going to make bail and go home, I'm going to take what you have because I know I'm 
going down. You get you a new pair of sneakers. Those sneakers you got on, I need to have 
those to take with me, because I'm going down for a long time. 
Interviewer: Okay, so this is like if you will, lower level stuff I guess in jail going on? 
7NMB: Yeah, you making bail. Ain't no need for you to have what you have. I need to get 
that 
 
Interviewer: Was there anything from your experience that was helpful to you? 
20NMB: When someone gave me a knife. 
Interviewer: That was helpful because it made you feel more safe? 
20NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: One they had made? 
20NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: Did anyone end up finding it? 
20NMB: No. 
Interviewer: Did you ever have to use it? 
20NMB: No. I almost did one time. 
Interviewer: 'm glad you didn't. 
20NMB: Wouldn't be talking to you know. 
Interviewer: Yeah, right. What made you stop using it? It just didn't get there? 
20NMB: Yeah, it didn't get there. It was two people. That's the only reason why I was 
going to use it. They were both talking about jumping me. I was laughing at them. They 
was getting mad at that. In jail, when someone laugh at you, it's like a foolish mistake. It's 
basically like saying SOB with a gang. That's they favorite term in jail. They tell you that. 
If you laugh at them they get mad. It's like oh, they're not respected. There's a whole bunch 
of insecure people in there. 
Interviewer: It escalates. 
20NMB: Yes. 
Interviewer: What happened? Did they end up jumping you then? 
20NMB: No. They tried to. I pull my knife out. They back up. It was just over with. 
Interviewer: The COs didn't see it or anything? 
20NMB: No. 
 




10CMB: As long as they don't bother me and I don't them. Don't say nothing crazy to me 
and I ain't got to say nothing crazy to you. As long as they don't bother me it's cool with 
me.  
Interviewer: Did you witness some COs saying crazy things to inmates? I'm looking for 
an example of what's that like? 
10CMB: I have but I have seen some inmates say some crazy stuff to staff to get the staff 
to say some crazy stuff back to them. They like want to fight. There's like one guy, they 
had locked us up in a cell and he was asking the CO something and the CO was ignoring 
him so they started CO names. The CO responded back and said something crazy. It went 
from there. He told the CO to unlock the door and all that and we can get it on and all that. 
The CO told him you better be glad that door locked. He told the CO, you got the key come 
unlock it then. There was a bunch of talk.  
Interviewer: Only talk though? Nothing ever escalated? 
10CMB: Yeah, only talk. Nothing escalated.  
 
Interviewer: And so you said that you've experienced some fighting yourself. Can you tell 
me about one of the most memorable incidents, like, what happened? What were you 
doing? And how did the fight start?  
3NMB: The fight started because we was playing poker. And niggas said that they didn't 
want to pay me so [inaudible] and I told the niggas, "Yo, you don't want to pay me, suck 
my dick!" Got up from the table, walked in the room, I laid down because I was mad. 
When I woke up it was dinner time. I opened the door [inaudible] (smack), oh. Then we 
started poppin in the hallway. We fight for like a good 20 seconds. They hit the call, police 
came running down.  
Interviewer: So the CO pressed the alarm and corrections officers came to break it up? 
Okay. And then what happened? Did anybody need medical attention?  
3NMB: Nah they put us both in lock-up. They sent me to one cell in solitary confinement 
and shipped him to the other one. Put me in Axe-seg [inaudible] for a year.  
 
1CWM: Yeah, I was waiting for it, too. At one point, we had a CO who was having a bad 
day and was taking it out on everybody. Me and my bunkee are playing cards, my bunkee 
likes to cheat when we play cards and we gamble. I mean, we gamble for the hell of it. I 
mean, we share all our food with each other anyways because we make breaks, this and 
that. He's yelling at the pod, this and that. Talking about, "Y'all can't be loud." This and 
that, this and that. Me and my bunkee are playing cards, he cheats. I'm like, "Fuck you, 
damn it!" CO comes in the cell, puts on his gloves before he opens up the door. He tells my 
bunkee to get out and he grabs me by my shirt, yanks me up against the wall and threatens 
me. 
Interviewer: What did he threaten you with? 
1CWM: "I can fucking kill you and get away with it. I can beat the hell out of you and no 
one would care." This and that. Then I went to make a complaint to the Corporal. 
Interviewer: Did you do anything at that point though? When he has you up? 
1CWM: Mm-mm (Negative) 
Interviewer: You just let him get it off his chest? 
1CWM: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
Interviewer: Okay.  
1CWM: Then when the Corporal came, the CO had the two people, who weren't even out 
during the time it happened because he locked the whole pod down, which is what he's 
supposed to do, I guess. No, he hadn't even let anyone out yet. He was just about to. He had 
two people he was cool with lying saying I had assaulted him. How did I get out of my 
door? My door is locked and it's this thick. 
Interviewer: Yeah. You're not getting out of that. 
1CWM: No. When the Corporal came, they told the Corporal I assaulted him. The 
Corporal knew it was bullshit because he knows the CO and he knows me, but either way it 
went, I went to make the complaint. The Corporal brought me ... Well, first, he freaking sat 




with assaulting a CO." This and that. I'm like, "No, I want to do this." So, "Go see the 
White Shirt." which is the Sergeant, the one in charge of the floor at the time. I go in there 
and they're talking about, "What is this I hear about you assaulting my CO?" I'm like, "I 
didn't assault him." Look at him, look at me. This dude's like freaking gorilla size in muscle 
and I'm gonna harm him, right? 
Interviewer: Right.  
1CWM: He's like, "You know what? We're just gonna charge you with assaulting this CO 
unless you drop it." 
Interviewer: Did you drop it? 
1CWM: Mm-hmm (affirmative). 
Interviewer: Yeah. I understand that, but that's awful. 
1CWM: This is what they did.  
Interviewer: Right. 
1CWM: I went to continue. I never dropped it until when this happened. They go to take 
me down to medical because I have a lower back issue, so when he slammed me against 
the wall, my back was in severe pain. Then my neck had also snapped and hit the wall. So, 
I went to go get checked. 
Interviewer: He really slammed you. 
1CWM: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 
Interviewer: Wow.  
1CWM: I went from the door to the wall in a matter of seconds. 
Interviewer: Wow. 
1CWM: They go to take me down and then the Corporal says this, "You have between the 
time of now and getting back up here to make a choice of dropping it or something very 
bad is gonna happen." They went and got the biggest SRT Officers and Corporals and had 
them go in the elevator with me. You already know what the intention is.  
Interviewer: Yeah. 
1CWM: I still had no determined time of how long I was gonna be there. Naturally, I have 
to drop it. I have no choice. The CO said I could go to PC, but the COs still have all access 
to me. So, it's that or practically get beat up everyday I'm there.  
Interviewer: By the people you can't do anything about? 
1CWM: Mm-hmm (affirmative) 











APPENDIX C: FULL QUANTITATIVE TABLE DESCRIPTIONS 
Place Management  
Healthcare Access and Witnessing Victimization. Table VII illustrates that 24 respondents 
reported that they witnessed victimization while in jail. Of the persons who reported witnessing 
victimization, 16 respondents also reported receiving healthcare and eight (8) respondents 
reported that they did not receive healthcare. Of the persons who did not report witnessing 
victimization (n=19), seven (7) respondents also reported receiving healthcare and 12 
respondents reported that they did not receive healthcare. Overall, based on the Pearson χ2 Test 
results, there was a meaningful significant difference in the odds of reported victimization 
witnessed (p = 0.052) between persons who report that they received healthcare in jail and 
persons who did not. The group of people who reported that they received healthcare in jail were 
3.45 times more likely to report that they witnessed victimization compared to the group of 
people who did not report that they received healthcare.  
Table VII: Healthcare and Witnessing Victimization 
Healthcare  Witnessed Victimization 
Total 
No Yes 
No  12 8 20 
Yes  7 16 23 
Total  19 24 43 
Note. Pearson’s χ2 = 3.79. Pr. = 0.052.  
 
Healthcare Access and Poly Victimization. Table VIII illustrates that on average, people who 
reported that they received healthcare while incarcerated reported significantly higher numbers 
of poly victimization while incarcerated (M=1.20, SE=.22) than those who did not (M=.63, 
SE=.21). This difference was meaningfully significant t(41)=-1.80, p<.10, and it represented a 




Table VIII: Independent T-test of Healthcare and Witnessing Poly Victimization 
Healthcare Obs. M 
 
S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
No 
19 
.631 .219 .955 .171 – 1.091 
Yes 
24 
1.208 .225 1.102 .742 – 1.673 





-1.221 – .068 
t = -1.805. Pr. = .078. MS. degrees of freedom = 41. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 
C.I. = Confidence Interval. MS < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001. 
 
Access to Informal Guardianship 
 
Solitary Confinement and Witnessing Sexual Assault. Table IX illustrates that 11 respondents 
reported that they witnessed sexual assault while in jail. Of the persons who reported that they 
witnessed sexual assault, two (2) respondents also reported receiving solitary confinement and 
eight (8) respondents reported that they did not receive solitary confinement. Of the persons who 
did not report that they witnessed sexual assault (n=55), two (2) respondents also reported 
receiving solitary confinement and 53 respondents reported that they did not receive solitary 
confinement. Overall, based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a significant difference in the 
odds of reporting of witnessed sexual assault (p = 0.029) between persons who report that they 
received solitary confinement and persons who did not. The group of people who report that they 
received solitary confinement were 10 times more likely to report that they witnessed sexual 






Table IX: Solitary Confinement and Witnessing Sexual Assault 
Solitary Confinement 
Witnessed Sexual Assault Total 
No Yes 
No  53 8 61 
Yes  2 3 5 
Total  55 11 66 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 4.32. Pr. = .029. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted. 
 
Solitary Confinement and Witnessing Harassment. Table X illustrates that 11 respondents 
reported that they witnessed harassment while in jail. Of the persons who reported that they 
witnessed harassment, three (3) respondents also reported receiving solitary confinement and 
eight (8_ respondents reported that they did not receive solitary confinement. Of the persons who 
did not report that they witnessed harassment (n=55), three (3) respondents reported receiving 
solitary confinement and 52 respondents reported that they did not receive solitary confinement. 
Overall, based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a meaningfully significant difference in the 
odds of reported harassment witnessed (p = 0.053) between persons who report that they 
received solitary confinement and persons who did not. The group of people who report that they 
received solitary confinement were 6.7 times more likely to report that they witnessed 
harassment compared to the group of people who reported that they did not receive solitary 
confinement.  
Table X: Solitary Confinement and Witnessing Harassment 
Solitary Confinement  Witnessed Harassment 
Total 
No Yes 
No  52 8 60 




Total  55 11 66 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 2.97. Pr. = .053. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted.  
 
Outside Communication and Being Physically Assaulted. Table XI illustrates that 42 
respondents reported that they were physically assaulted while in jail. Of the persons who 
experienced physical assault, 12 respondents reported having outside communication and 30 
respondents reported that they did not have outside communication. Of the persons who reported 
that they were not physically assaulted (n=17), one (1) respondent reported having outside 
communication and 16 respondents reported that they did not have outside communication. 
Overall, based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a meaningfully significant difference in the 
odds of reported experiences of physical assault (p = 0.083) between persons who report that 
they had outside communication and persons who did not. The group of people who report that 
they had outside communication were 6.4 times more likely to report that they were physically 
assaulted compared to the group of people who did not report that they had outside 
communication. 
Table XI: Outside Communication and Becoming a Victim of Physical Assault 
Outside Communication  Physically Assaulted 
Total 
No Yes 
No  16 30 46 
Yes  1 12 13 
Total  17 42 59 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 2.42. Pr. = .083. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted.  
 
Outside Communication and Being Verbally Assaulted. Table XII illustrates that 42 




that they experienced verbal assault, 18 respondents reported having outside communication and 
24 respondents reported that they did not have outside communication. Of the persons who 
reported they were not verbally assaulted (n=17), 1 respondent reported having outside 
communication and 16 respondents reported that they did not have outside communication. 
Overall, based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of 
reporting that they were verbally assaulted (p = 0.006) between persons who report that they had 
outside communication and persons who did not. The group of people who reported that they had 
outside communication were 12 times more likely to report that they were verbally assaulted 
compared to the group of people who reported they did not have outside communication.  
Table XII: Outside Communication and Becoming a Victim of Verbal Assault 
Outside Communication  Verbally Assaulted 
Total 
No Yes 
No  16 24 40 
Yes  1 18 19 
Total  17 42 59 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 5.97. Pr. = 0.006. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted.  
 
Outside Communication and Poly Victimization. Table XIII illustrates that on average, people 
who reported that they had outside communication reported having experienced significantly 
more poly victimization while incarcerated (M=.88, SE=.16) than those who reported they did 
not have outside communication (M=.29, SE=.14). This difference was significant t(52)=-2.68, 
p<.01, and it represented a medium-sized effect, r=0.35.  






Obs. M S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
 
No 17 .294 .142 .587 -.008 – .596 
Yes 43 .883 .167 1.095 .546 – 1.220 







t = -2.684. Pr. = .009**. Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom = 52. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 
C.I. = Confidence Interval. MS < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001. 
 
Solitary Confinement and Poly Victimization. Table XIV illustrates that on average, people who 
reported that they spent time in solitary confinement while incarcerated reported that they 
experienced meaningfully significant more poly victimization while incarcerated (M=2.36, 
SE=.60) than those who did not (M=1.44, SE=.17). This difference was meaningfully significant 
t(65)=-1.96, p<.05, and it represented a small-sized effect, r=0.22. 
Table XIV: Independent  Samples T-test of Solitary and both Witnessing and Experiencing Poly 
Victimization 
Solitary Obs. M S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
No 56 1.446 .170 1.278 1.104 – 1.788 
Yes 11 2.363 .607 2.013 1.010 – 3.716 





-1.850 – .015 
t = -1.963. Pr. = .053*. degrees of freedom = 65. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 
C.I. = Confidence Interval. MS < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001. 





Feeling Safe and Victimization. Table XV illustrates that 21 respondents reported that they were 
victimized while in jail. Of the persons who reported that they experienced victimization, three 
(3) respondents reported feeling safe in jail and 18 respondents reported that they did not. Of the 
persons who reported that they were not victimized (n=13), a total of 10 respondents reported 
feeling safe in jail and three (3) respondents reported that they did not. Overall, based on the 
Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of reported victimized (p = 
0.001) between persons who reported they felt safe in jail and persons who did not. The group of 
people who reported that they felt safe in jail were .05 times less likely (or 95% less likely) to 
report being victimized in jail compared to the group of people who reported they did not feel 
safe.  
Table XV: Felt Safe and Becoming a Victim 
Felt Safe  Victimized 
Total 
No Yes 
No  3 18 21 
Yes  10 3 13 
Total  13 21 34 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 10.81. Pr. = 0.001. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted. 
 
Feeling Safe and Being Physically Assaulted. Table XVI illustrates that 21 respondents 
reported that they were physically assaulted while in jail. Of the persons who reported that they 
experienced physical assault, 2 respondents reported feeling safe in jail and 19 respondents 
reported that they did not. Of the persons who were not physically assaulted (n=13), a total of 6 
respondents reported feeling safe in jail and 7 respondents reported that they did not. Overall, 
based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of reporting that 




jail and persons who did not. The group of people who reported that they felt safe in jail were .12 
times less likely (or 88% less likely) to report that they were physically assaulted in jail 
compared to the group of people who reported that they did not feel safe.  
Table XVI: Felt Safe and Becoming a Victim of Physical Assault 
Felt Safe  Physically Assaulted 
Total 
No Yes 
No  7 19 26 
Yes  6 2 8 
Total  13 21 34 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 4.12. Pr. = 0.033. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted.  
 
Feeling Safe and Being Verbally Assaulted. Table XVII illustrates that 21 respondents reported 
that they were verbally assaulted while in jail. Of the persons who reported that they experienced 
verbal assault, two (2) respondents also reported feeling safe in jail and 19 respondents reported 
that they did not. Of the persons who were not verbally assaulted (n=13), a total of seven (7) 
respondents also reported feeling safe in jail and six (6) respondents reported that they did not. 
Overall, based on the Fisher’s Exact Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of 
reporting being a victim of verbal assault (p = 0.013) between persons who reported they felt 
safe in jail and persons who did not. The group of people who reported they felt safe in jail were 
.08 times less likely (or 92% less likely) to report that they were verbally assaulted in jail 
compared to the group of people who did not report they felt safe. 
Table XVII: Felt Safe and Becoming a Victim of Verbal Assault 





No  6 19 25 
Yes  7 2 9 
Total  13 21 34 
Note. Fisher’s exact = 5.98. Pr. = .013. Group counts below 5 violate the assumption for a 
Pearson χ2. In turn, Fisher’s Exact Test was conducted.  
 
Incarcerated Persons as Source of Safety and Being Physically Assaulted. Table XVIII 
illustrates that 10 respondents reported that they were physically assaulted while in jail. Of the 
persons who reported the experience of physical assault, 5 respondents reported that they viewed 
other incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail and the remaining 5 respondents did not. 
Of the persons who reported that they were not physically assaulted (n= 31), 5 respondents 
reported viewing other incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail and 26 respondents did 
not. Overall, based on the Pearson’s χ2 Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of 
reported physical assaults (p = 0.030) between persons who report that they viewed other 
incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail and persons who did not. The group of people 
who reported that they viewed incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail were 5.3 times 
more likely to be physically assaulted in jail compared to the group of people who did not.  
Table XVIII: Incarcerated Person as Source of Safety and Becoming a Victim of Physical 
Assault 
Incarcerated Person as Source of Safety  Physically Assaulted 
Total 
No Yes 
No  26 5 31 
Yes  5 5 10 
Total  31 10 41 





Incarcerated Persons as Source of Safety and Being Verbally Assaulted. Table XIX illustrates 
that 10 respondents reported that they were verbally assaulted while in jail. Of the persons who 
reported that they experienced verbal assault, five (5) respondents reported that they viewed 
other incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail and five (5) respondents did not. Of the 
persons who were not verbally assaulted (n=31), six (6) respondents reported viewing other 
incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail and 25 respondents did not. Overall, based on 
the Pearson’s χ2 Test, there was a significant difference in the odds of reporting verbal assault (p 
= 0.057) between persons who report that they viewed other incarcerated persons as a source of 
safety in jail and persons who did not. The group of people who reported that they viewed 
incarcerated persons as a source of safety in jail were 4.2 times more likely to report being 
verbally assaulted in jail compared to the group of people who did not report that they viewed 
incarcerated persons as a source of safety. 
Table XIX: Incarcerated Person as Source of Safety and Becoming a Victim of Verbal Assault 
Incarcerated Person as Source of Safety Verbally Assaulted 
Total 
No Yes 
No  25 5 30 
Yes  6 5 11 
Total  31 10 41 
Note. Pearson’s χ2 = 3.61. Pr. = 0.057.  
 
Feeling Safe and Experiencing Poly Victimization. Table XX illustrates that on average, people 
who reported that they felt safe while incarcerated experienced significantly less reported poly 
victimization while incarcerated (M=.28, SE=.14) than those who reported they did not feel safe 
(M=1.46, SE=.29). This difference was significant t(17)=3.63, p<.001, and it represented a large-




Table XX: Independent T-test of Felt Safe and Experiencing Poly Victimization 
Felt Safe Obs. M S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
No 13 1.461 .291 1.050 .827 – 2.096 
Yes 21 .285 .140 .643 -.007 – .578 
Combined 34 .735 .170 .994 .388 – 1.082 
diff  1.175 .323  .495 – 1.856 
t = 3.636. Pr. = .001***. Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom = 17. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 
C.I. = Confidence Interval. MS < .10 *p < .05 **p < .01 ***p < .001. 
 
Feeling Safe and Witnessing/Experiencing Poly Victimization. Table XXI illustrates that on 
average, people who reported that they felt safe while incarcerated report experiencing 
significantly less poly victimization while incarcerated (M=1, SE=.26) than those who did not 
report that they felt safe (M=2.30, SE=.28). This difference was significant t(32)=3.20, p<.01, 
and it represented a medium-sized effect, r=0.49. 
Table XXI: Independent T-test of Felt Safe and both Witnessing and Experiencing Poly 
Victimization 
Felt Safe Obs. M S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
No 13 2.307 .286 1.031 1.684 – 2.931 
Yes 21 1 .267 1.224 .442 – 1.557 
Combined 34 1.5 .224 1.308 1.043 – 1.956 
diff  1.307 .407  .476 – 2.138 
t = 3.205. Pr. = .003**. degrees of freedom = 32. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 





Incarcerated Persons as Source of Safety and Witnessing/Experiencing Poly Victimization. 
Table XXII illustrates that on average, people who reported that they viewed incarcerated 
persons as a source of safety while incarcerated also significantly reported more experiences of 
poly victimization while incarcerated (M=2.7, SE=.44) than those who did not (M=1.41, 
SE=.20). This difference was significant t(39)=-2.89, p<.01, and it represented a medium-sized 
effect, r=0.42. 
Table XXII: Independent T-test of Incarcerated Person as Source of Safety and both Witnessing 
and Experiencing Poly Victimization 
Source of Safety: 
Incarcerated Person 
Obs. M S.E. S.D. 95% C.I. 
No 31 1.419 .206 1.148 .998 – 1.840 
Yes 10 2.7 .448 1.418 1.685 – 3.714 
Combined 41 1.731 .206 1.323 1.314 – 2.149 
diff  -1.280 .442  -2.174 – -
.386 
t = -2.896. Pr. = .006**. degrees of freedom = 39. 
Note. Obs. = Observations. M. = Mean. S.E. = Standard Error. S.D. = Standard Deviation. 
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